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SECTION 1
EXECUGIVE SUMMARY
This report describes a feasibility study for a frequency
division multiple access (FDMA), multiple beam, satellite
communications system, without on-board baseband processing,
operating in the 30/20 GHz frequency bands.
This study of a satellite system operating in the 30/20 GHz
bands has two major objectives:
	
1.	 A new satellite system must aim at conserving the orbital
arc, thereby allowing a larger number of satellites in the
geosynchronous arc. Orbital arc conservation can be
obtained by:
a. using high-gain (narrow-beam) terminal antennas which
have little gain in any but the desired direction.
This approach is particularly suitable for domestic
satellite systems where several satellites illuminate
thf, same area.
b. Using coding to combat rain attenuation and reducing
the power margins proportionally. This is
particularly suitable for downlink rain accomodation
since adaptive equalization is not feasible.
C.
	
	
Using high capacity satellites to reduce the number
of satellites required to provide service.
	
2.	 A new satellite system must also mak, v efficient use of
available bandwidth in order to handle the ever increasing
communications capacity. Efficient bandwidth utilization
can be achieved by:
a.
	
	
Conserving bandwidth by employing fregr.ency reuse.
High-gain (narrow-beam) satellite antennas allow
beams that are sufficiently (spatially) separated to
use the same frequency band with acceptably low
interference.
This study indicates that satellite routed (SR)-FDMA systems
may compare favorably in performance. flexibility, and cost with
satellite switched (SS)-time division multiple access (TDMA)
systems. The FDMA system concept developed by the MITRE Corporation
ik
1
is unique in suggesting a regional approach to satisfying high
density, non-uniform traffic models supplied by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). This regional concept
greatly simplifies the satellite design by reducing the number of
filters, amplifiers, intermediate frequency (IF) frequency
converters and down-converters.
The satellite services thousands of small, medium, and large
earth stations located around the major cities of the continental
United States (CONUS). Two categories of earth terminal are
considered: Customer Premises Service (CPS) terminals which provide
direct satellite access to local users, and trunking terminals which
support high volume multiplexed traffic of area users organized by
terrestrial networks. The CPS traffic comprises digital voice,
data, and video channels at data rates ranging from 56 kb/s to 6.3
Mb/s. The total peak hour CPS traffic for CONUS is L Gb/s, while
the trunking traffic totals 6 Gb/s. The amount of traffic
associated with a given area is roughly proportional to its
population.
A system of such high capacity is both power and bandwidth
limited. The attainable satellite X power is limited by weight and
size restrictions on the solar cell array. The available 2.5 GHz
bandwidth at ha-band is insufficient for handling the specified
traffic without frequency reuse. A high-gain multibeam satellite
antenna system alleviates both problems. The high antenna gain
reduces both spacecraft and earth terminal power requirements. In
addition, the multiple beams allow frequency reuse of the available
bandwidth. Frequency reuse requires careful consideration of the
co-channel interference among the beams, and much attention has been
given to this issue in the study.
Connectivity among frequency division multiplexed (FDM) users
is achieved by frequency slot assignments and filtering in the
satellite, whereas it is achieved in a time division multiplexed
(TDM system by time slot assignment and switching in the satellite.
A network control center assigns specific transmit and receive
frequencies for every link on a dynamic basis. The routing of
traffic is performed in two steps: first, band allocation and
filtering in the satellite provide the connectivity between uplink
and downlink beams; second, conventional FDM connects the individual
users within a beam.
Traffic is organized on a regional basis. The recommended beam
and frequency design for one traffic model is shown in figure 1-1.
This view of CONUS shows the locations of the 0.33° beams as seen
from a satellite in a geostationary orbit at 90° west longitude.
Each beam cell contains a code which identifies which sub-bands are
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allocated for CPS and trunking traffic. The assigned polarization
(vertical or horizontal) is also identified for each beam. The beam
and frequency/polarization plans are arranged to provide regional
routing with acceptable interference. It is shown that an interbeam
isolation no worse than about 30 dB can be obtained for this beam
plan. Polarization diversity can provide up to about 20 dB of
additional isolation between some pairs of beams.
The beam size of 0.33 0
 was selected as about the smallest
possible with the foreseeable state-of-the-art in satellite beam
pointing accuracy, e.g., 0.04°. The satellite location of 90° west
longitude provides higher elevation angles to terminals in the
eastern United States, which has the higher traffic density and more
rainfall. However, terminals in northwest locations of CONUS will
have less than a 30° elevation angle to this satellite, which could
require additional rain margin.
The organization of individual satellite downlinks for region 1
(R1) is illustrated in figure 1-2. The three frequency translations
required to align the signals into continuous downlink bands, which
is desirable for easing specifications of the satellite power
amplifiers, are identified.
A multibeam antenna system and bandpass filters with bandwidths
ranging from several to about a hundred megahertz are the essence of
the simplified satellite design. The conceptual block diagram of
the six-region CPS satellite is presented in figure 1-3. The
satellite first routes incoming bandwidths containing many channels
according to their regional destination:. After the regional routing
is accomplished, sub-bands containing f+swer signals are routed to
their individual downlink beam destinations.
The satellite antenna system includes four rbilectors, and 32
uplink and 32 downlink horns. The b<+;aas are fixed (non-steerable)
and for maximum efficiency illuminate only the specified traffic
centers. The uplink and downlink beams have identical beamwidths of
0.33°. The filters are hard-wired, of fixed bandwidth (tailored to
the traffic), and operate in a convenient intermediate frequency
band. No baseband processing takes place on-board the satellite.
(This was a ground rule imposed on the study.)
Power amplification is provided by traveling wave tubes (TWTs)
with 75 W saturation power. To reduce the intermodulation
interference, these amplifiers operate at a 5-dB backoff (BO). The
projected DC power of a reasonably large solar cell array is 5000 W.
This sets the limit on satellite capacity at 75% of the specified
CPS traffic and 70% of the specified trunking traffic. If more
satellite power is available, satellite capacity is still limited by
4
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available bandwidth. Approximately 904 of the traffic can be
•	 handled if guard bands between satellite filters and excess
bandwidth to reduce blocked calls are minimized, and if satellite DC
power is not limited to 5000 W.
These limitations of traffic handling capability are governed
by the beams with the highest traffic density. The non-uniformity
of the traffic model has been preserved. (This was another ground
rule of the study.) The greatest single factor which would ease the
satellite design, other than a more uniform traffic.. model, is to
place the trunking users on their own satellite. Phis would permit
the satisfaction of all the CPS user traffic with a 5000 W
satellite. Future work should also depart from the assumption of a
tingle satellite and consider several satellites, pe-°haps one for
each region of CONUS. Interconnectivity among regl,)ns can be
accomplished either through crosslinks or ground ratworks.
The SR-FDMA satellite is conceptually difserent from an SS-FDMA
satellite. The receive spectrum of a switching satellite would be
divided into many more and much smaller sub-bands containing fewer
signals. All the sub-bands would be downconverted to a common
intermediate frequency band and sent to a large switching matrix.
The switch settings would be determined by the destinations of the
signals in the various input sub-bands and would be changed
relatively frequently according to the real-time ebb and flow of the
traffic demands. The sub-bands at the switch outputs would then
each be upconverted to the appropriate bandwidth slot in the
transmit band.
An SS-FDMA satellite would be .uch more complex than the SR-
FDMA satellite discussed in this report. Some switching capability
is provided in the SR-FDMA system designs for long-term changes in
the distribution of traffic. This limited switching capability
allows beams in the same region to compensate for traffic
distribution changes by swapping bandwidths with one another.
However, this is a second-order consideration philosophically since
there is no need for satellite switching with SR-FDMA. Short-term
switching is accomplished by frequency assignments on the ground.
In the 30/20 GHz bonds, rain attenuation is another serious
problem which requires careful consideration. In order to combat
uplink fades during heavy rain storms, the earth stations must be
able to boost their output power by at ):ast 10 dB and/or use
coding. Rain margins of 10 dB for the 4plink and 4 dB for the
downlink result in link availabilities of 99.5% which is a
reasonable requirement for CPS. (There is less attenuation at the
lower downlink frequencies.) More margin is necessary for a link
availability goal of 99.9%. The link budgets adopted ensure total
7
uplink and downlink marginh of at leant 15 dN and 6 dN,
renpect ivoIy, tit ' e ahsonc o of rain, (This was it study
requiremont.,) An analyats suggesting haw to select. uplink margin
ac-rot-tIW jq to the rain togiotl locnt ion of a terminal in included in
sm,t ioil 5.
Four sourc:os of interference are considered in the system
denign: co-channel intnrforonco, interc.hannol interference
Ic:rossctnik), tntermodulution int.orferenco, slid additive white
Gnii%%%an noi%o (A11'GN). Co-chanuol itttorlorence results from the
Iinite inolation among beam% that use the scam p frequency hand. It
(1111 he reduced by r.arotully Khaped antenna boam patterns► , frequency
planning, and cro p s -polariAntton. Crosstalk in caused by the
spt ► c tr.1 sprc► flit ing of the modulat ion waveform of each channel into
lidIAcolil t requency chA ►u ► e In , It can be reduced by a bandwidth-
et t it tent nlodtllat ion ++theme I ike minimum shift koying (MSK) and by
suftit tent iittt% vi, it1rier tregllolwy nl ► r1c:i11g.	 1',xtellniVe analyaxlm 111
pertormod to shc►w haw to specify intorchaitnol frequency spacings and
intet-bonm im,lr ► tioti from a nig11al- to-l ►oisw ratio (SNI N) point of
view,	 111tern;odulat toll interterent.e is treated difforont ly but also
111 c tins ictorahle detail.
TAbie 1-1 cotItAins details of the vArious trunking and CPS
tccrmikinIm - The Iiltk budgets of tl ►e CPS terminais it found in table
1-2. The weight and power budgotn for a lour-region and stix- rogion
(TS 4Atctl l ito Are ?(IVen in table 1-3, 'fable 1 -4 1 istw tho "tit imatod
cost. of the (;1 118, telmi11als and a four-rogion CPS natolIit.*, Thoro
is no '4igniticitill t111n1go fill A six-rt+g(on %Aleliite
As is appAront , prenont KA -band terminal costs are far lot) high
to o.1 1% cn11 • 911tr n pi-act ic• ril market for ('I'S, 	 Tlm% is due to tho large
size t4,5 m lot- Tratfic Moffitt A) antenna syntom with step tracking
rind the lull redundancy required to achieve high roliability within
the limit,. tit todav's technologv.
	
In addition, tho terminal
i11t t ► rpc ► rrit es %ttvoi of i expensive up-and-down convorterx for
n1n1t is al rier mutt id4t%t inat ion oprrat toll with several modomss for the
various till ormat ion protorhing modok. Traff I  Modo1 S allows the
une of simpler	 terminals with : m to a m antenna
diamottir%, 4oI W rttAtr higi, powoi limpl it ierrc OIPAi1) and a 4 to h
vc ► ire ci1alin " ! capacity, These	 -an he made more cash
ett tic tivo. Nowovor, thoma terminals, may never be as inexpensive as
file C I►and satellite to rmtnals being t.ald premently.
The need to develop system technique-: and technologies for much
lowor coot terminals is perhaps tho greatest single issue identified
in this report.
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Table 1-1
Definitions of Trunking and CPS Terminals
r
^s
T1lUNKING
TERMINAL TYPE A 8 C D
ANTENNA SIZE (m) 10 10 l0 4.5
G/T (dN/"K) 41 41 41 32.3
EIRI' WNW) 88.4 85.4 80.4 72.0
TRAFFIC (Mb/x) 548 274 87.5 12.6
VOWF. (N0. 64 kb/e
CHANNELS)
DATA (NO. CHANNELS)
5h kh/N
1. 5 	 Mb/r+
VIDEO (NO. CHANNELS)
56 kh/n
1.5 Mb/14
h. I Mb/rr
N0. TERMINALS 4 11 18 6
CPS
E M' G
8.0 4.5 4.S
36.0 27.7 27.7
76.2 68.4 60.4
33.0 5.5 0.86
240 60 12
20 5 1
2 0 0
10 2 1
5 1 0
1 0 0
80 300 1824
Q
i
s
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Table 1-2
Link Budgets for CPS Terminals
Teraina) Type and Data Rata
Parameter
Uplink @ 30 ('11z
e
33.1b/a
F
5. We
c
0.881b/6
Ant. Size 00 8.0 4.5 4.5
Gain 05) 65.5 60.5 60.5
Terminal EIRPaff (dBW) 76.2 68.5 60.5
Patti Loss	 (dB) -213.0 -213.0 -213.0
Rain Loss (dB) - 10.0 - 10.0 - 10.0
Misc. RF bosses 011) -	 5.0 -	 5.0 -	 5.0
S/C Ant. Gain	 (dB) 48.0 48.0 48.0eff
S/C Noise Tc/C (°K) 1150.0 1150.0 1150.0
S/C (G/T) (dB/°K) 17.4 17.4 17.4eff
(C/kT)(dB-Hz) 94.2 86.5 78.5U.L.
Markin (dB) 16.0 16.0 16.0
Downlink h 20 GHz
S/C Ant. Gaineff011) 48.0 48.0 48.0
S/C EIRPeff(dBW) 49.0 49.6 41.6
Rain Loss 011) -	 4.0 -	 4.0 -	 4.0
Misc. RF Losses 08) -	 5.5 -	 5.5 -	 5.5
Path Loss 011) -210.0 -210.0 -210.0
Term. Noise T ET( °K) 400.0 850.0 850.0	 .
(dB/°K)(G/TL-P 36.0 27.7 27.7eff
(C/kr)(dB-Hz) 94.1 86.4 78.4D.L.
Margin 08) 10.0 10.0 10.0
75.1Overall C/kr (dg-Hz) 91.1 83.1
( Eb/No)eff (dB) 16.0 16.0 16.0
Net Link Margin NO 3.0 3.0 3,0
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Table 1-3
CPS Satellite Weight b Power Budget for Two Regional Concepts
4 Region Satellite System
WeIAlit / 	' 1leight/TOTA1! pcweliOT
UNIT
l b 11. W
55 220 -
2.5 10 16
10	 tits 9.1 144
41.% 1 Ae0 101x1
240 30o
- 250
40 100
2Q11 -
112 196
800
2774
	
5026
a
i.iyuid Not
	
+1x1
a ll. - Per l:nk, i
	
2000
'i`U'1'AI.S	 5014 lh	 %flab w
6 Region Satellite System
WiIgh^ 
IT
WetghtTOI
erTOTA'
lb lb W
5S 220 -
2.5 15 36
10 un l ira 177
41.5 1660 3000
3110 375
350
40 NO
200 -
312 196
11011
2885 5170
301
2000
5185 lb 5130 W
COW011e11t1i of
subavatem
Ant. SvMtom
RF Mux
IF Mux
1'1anNpuudu r
i
Other F1. 6
gattrry
I','C. & Cunt t .
St  urt urs,
Meet). 1'harm..
Solar Arrav
Atlaualwo Fill,
Comm 11avload
11
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Table 1-4
r
Estimated 30/20 GHz System Costs
CPS TERMINAL COST SUMMARY
Terminal Type	 E	 ! C
Cost/Unit (Q-100)
	 $1,535K	 $	 $735K $ $576.8K
(Q-1000)	 --	 $	 $622K $ $475.OK
t
Number of Sat. Term
	 .	 80	 300 1824
Total Terminal Cost
	 .	 $122.80 M	 $186.81M $866.40M
Total Ground Segment
	 $	 1.176M
CPS SATELLITE COST ESTIMATE
	 (4 Regions)
Total Sat. Weight
	 5074 lb
	 2283.3 kg
Transponder Weight	 44.5 lb	 20.0 kg
`
r
Power DC Total
	 5026 W
Comm. Payload Weight
	 2800 lb
	 1260.0 kg
Sat. Cost
NRE:	 $146M
RE:	 $ 49M
Total Sat.	 System Cost:	 Sac. Cost + Launching (two only)
No. of Satellites (4)* :	 0 x $45) + $49M + $30M
	 $214M
E NRE:	 $146Mt
t. Terminal Gr.	 Segment
	 $1176M
TOTAL SYSTEM COST 	 $1536M
-
a
* This quantity of satellites is based on the assumption of one
separate CPS satellite and one trunking satellite (with one spare
unit for each class of satellite).
17.
a
In the SS-TDMA system which is a counterpart to the SR-FDMA
system, only one channel per beam is active at a time and routing is
achieved by steerable beams or switches in the satellite. However,
this TDMA architecture is not economical for a system with many
(moderate size) users. Such a system requires a high terminal
effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP), a very high burst rate,
and stringent waveform synchronization. These factors may increase
terminal cost prohibitively.
SS-TDMA is clearly the favorite architecture for the relatively
small number (less than 100) of large trunking terminals. TDKA with
on-board baseband processing for CPS has also received considerable
favor in the 30/20 GHz community. NASA is planning a demonstration
satellite for testing the feasibility of these TDMA schemes. Based
on the results of the present as well as previous MITRE studies, it
is recommended that the capability to experiment with FDMA concepts
also be included on the demonstration satellite. This should be
possible with a moderate increase in satellite weight and power.
The conceptual design of the SR-FD`1A system involves careful
beam positioning, interference-free frequency planning, a regional
routing technique, efficient satellite and terminal designs,
realistic link margins, and detailed weight and cost analyses.
Further detail on all these topics may be found in the body of this
report.
Future work should emphasize FDMA techniq,hes for lower cost
terminals. On-board baseband processing would permit FDMA/TDM
architectures which may be optimum for CPS applications.
I
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SECTION 2
INTRODUCTION
This brief introduction to the FDMA study provides some
background for the work, a review of the traffic models employed, a
summary of the MITRE contributions, and an overview of the report.
STUDY BACKGROUND
Previous MITRE studies for NASA/Lewis Research Center (LeRC)
have emphasized FDMA/TDM with on-board baseband processing for
improved system flexibility and performance. At the request of
NASA/LeRC, the present study examines the feasibility of FDMA/FDM
with no on-board baseband processing. This decision was motivated
in part by the preponderance of contractor studies and proposals and
common-carrier sentiment for TDMA/TDM with on-board baseband
processing or satellite switching. Only the General Electric/Space
Systems Division has advocated an all FDM concept (Kiesling, 1980).
Therefore, NASA/LeRC asked for another independent opinion on the
feasibility of FDMA.
The GE approach was aimed at a system permitting very low cost
terminals with price tags in the $20-$50K range. They felt such
terminal costs were necessary to generate a sufficiently large
market for Customer Premises Service (CPS). Most of the terminals
considered by GE were single channel voice or data terminals with
bit rates ranging from 32 kb/s to about 1 Mb/s. FDMA appears to
have a better chance of achieving lower system cost for such data
rates when the significantly higher burst rates and output powers
required by single channel TDMA terminals in the CPS system context
are considered. In addition, since burst rates are typically two or
three orders of magnitude greater, TDMA generates the need for
sophisticated synchronization techniques.
Present day satellite communications technology in the 30/20
GHz frequency bands is relatively underdeveloped. The foreseeable
military and commercial markets for this band are somewhat limited
and tend to involve trunking rather than CPS users. GE based their
estimated low terminal cost on a projected mass market, presuming
the heavy involvement and investment of consumer manufacturers. It
is conceivable that if a potential market for CPS can be
demonstrated, these manufacturers will be attracted by the prospect
of meeting the demand for thousands of small earth stations.
Preceding page dank
-,
The main hope for CPS is to reduce the cost of the terrestrial
tails in present common-carrier satellite communications by
providing satellite service directly to user premises. For the
initial phases, at least, the customer may not own his on-site earth
terminal but would lease it or pay a monthly service charge which
would be included in his CPS "telephone bill." Market studies have
suggested that CPS will only become viable compared to terrestrial
services if the break-even distance can be reduced to no more than a
few hundred miles. This means that satellite service has to b,gcome
competitive with terrestrial service at shorter and shorter
distances for CPS to become an attractive alternative.
Another important factor for selling telecommunication service
from a common-carrier point of view is extremely high end-to-end
availability. Some estimates claim that CPS could not be sold
unless this availability is 0.9999. Others suggest that 0.999 is
sufficient. The availability for CPS suggested by NASA/LeRC for CPS
is 0.995, with 0.999 as a goal. These availabilities may be
difficult to achieve at low terminal cost. Users of existing
service which already provides a high availability may not be
willing to sacrifi4e this availability at comparable cost. On the
other hand, new services may well be economically attractive at
considerably less availability when compared to the prospect of no
service at all.
Rain attenuation is the principal factor determining link
availability in the 30/20 Gliz band. Dual diversity terminals for
heavy trunking users, and flexible dynamic power diversity and
coding schemes for smaller users under a centralized or
subeentralized network control scheme are keys to successful
performance in this frequency regime. Additional power and
bandwidth margins must be provided in regions of CONUS experiencing
more rainfall.
Comparing alternative system approaches is difficult if each
approach is based on a different set of requirements. One of the
major contribuLions of NASA/LeRC is the development of a
standardized set of traffic models on which system designs can be
based and fairly compared. Although these models may not be totally
realistic or accurate, they represent a useful starting point for
conceptual system designs and cost estimates.
The NASA traffic models were not available to GE at the time of
their FDMA study. They chose to focus on relatively low data rate,
single-channel terminals where FDMA has an excellent chance of
success. In the present study "TITRE adhered closely to the NASA-
supplied traffic models throughout the course of the work. During
this effort, it became clear that, because the traffic models are so
16
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ambitious, FDMA is not necessarily superior to TDhA, if reasonable
projections for satellite technology in the 30/20 GHz bands are
assumed. On the other hand, it appears that FDMA is a competitor to
TDMA, even with the postulated heavy mixtures of high data rate
multichannel terminals.
NASA plans to launch a 30/20 GHz CPS/trunking demonstration
satellite in 1987. The architecture currently favored by the
community involved appears to be TDMA with on-board baseband
processing and radio frequency/intermediate frequency (RF/IF)
switching. If FDMA is indeed a viable alternative, NASA does not
wish to preclude the feasibility of demonstrating FDMA concepts.
However, budget constraints impose a limitation of one demonstration
satellite. Thus, in any experimental joint flight of TDMA and FDMA
30/20 GH technology, satellite hardware should be shared as much
as possible between the TDMA and FDMA portions. An economical way
of including the MITRE FDMA concept in a satellite primarily
intended to demonstrate TDMA is suggested in section 9.
TRAFFIC MODELS
Two traffic models were supplied by NASA: Traffic Model A and
Traffic Model B. The original Traffic Model A was based on three
types of trunking terminal and three types of CPS terminal. A
fourth type of trunking terminal was added to traffic Model A after
the MITRE work was underway. Both versions of Model A were used, so
not all the examples are self-consistent. However, there are no
major differences and the final system designs are based on the more
recent model.
Traffic Model B is similar to Traffic Model A. The total
capacity for Traffic Model B is the same as that for Traffic Model
A. The principal differences are in the larger number of terminals,
their smaller sizes, and their distribution at greater distances
from the major cities. In Traffic Model B there are six types of
CPS terminal with lower data rates and fewer channels per terminal.
The smallest terminal has a single 64 kb/s voice channel. There are
approximately 45 major cities listed in the CPS traffic models. In
Traffic Model A. the terminals are essentially confined to these
cities. In Traffic Model B. they are distributed roughly in
proportion to population based on the 277 Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (SMSAs) in CONUS (Census, 1979).
The MITRE study was mainly concerned with CPS to CPS traffic
but some attention was paid to intercommunication between CPS and
trunking users. There was no requirement to consider trunking to
trunking users except to assume that the trunking to trunking
17
service would be handled by the same satellite. In ordor to deal
adequately with the interface between CPS and trunking, the trunking
to trunking traffic model was also provided. Only 18 metropolitan
centers require trunking in the NASA-supplied ttaffic model. The
trunking traffic and CPS Traffic Models A and B are summarized in
tables 2-1 through 2-3. Under NASA/LeRC guidance. a 50% duty facto:
was assumed for CPS traffic only. This is interpreted to mean that
half the CPS terminals are operating at full capacity during the
peak busy hour.
Table 2-1
Trunking Terminal to Trunking Terminal Traffic Generated
by Major Metropolitan Centers
Population Cant er
New York
Washington, DC
Los Angeles
Chicago
Detroit/Cleveland
San Francisco/Sacramento
Boston/Hartford
Cincinnati/Columbus
Houston
Dallas
Minneapolis/St. Paul
Mi Mi
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
Atlanta
Denver
Kansas City
Seattle
Total Peak Hour Traff ic (Mb s)
968
639
560
560
484
484
484
320
242
242
154
154
154
154
154
100
100
100
Total:	 6053
MITRE CONTRIBUTIONS
The principal MITRE contribution in this study has beer, to show
that 75: of the NASA traffic models can be satisfied with an FDMA
satell.._e that consumes approximately 6 kW of DC power and weighs
approximately 6200 lb. The satellite would consume about 5 kW of
18
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Table 2-3
Distribution of Terminal Types for Traffic Model A
Terminal Types
Trunking CPR
A p_-C D. E F G
New York 1 2 3 12 140
Detroit - 1 - 2 a 60
Cleveland 1 - - - 2 22
San Francisco 1 - - 1 7 SO
Boston - 1 - - 1 5 33
Buffalo - - - - 3 6 30
Milwaukee - - 6 11 44
Indianapolis - - - - 6 11 44
Greensboro - - - - S a 44
San Diego - - - 5 7 40
Phoenix - - - S 7 40
Tampa - - - - 5 7 40
Portland - - - • S 6 34
Salt Lake City - - - - 5 6 34
Lansing - - - 2 6 40
Harrisburg - - 2 6 40
New Orleans - - - - 2 6 40
Norfolk - - - 9 20
Syracuse - - - - 9 20
Oklahoma City - - - - - 9 20
Nashville - - - 9 20
Fresno - - - - 4 32
San Antonio - - - - - 4 32
Louisville - - - - 4 32
Memphis - - - - 4 32
Omaha - - - - 4 32
Jacksonville - - - - - 4 32
DC 1 1 2 6 75
Los Angeles 1 - 1 - 4 7 s0
Chicago 1 - 1 - 4 7 80
Cincinnati - 1 - - 0 2 30
Houston - 1 - 2 9 60
Dallas 1 - - 2 6 40
Minneapolis/St Paul - - 2 - 1 6 40
Miami - - 2 1 6 40
St.	 Louis - - 2 - 0 10 30
Pittsburgh - - 2 - 0 10 30
Atlanta - - 2 - 0 9 30
Denver - 1 2 0 9 30
Kansas City - - 1 2 0 6 30
Seattle - - 1 2 0 6 30
Hartford - 1 - - 2 l5
Rochester - - - - 3 5 30
Columbus - - 1 - 2 7 30
Philadelphia - 1 I - 1 6 75
Totals: 4 11 18 6 80 300 1824
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power and would weigh approximately 5200 lb without the trunking
trunking portion.
The MITRE system concept is unique in suggesting a regional
approach to the organization of multiple beams. This greatly
simplified the satellite design by saving filters, mixers, and
switches.
This work on FDMA has generated some insight into the proper
system approach. The fundamental FDMA concept of greatest potential
is the interbeam satellite routing of distinct bandwidths, with each
bandwidth containing many individual channels. Each channel reaches
its destination independently of other channels by means of proper
frequency assignment on the ground, based on network control
instructions. This is in sharp contrast to the TDMA approach, which
requires satellite switching. Although some switching is useful on
an FDMA satellite, primarily to implement daily or longer-term
changes in traffic demand, the FDMA approach essentially requires no
switching at all. Therefore, satellite routed FDMA (SR-FDMA) is a
more accurate description than satellite switched FDMA (SS-FDMA).
Again, it is not the individual channels which are scouted by the
satellite but relatively large chunks of bandwidth each containing
many channels. It will be useful to keep this vision in mind
throughout this report for a better understanding of SR-FDMA. These
notions are defined further in the next section.
During this work, MITRE has developed a useful methodology for
deriving an efficient frequency plan from a non-uniform traffic
model and a postulated beam plan. This methodology is sufficiently
well-defined to be programmed on a computer.
Another significant aspect of the MITRE effort is in the area
of terminal cost. Realistic cost models have been applied to
present 30/20 GHz technological efforts of commercial and military
manufacturers. These cost models are in close agreement with
industry-quoted figures for terminal costs. The models cost each
major cost-driving subsystem in proportion to the total hardware
cost, and the total hardware cost is calculated to be in proportion
to the overhead cost. About 504 of the total hardware cost of most
current satellite terminals is due to the antenna and transmitter
(if a tracking antenna is required). The up-down converters
constitute around 15: to 204 of the total hardware cost and the
modems constitute about 54 to 204. All cost figures in this report
are in 1980 dollars and the cost model was revised in 1979. All
cost model inputs for the data base are derived from manufacturers'
cost data gathered by MITRE between 1976 and 1980, and are
applicable only to specific technologies. If an alternate lower
cost technology can be applied to a specified task or subsystem, the
21
overall terminal cost is reduced in proportion to that subsystems
contribution to the total terminal cost (including overhead). In
order to achieve a substantial overall cost reduction, all hardware
costs (including assembly costs) must be reduced simultaneously.
The costing methods used by MITRE are described in detail in
section 10, However, in a lrief summary, the cost analysis
procedure works as follows: first, the subassembly unit costs are
either computed from a model (based on manufacturer supplied data)
or based directly on quotes if the model is not available or not
applicable to a specific unit or task. The total hardware cost
includes: the antenna, transmitter, low noise amplifier (I,NA), up-
down converters, frequency synthesizers. and modems. This total
hardware cost is then used in several K- factor multiplication
calculations to derive the cost of assembly. integration, test
engineering. quality control, management, administration, and
profit. The total sum of all the above contributions is the cost of
the first production terminal. When this cost is applied to a
learning curve (both industry and MITRE use a 95„, learning curve),
it becomes reduced during production. Therefore, an N quantity of
terminals yields an Nth unit cost. The equation for the average
cost computation in section 10 is a mathematical model used to
approximate the summation of N quantity costs and supports a cost
calculation in a simple algebraic form for any N quantity and k
learning curve. The accuracy of this approximation is well within
0.lo.
This conservative view of system cost is offered to temper
overly optimistic expections for low cost terminals capable of
generating a large CPS market. It seems clear from the following
estimates that the cost of 30/20 GHz terminal technology must be
reduced dramatically.
The estimated total CPS system cost is approximately $1.5B for
Traffic Model A. Satellite cost is in the neighborhood of $400M,
Including launch and non-recurring engineering costs. Thus, too
much of the cost is in the terminals which range in price from $300K
to S700K each. Present technology does not permit 30/20 GHz
terminal costs below S100;' (based on manufacturer quoted costs in
1980 dollars) for the types of high data rate, multichannel
terminals postulated in Traffic Model A. Even the 64 kb/s single
channel terminal of Traffic Model B is too expensive.
Satellite weight, power, and cost are only slightly larger for
Traffic Model B. Jndividual terminal costs are reduced to about
$250K for the smallest single channel terminals. However, since
there are 10,000 terminals in this model, the total system cost
exceeds $5B with near-term 30/20 GHz technology projections. Since
22
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and satellite cost models used in deriving estimated system costs
are defined.
Section ► 11 contains two recommended baseline system designs,
	 j
one for each of the traffic models provided by NASA. This section
	 +
is the culmination of the study and reflects all the work discussed
in other sections of the report. The major conclusions of the study
are accumulated in section 12.
There are five appendixes. Appendix A compares FDMA and TDMA
with respect to burst rate and transmitter power requirements.
Appendix B discusses the issues of where CPS-trunking traffic
interconnection should be accomplished, in the satellite or on the
ground. Appendix C contains an alternative SR-FDMA system that does
not use the regional approach. Appendixes D and E discuss surface
acoustic wave ( SAW) filter technology and solid state switch
technology, respectively.
	 +
References are listed at the end of the section in which they
are cited. A glossary is provided at the end of the report.
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SECTION 9
GENERIC SR-FDMA SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The fundamental ideas for understanding satellite routed (SR)-
FDMA communication system concepts are presented. A simple example
Is used for clarity.
SYSTEM ELEMENTS AND DEFINITIONS
A user consists of one active data source which employs one
data channel, An earth stationor terminal serves several users and
accesses the satellite for each user individually. The terminal
consists of an antenna, a transmitter, and several modems, one for
each user class. the frequencies of transmission and reception for each
modem are determined by a control center. Since there are many
terminals, the earth station must be as inexpensive as possible.
The satellite consists of multi-beam antenna arrays,
multiplexers (signal splatters which use filters passing different
frequency bands), and high power transmitters. The multiplexers
channel the signals received by a receive antenna to a transmit
antenna for transmission. Although there are no switches on the
satellite (no switching matrices) in the most fundamental concept,
the satellite is large and relatively expensive.
Either the satellite or one large earth station could serve as
a control center which assigns the transmit and receive frequencies
to each user. A narrow frequency band called an orderwire channel
is used for special communications between the earth stations and
the control center through the satellite. An earth station requests
and receives frequency assignments for its users over the orderwire
channel. A users' matrix represents statistical data specifying the
long term connectivity of users among beams. The users matrix
determines the bandwidth of each filter comprising the satellite
multiplexer. This information is also stored in the control center
computer.
The frequency plan consists of the frequency bands assigned to
11
11 users --nd must satisfy the compatibility requirement that only
users which are sufficiently isolated in space or time may use the
same frequency, Tito frequency plan can be obtained from the users'
matrix in a procedure descriF:ed below.
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Antenna beam isolation permits frequency reuse and therefore
increases tits system capacity. Beams which are sufficiently far
apart may use tits same frequency with tolerable co-channel
interference.. This is explained in more detail in section 4.
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK CONNECTIVITY EXAMPLE
This example shows how to design the satellite multiplexer and
how the system works. Suppose an uplink beam and a downlink beam
service the same area on the earth. The uplink beam is designated
with an upper case letter, and tits downlink beam is designated with
the same letter in lower case form. Either the upper or lower came
form of the letter Identifies the area. 	 }
Figure 3-1 shows part of a users' matrix; tits element tit
one, column three (A,c) - 2 means that, on the average, two users
from area A transmit to two users of area c. However, for duplex
traffic the same number of users in C transmit to a, so (C,a)
(A,c), i.e., the users' matrix is symmetrical,
In the+ simplest example, the antenna beam footprints areas form
a row of circles, as shown in figure 3-2, The purpose of frequency
reuse (by means of multi-beams) is to employ the same frequency band
by as many users as possible with acceptably low interference (co-
channel interference) between users. In this example there are four
coverage areas, and acceptable isolation between beams two or more
beamwidthsapart is assumed, such beams can therefore use the same
frotluency. All beams which can use the same frequency have the same
shading, as illustrated in figure 3-2.
The eight-frequency plan for the connections shown in figure
3-2 is plotted in figure 3-3A. All the elements of the first rear
and column of figure 3-1 are satisfied except (B,a) = 1. There is
	 +
double frequency reuse because two users employ the same frequency.
Note that both the uplink and the downlink beams are sufficiently
isolated for each frequency assignment. Without loss of generality,
the above frequency plan can be rearranged as shown in figure 3-3B.
Multiplexers for these two frequency plans are now compared.
Multiplexer Design
Consider the frequency plan shown in figure 3-3A. The entry in
the first row and column defines the need for a filter passing
frequency f l , whose input is connected to uplink (receive antenna) A
and whose output is connected to downlink (transmit antenna) a.
Another filter passing f l connects antennas Q and d, etc. The
resulting transponder is drawn in figure 3-4A. Since the frequency
26
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plan of figure 3-3B allows grouping of adjacent frequencies in the
same downlink beam, the corresponding transponder of figure 3-48 has
fewer filters.
Row A gives the filters in the multiplexer connected to receive
antenna A. etc. The appropriate outputs are summed by means of
combiners into the corresponding transmit antennas. Multiplexers
are much more difficult to design than combiners.
System Operation
System operation is explained with reference to the frequency
plan shown in figure 3-3A and its multiplexer shown in figure 3-4A.
A user of an earth station located in beam A that wants to transmit
to area d is assigned frequency f 3 . (A subsequent reply from D to a
is assigned f 7. While (A,d) uses f 3 , the same frequency can be used
between other users from D to a.) If another user in beam A wants
to transmit to b, he is assigned a transmit frequency f5 , etc., as
depicted in figure 3-5.
The satellite multiplexer of figure 3-4A does the routing
between uplink and downlink antennas. No satellite switching is
required. An appropriate transmit frequency on earth ensures that
the transmission arrives at the right destination.
Multiplexer Implementation
The multiplexers in the satellite are difficult to implement
directly at 20 or 30 GHz on a beam basis because the small
percentage bandwidths of the filters require very high quality
factors. Therefore, filters will be implemented at conveniently
chosen intermediate frequencies (IFs) by using up and down
convertors as sketched in figure 3-6A.
Another possibility is to implement the multiplexers with
mixers and IF bandpass filters (BPFs) as shown in figure 3-6B. All
BPFs are centered at the same IF and may even have the same
bandwidth if the traffic is uniformly distributed. The IF frequency
may be chosen in the region where surface acoustic wave (SAW)
filters are feasible.
The local oscillator (LO) frequencies f L01 and f L0l' are offset
by the same amount in all filter channels. The LO frequencies are
chosen so that only the appropriate input signals are routed to the
desired destination via the bandpass filters. The LO frequencies
are essentially fixed, making the satellite synthesizer design quite
31
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is
reasonable. However, if they can vary, system flexibility in
reconfiguring the satellite to handle long-term variations in
traffic is achievable. Synthesizer switching speed is not an issue
in this context.
i
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SECTION 4
MULTIPLE BEAMS
The theory of multiple beam patterns, interbeam isolation, and
frequency reuse is discussed. Implications for the spacecraft
realization of on-board power and multiple beam antennas are
developed.
BEAM PATTERNS
Assume that the coverage of a single beam cell is defined by
the area where the received signal does not vary by more than X(dB)
of the peak gain, where X is a constant in the 3 to 6 dB range. The
coverage area of the cell is enclosed by the X(dB)-down contour; see
figure 4-1. The -X(dB) contours touch each other and form a
multiple beam pattern of cells.
If adjacent cells use the same frequency, significant signal
interference will generally result. However, cells which are
farther away may use the same frequency with some tolerable level of
mutual interference. The situation can be visualized by coloring
(selecting designs for) the cells; all cells using the same
frequency will be of the same color. Figure 4-2 shows example
rectangular arrays of call patterns for several values of the number
of colors (designs), N. If the angular separation between the
centers of adjacent calls is 9 0 , then, from figure 4-2, it would
appear that the shortest distance between cell centers of the same
color is
d l - VINR e o	 (4.1)
and the next shortest distance is
d2 - 2N 60
	(4.2)
The separation 0 0 corresponds to the X(dB) beamwidth contour.
Beam Isolation
If d is the angular distance between the centers of two beams,
and if GO) denotes the gain of each singlet beam as a function of
beamwidth 00 , then the isolation between the beam patterns of figure
4-3 is defined as
35
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I(d) ' 
G(80/2)
	
or I(d) - G(o) + X - G(d- O /2) in dB
then,
I(d I) - 10 log 11 + ( 2-,FN- 1) 2.1 1 - 3 (dB) (4.5a)
For example. if X s -3 dB, and if the singlet beam pattern is
described by
G(9) -	 1
1 + (20/00)2.5
and
IO2) - 10 log I I + (2.45-1) 2 ' 1 , - 3 (dB).	 (4.5b)
Table 4-1 gives I(d l) and I(d 2) as a function of the number of
colors, N.
Table 4-1
Isolations for Rectangular Ce11 Arrays
N 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
lld l ) (dB) 9.2 10.7 11.9 12.9 13.8 14.6 15.2
IId2) (dB) 13.8 15.2 16.4 17.3 18.2 18.9 19.5
39
Cross-Polarization
Cross-polarization may increase the isolation. However,
according to figure 4-2A and figure 4-2D, cross-polarization
increases only I(d l) and does not affect I(d 2). Therefore, I(d2),
given in the bottom row of table 4-1, is the highest isolation
attainable with rectangular arrays of cells for a given number of
colors, N and 3-dB down cell contours. I(d 2 ) can be increased by
two means:
1. increasing N; however, this reduces the frequency reuse,
as shown below;
2. shaping the singlet beam to obtain a faster roll-off than
the radiation pattern given by equation (4.4).
Frequency Reuse
Multiple beam satellite antennas allow:
1. earth terminals to have lower values of effective
isotropic radiated power (EIRP) and gain to noise
temperature ratio (G/T), which is very desirable for small
earth stations;
2. frequency reuse.
Two links will operate with acceptably low mutual interference
on the same frequency if the isolation between them is sufficiently
large. If the allocated bandwidth for a particular satellite system
is B, frequency reuse increases the effective bandwidth to FB; F is
the frequency reuse factor defined as
F = M/N
	 (4.6)
where M is the number of beams, and N is the number of colors or
disjoint frequency bands.
F should be as largo! as possible, i.e., for fixed M, N should
be as small as possible, However, as has been shown, a small N
means less isolation between the beams.
The number of frequency bands, N, imposed by the beam
isolation, will also depend on the system requirements. These, in
turn, will be determined by the desired link quality and the type of
modulation, since some modulations are less susceptible to co-
channel interference.
40
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Example
Suppose that the number of beams is chosen as N = 50, and that
a beam isolation of at least 15 dB is required. From table 4-1,
!
1dai) - 15.2 dB for N - 10 and I(d 2) - 15.2 dB for N = S. This
ens that without additional cross-polarization isolation, N = 10
frequency bands are needed. The frequency reuse factor then will be
F = 50/10 - S. Such a system will have five times the effective
bandwidth of a system without multiple beams. If cross-polarization
is used, F - 50/5 - 10.
Table 4-1 illustrates that the capacity of the system
(effective bandwidth, or number of users) can at most double when
cross-polarization is imployed for rectangular cell arrays,
regardless of the level of isolation due solely to polarization
diversity. This can also be seen directly from equation (4.5).
CLOSE-PACKED CIRCULAR CELL ARRAYS
Consider the four-color example of figure 4-4 where the cells
are packed close together to reduce gaps in coverage above the
X(dB)-down gain level. As shown in figure 4-4A, the smallest
distances between cells of the same color are now only
d l = f3 00 (4.7a)
d2 =	 2 8o	 (close packed; N = 4) (4.7b)
d3 = f eo (4.7c)
where Go is the single cell benmwidth. This means that the
isolation between beams will be slightly less than in the
rectangular array. If cross-polarization is used as in figure 4-4B,
then typically d 3, the shortest distance between cells of the same
frequency band and polarization, will determine the minimum
interbeam isolation.
A non-symmetrical array like that of figure 4-5 may be needed
to achieve a specified isolation. However, this cell pattern would
require two more colors.
Both of the preceding beam/frequency plans are superior to beam
plan 5 of the GE report (Kiesling, 1980). The figure 4-4
configuration provides twice the bandwidth with the same minimum co-
polarized interbeam isolation, while figure 4-5 achieves a better
minimum isolation with one-third more bandwidth.
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GE Beam Plan Number 5
GE has proposed a composite beam method of uniformly .;overinj
the continental United States (CONUS) with sixty eight 0.5 0 degree
cells and eight disjoint frequency bands. A western section of tt
GE plan is sketched in figure 4-6. Uncircled integers represent
frequency band assignments with one polarization and circled
integers represent bands with the other polarization. A composite
beam area, indicated by a heavy outline in the figure, consists of
close-packed cluster of four cells containing a given frequency
band, number 8 in this case, of the same polarization. These
composite beams are overlapped so that four frequency bands are
assigned to each cell. For uniformly distributed users each cell
must share every band with three other cells of the corresponding
cluster. This means that each cell has access only to one-eighth
the total bandwidth.
The minimum distances corresponding to equation (4.7) are
indicated in figure 4-6. The smallest distance d l is only 1 /%6
0.577 that of figure 4-4. This means that greater reliance must be
placed on cross-polarization isolation because adjacent cells use
the same frequency band in this GE plan. Isolation due to
polarization alone is limited to roughly 20 dB at 30/20 GHz; signals
at these frequencies will tend to depolarize in heavy rain (Arnold,
et al., 1980). The next smallest distance Cn is f3/2 - 0.867 that
of figure 4-4 but cross-polarization is again involved. The
smallest distance with co-polarization is the same in both plans.
This is the critical isolation distance since additional cross-
polarization isolation is not available in this case. The beam plan
in figure 4-4 achieves twice the frequency reuse of figure 4-6
because only four frequency bands are used. Inspection of figure 4-5
reveals a plan which improves the interbeam isolation with one-
third more bandwidth than the GE plan.
If adjacent frequency bands are numbered sequentially, the GE
plan of figure 4-6 also has the apparent drawback of adjacent co-
polarization bands in adjacent cells. Although not shown here, it
is possible to number the bands of figures 4-4 and 4-5 in such a way
that adjacent bands in adjacent cells are cross-polarized for
greater isolation against crosstalk interference. This idea is
applied to the extent possible in the sample beam/frequency plan for
the eastern United States shown in figure 4-7.
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SATELLITE DC POWER IMPLICATIONS
The relationship between antenna beam cell size and the DC
power required on the satellite is investigated in this subsection.
It is assumed that user terminals are distributed uniformly
t4roughout the coverage area and that each beam is driven by a	 °
dedicated traveling wave tube (TWT). Two cell sizes of 1.2° and 0.6
beamwidth are considered in the following examples. It is shown
that the 0.6° cells lead to better frequ-incy rouse, i.e., more users
can be served, and that less DC power is required on the satellite.
Smaller beams provide greater antenna gain but imply a larger number
of beams for CONUS and a more complex spacecraft antenna
implementation. The exchange of a larger antenna for lower power is
considered a favorable trade-off in spacecraft weight (Katz, at al.,
1979).
Let N be the number of colors, i.e., disjoint frequency sub-
bands, used in a multiple beam plan of M individual beam cells. As
before, F = M/N is defined as the frequency reuse factor. Let U be
the total number of users, and let B be the bandwidth available to a
single user. A nominal total CPS bandwidth of W = 1 GHz is taken as
fixed. It is apparent that bandwidth is conserved, i.e., BU = WF,
or
U	 (!iB)F (WB)(!N1) (4. Be)
The number of users per beam is
U M-WN1
	 (4.8b)
The two beam/frequency plan examples considered are shown in
figure 4-8A and B. The following assumptions are common to these 10
and 40 beam CONUS coverage plans: Each user is characterized by an
R = 1 Mb/s signal occupying B = 1.25 MHz and a single-channel earth
station with a 2 m diameter antenna and a T = 1000°K system noise
temperature. The satellite DC to RF power conversion efficiency is
taken as 17 = 10%, and a power amplifier back-off BO = 3-dB is
assumed.
Suppose the desired signal-to-noise ratio (SNR') is E b/No : 8.5
dB and there is an implementation loss of L = 3.5 dB. Th:A the
required overall carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) is approximately C/No
(Eb/No) L R = 72 dB-Hz. For the 1.2 cell of figure 4-8A, the
CNRs for the uplink and downlink are equal, i.e., the system is
balanced, and
r
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	 75 dB-HzNo u
	
Na d	 Nc	 (4.9)
s ince
1	 1 _ +_ 1
C	 C
No VO)U	 No d	 (4.10)
A simple downlink budget calculation shows for a 1 Mb/s user that
the RF power at the satellite TWT output is
(EIRP) d	(C/N0)d k Lj
P	 Ga d	 Gs d Ged
n 75 dB-Hz - 228.6 dB-j/°K + 210 dB + 30 dB-°K
-42.7 dB - 49.8 dB
s -6.1 dBW s 0.245 W.	 (4.11)
Here k • 1.38 x 10 
-23 j/°K (Boltzmann's constant), Ld is the
downlink path loss at 20 GHz, and G sd and Ged are the spacecraft and
earth station antenna gains, respectively. Therefore, the total
satellite DC power in this case is
(BO) P	 BO uP)
_	 • 00) (0PT DC M PDC M	 RFn	 ri
(4.12)
• ( BO) ( H)Q!)P  = 13.1 kW1  B
where P DC and P RF are the satellite DC and RF power per boss. The
number of users served is U = Hu = 2667, from equations (4.8a) and
(4.8b).
With the 0.6 0 cells of figure 4-8B, the uplink satellite
antenna gain is 6-dB larger. Since nothing else has changed to
affect the uplink power budget, (C/No) u - 81 dB-Hz, cf. equation
	
1
(4.9). Now only about (C/No)d = 73 dB-Hz is required to maintain
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the desired C/N of 72 dB-Hz, according to equation (4.10). Such an
unbalanced system is really preferred to accommodate larger uplink
fades due to rain. Since G ad has also increased by 6-dB in this
case, P - -6.1 - 2.0 - 6 dBW - -14.1 dBW R 0.039 W. The total
satellite DC power drops to PTDC - 6. 24 W. using equation (4.12),
since M = 40 and N = 4. In this case U = 8000 users are served.
Since P TDC is proportional to UR, the total data rate, the
satellite DC power consumption is constant for a fixed total data
rate. The principal conclusion is that the 40-beam system can serve
three times the users with less than half the spacecraft power
compared with the 10-beam system. Two-meter earth terminals spread
uniformly over CONUS can just about be supported by a single 1985
satellite using 1982 technology which promises 5 kW of DC power. A
slightly larger antenna for the earth terminals would make up the
necessary difference.
COMPACT MULTIPLE-BEAD! SPACECRAFT ANTENNA
Since SS-FDMA beam plans may involve more than one cell size,
it is appropriate to consider designs of spacecraft antennas that
promise more compact realizations than a collection of separate
designs for each cell size. The generation of up to Live cell sizes
at 30/20 GHz with a single sandwich-type reflector and two sets of
feed horns is suggested in this section.
The half-power beamwidth 
o 
in degrees of a parabolic reflector
is given by
ti.
whe re A is the wavelength in meters, D is the reflector diameter in
meters, and f is the frequency in GHz. consider four different
sized reflectors constructed from either vertical (V) or horir-ntal
(H) wires and the beamwidths listed in table 4-2. A sandwich
reflector consisting of the two larger diameters can be utilized as
follows. A small set of feed horns completely illuminates both
reflectors and produces 0.5 and 0.75 degree cells on the downlink
with vertical and horizontal polarizations, respectively. A larger
set of feed horns illuminates smaller portions of these reflectors,
corresponding to D = 0.93 and 0.62 m, and produces 1.1 and 1.7
degree cells on the downlink with vertical and horizontal
polarizations, respectively. On the uplink the small feed horns
collect vertically and horizontally polarized energy from 0.33 and
0.5 degree cells. while the larger feed horns see smaller portions
of the reflectors and collect vertically and horizontally polarized
energy from 0.75 and 1.1 degree cells.
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Thus, up to five call sizes are possible with two reflectors
and two sets of feed horns at 30/20 GHz. By eliminating the 30 GHz,
small :ead horn illumination of the larger reflector, and the 20
GHz, large feed horn illumination of the smaller reflector, three
cell sizes common to both the uplink and downlink are produced.
These sizes are 0.5, 0.75, and 1.1 degrees in this example; the
polarity alternates with increasing cell size. The smaller cells
would be used in heavier traffic areas. Some polarization isolation
has been lost, however.
Table 4-2
Elements for Synthesizing a Multi-Cell-Size Sandwich Reflector
D (m) Polarization Frequency Half-Power Beamwidth
(GHz) (degrees)
30 0.33
2.1 V
20 0.5
30 0.5
1.4 H
20 0.75
30 0.75
0.93 V
20 1.1
30 1.1
0.62 H
20 1.7
4♦
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A more serious problem is the physical colocation of the two
sets of feed horns. For example, if the 0.75 degree cells were
pointed identically on the uplink and downlink, the larger and
smaller feed horns for these beams would clash. Thi3 implies that
cell overlaps with either the 0.5 degree size or 1.1 degree size may
be permissible only with a common-size set of feed horns using
filtering of the distinct uplink and downlink frequency bands.
Further analytical work to quantify this horn clash issue is
required before such a sandwich reflector configuration for the
spacecraft antenna can be recommended.
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SECTION 5
MODULATION AND CODING
A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) model for handling crosstalk and
interbeam interference is developed. The relativa amplitude of
interfering carriers in adjacent channels due to differences in rain
attenuation is treated. An optimum way of specifying uplink margins
as a function of typical rain region fades is derived. A discussion
of block versus convolutional coding is presented.
EFFECTIVE SIGNAL-7-0 -NOISE
 
RATIO
An effective SNR including the effects of interchannel
interference (crosstalk), co-channel interference and channel
(receiver) noise is derived in this section. This will be useful
for estimating the interchannel spacings and interbeam isolations
required for FDMA waveforms with the data rates and traffic types
specified in the traffic model. The results to be obtained hold for
any modulation in a large class of constant-envelops, offset-
quadrature, minimum shift keying (MSK)-type modulations having the
same bit error rate (BER) performance as binary or quadrature phase
shift keying (BPSK or QPSK) in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
Complex variable notation will be employed for ease in derivation.
Consider a desired signal at carrier frequency W(rad/s) of the
form s(t) exp(1ti t) where the ha Reband signal
s(t) 
_ E bn v(t-nT) + j : bn v(t-nT)	 (5.1)
n	 n
even
	
odd
is composed of data symbols b n
 = fEb (Eh is they energy per data
bit and the elementary signals are called antipodal) and a baseband
window defined as
VW s 0 1 t >IT'	 (finite support)
	 (5.2a)
T
v 2(t) dt = 1	 (unit "nergy)
	 (5.2b)
-T
v fit) + v 2(t.-T) = 1 , t E (O,T) (constant envelope)
	 (5.2c)
(R - 1/T (b/s) is the data rate). The window v(t) is rectangular
for offset or staggered QPSK (SQPSK) and a half sinusoid for MSK.
F,
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bn , n even
r=
n	 Jbn, n odd
(5.5a)
o16a1N4
1
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The shape and degree of continuity of the baseband window affects
the extent to which multiple FDMA carriers can be packed into a
given bandwidth, i.e., v(t) determines bandwidth efficiency or
crosstalk performance (Kalet, White, 1977).
Interchannel and co-channel interference can be expressed as
summations of signals of the same format as the desired signal.
They have arbitrary relative amplitudes, symbol timing, frequency
and phase offsets, except for the co-channel interfering frequency
which is the same as that for the desired signal carrier, by
definition. The data rates of all the interfering signals are the
same as the desired signal data rate R in this model. The usual
channel noise is taken as zero -mean AWGN with a single-sided power
spectral density of No. The coherent correlation receiver statistic
is the real (imaginary) part of rn /2 for determining the b n's for n
even (odd), where
(n+1)T
r  = f (s(t) exp(jwt) + (interchannel interference) +
(n-1)T
(co-channel interference) + AWGN) v(t) exp ( -YA) dt	 (5.3)
and the decision rule is
+ rE7 , Re (rnj >0
b	 , n even
n - rEEb , Re (r n) < 0	 (5.4a)
+^, Im (r n)>0
bn = - ^ Im (r )< p ' n odd
	 (5.4b)
 n
Statistical independence among user signals, types of interference,
and random variables representing data symbols is assumed. Relative
signal amplitudes, symbol timing, frequencies and phases,
neglecting sum frequency terms, are also assumed. Sin AjTis an odd
function of T and cos Ag and p (T) are even functions of 7. It can
be shown that ensemble averaging yields a mean and variance of
L,
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_ 2
(Re (rn) - bn ) 2 , n even	 gb 	 A2	 P2(T) cos ,rdT +T i i
( Im (rn) - b n ) , n odd	
_ 2	 N
Fa 	 P2(T)dT + 2	
(S. 5b)
k k	 2
where the autocorrelation function of the baseband window is
T
fv (t + T) v ( t) dt, - 2TSTS2T
P(T)	 -T 	 5.6)
0, T >I2T)
where the frequency offset of the ith crosstalk term is
di - 'i - ,	 (5.7)
and where Ai and % are the second-order moments of the ith
interchannel and kth co-channel interfering signal amplitude random
variables, respectively. The effective SNR is defined as the
magnitude squared (Eb ) of the mean of equation (5.5a) divided by the
variance of equation (5.5b). In the absence of crosstalk and co-
channel interference, this would be 2Eb /No which is the correct SNR
at the output of a coherent correlation receiver for antipodal
elementary signals in AWGN (Wozencraft, Jacobs, 1965).
For simplicity of calculation it is assumed that_lhpre fre I
(even) interchannel interferers all of second moment A2 = A and
carrier offsets	 i
+ 24, ±...+ ZA	 (5.8)
around the desired sign4l carrier, el K co-ch 
2 
nel interferers with
the same second moment Bk = B = A X where X is determined by
interbeam isolation.
For	 2T
C(Ai)
T
 f P 2 (T) cos Air dT	 (5.9a)
0
the effective SNR becomes
s	 1	 (5.9b)
SNReff
	
Z	 N
2A2	 C (m^ + KA2X2 C ( 0) + 2 Eb
E
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ITypical Crosstalk Results
Let, r be the code rate (so far, r = 1), i.e., the ratio of the
number of bits into the coder to the number of bits out of the
coder. Define the normalized carrier frequency spacing as
10' 27rR
	
(5.10)
Then typical crosstalk levels for SQPSK, MSk and sinusoidal
frequency shift keying (SFSK) (Kalet, Weiner, 1979) are as listed in
table 5-1 along with the optimum window (Eaves, Wheatley, 1979).
Note that C(27rRjo/r) can be below -20 dB for p :;' 1, i.e., bandwidth
efficiencies (1/ ,S) approaching 1 b/s per Hz are feasible for equal
strength signals (A2 = 1) and an E b/No in the order of 10, cf.
equation (5.9b).
Table 5-1
Crosstalk Level C(27rR )3/r) (dB) From EquiampUtude
Interfering Carrier P R/r Hz Away in Frequency
j
Modulation	 1	 2	 3
SQPSK -16 -21.5 -25
MSK -21.5 -36.2 -43.7
SFSK -16.5 -33.9 -56.1
Optimum -22.1 -46.0 -63.5
For purposes of comparison, the variances of quantization noise
for a real signal of unit amplitude are listed in table 5-2 for one
to eight bits of quantization. Note that with an assumed 6-bit
quantization, for example, carrier separations in hertz which exceed
three times the channel burst rate R/r are unnecessary, at least for
A2 = 1.
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Table 5-2
Quantization Noise for Real Signal of Unit Amplitude
Number of Bits (b)
in Quantization
Quantizatir Noise
Variance 2 -
 /12 (dB)
1	 -16.8
2	 -22.8
3	 -28.9
4	 -34.9
5	 -40.9
6	 -46.9
7	 -52.9
8	 -59.0
Methodology for Determining Channel Spacings
An example is used to illustrate the procedure for determining
the necessary carrier frequency spacing between unsynchronized
signals of the same type traffic, modulation, and data rate.
Suppose an R - 1.5 Mb/s video channel is to be communicated with a
BER of Pb S 10 -3. This requires an Eb/No of 6.7 dB in AWGN as
determined from the standard BER curve for antipodal signals of
P	 exp ( -x2/2) dxb	 2Eb No (5.11)
as a function of E b/No. All-swing an equipment implementation loss
factor L - 1 dB, and designing a balanced system where the three
interference terms of equation (5.9b) must each be no larger than
(1/3)/2L (Eb/No), guarantees the desired
1	 2L Eb
SNReff Z	 L(ETo) N
. 0
E	
(5.12)
2(Eb/No ) eff	 - 10.7 dB.
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The margin inherent in the balanced design is 10 log 3 = 4.8 dB in
the sense that SNReff would be approximately three times as large i
the crosstalk and co-channel interference terms were negligible.
Finally, the single link residual fade margin of the desired signal
after adaptation is defined as A 2 ? 1, since A^ = 10, for instance,
represents a facia in the desired signal of 10 dB compared to all th
surrounding signals.
Next, suppose that there are K a 4 adjacent antenna beam cells
operating at the same frequency which introduce significant co-
channel interference. Computing C(0) ft -3 dB for the selected
modulation, say, SFSK, the required interbeam isolation can be
determined from
X2 <	 1	 - -28.5 dB.
KA2 C (0) 61. ( Eb / N 0 )
This must be accomplished by a combination of beam shaping and
cross-polarization.
A carrier frequency separation must now be selected so that the
crosstalk interference satisfies
1/2
	 1
C(MA) <	 _ -28.5 dB.
Mal	
2A26 L(Eb/No)
From crosstalk curves for SFSK, it is seen that only the first
(m = 1) term is significant and that P = 1.75 is sufficient. This
means that without additional channel filtering, the 1.5 Mb/s video
channels must be spaced no more than 1.5)9 MHz s, 2.6 MHz apart. From
	 i
previous results it is noted that MSK has a smaller crosstalk than
SFSK for 0 1^ 2.3. A P of only about 1.33 is required for the above
crosstalk level with MSK signals; this implies a corresponding
channel spacing of only 1.5 x 1.33 MHz - 2 MHz with MSK. If X3K is
used, of course, the value of C(0) for MSK should be used to
determine the interbeam isolation X2.
Design Example for Channel Spacings
Sets of design curves for MSK are provided in figures 5-1 and
5-2. The crosstalk performance curves used to demonstrate the
application of the foregoing modulation theory and methodology in a
system design.
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The six types of digital channels included in the CPS traffic
model are listed in table 5-3. A broad range of BERs adequate for
these channels is selected in the Bit Error Probability column for
illustration. For the most part, the indicated error probabilities
may be less stringent than a uniform requirement of P b s 10- , for
example, which would not distinguish among different types of
traffic. The Residual Fade Margin column contains example values of
A 2 chosen with the rationale that certain channels may enjoy a
higher degree of signal strength fading control and, therefore, a
lower residual fade margin. It will probably be more effective in
practice to select the A according to the terminal size (total data
rate based on the composite of channels) and/or terminal location
(the rain region which will impact the residual margin statistics).
This criterion is adopted in a subsequent example. As indicated in
the next column, the data channels and lowest rate video channel or&
coded with a rate 1/2, constraint length 7, convolutional code in
this example. The implied normalized carrier frequency spacings
resulting from the application of figure 5-1 are listed in the
Normalized Channel Spacing column. The corresponding channel
spacings in hertz art shown in the last column, taking into account
a doubling in burst rate for the coded channels.
By using these channel spacings and the traffic model, version
A (see section 2), specifyir:g the distribution of channels within
CPS terminals and distribution of active CPS terminals by
metropolitan area, the bandwidth required per beam is computed for
the candidate eastern United States beam plan discussed in section 4.
The results for CPS to CPS traffic only are shown in table 5-4.
The average bandwidth efficiency for MSK on a beam basis is 1.3
MHz/Mb/s in this case. The approximate number of standard 36 MHz
transponders required for each beam is also indicated.
A possible frequency/polarization plan for this 0.8 degree beam
pattern is suggested in figure 5-3. This figure shows that no more
than 23 disjoint 36 MHz I-lndwidth segments, or a total of 828 MHz of
bandwidth, are required. This implies a frequency reuse factor of
only about 59 transponders/23 bandwidths - 2.6. This rather small
factor is a consequence of the highly non-uniform traffic
distribution and the finite extent of the beam pattern.
This example suggests several issues for further investigation:
clustered beams, non-uniform cell sizes, additional coding, and
inclusion of CPS/trunking cross traffic. These topics are addressed
in sections 4, 7, 10 and 11 of this report.
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RESIDUAL RAIN MARGIN ESTIMATES
Recall that A2 = Al represents the average power of an
interfering signal at an earth station receiver relative to the
desired signal. This quantity is called the residual fade margin
because it is assumed that some form of compensation for rain
attenuation has already been made. Compensation would be necessary
if the required centy frequency spacing or interbeam isolation
implied by a large A cannot be achieved within the allocated
bandwidth or spacecraft antenna implementation, respectively. On
the other hand, exact compensation may be infeasible ► ,ecause of
imperfections in measuring rain attenuation and the sheer complexity
of perfect n3twork control.
The smaller AZ is, the smaller the crosstalk, co-channel
interference, and IM interference will be. Strategies for
minimizing and estimating A2 are di3cussed in the following
paragraphs.
The centralized assignment of the carrier frequency of each
channel transmitted by an earth station according to the destination
of that transmission is a basic notion of SR-FDMA. The key idea for
vinimizing A 2 with respect to the vast majority of signals is to
further constrain carrier frequency assignments so that signals of
roughly the same strength occupy any portion of the frequency band
of every earth station receiver. If thin condition is met, then
each group of uplink signals destined for a given terminal will
possess the same property at the satellite since these signals will
all be attenuated by the same amount on the downlink. This assumes
that the satellite is nearl y linear so that the relative power
levels within each group of signals are maintained from input to 
output. Thus, the frequency assignment problem for minimizing A
may be reduced to that of compensating for differences in uplink
fades from different terminal locations. Proper frequenc
assignment could therefore permit the maintenance of an A within
the uplink rain fade compensation error, at least locally in any
sub-bend containing the center frequencies of a few adjacent
signals. This may be adequate since it is only necessary to
maintain a reasonably small Al within one or two adjacent signals
with the low crosstalk modulations being contsmplated.
All 16 possible combinations of uplink and downlink rain fades
for two transmitting and two receiving earth stations are considered
in figure 5-4. Full generality is assured by connectinE the two
channels of each transmitting terminal to different receiving
terminals. Channels 1 and 2 (Cl and C2) of uplink terminal 1 (T1)
are connected to channel 5 (C5) of downlink terminal 3 (R3) and
channel 7 (C7) of downlink terminal 4 (R4), respectively; similarly,
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Figure 5-4. Relative Signal Strength Possibilities at the Satellite
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rchannels 3 and 4 (C3 and C4) of uplink terminal 2 (T2) are connected
to channel 8 (CO) of R4 and channel 6 (C6) of R3, respectively.
This connection pattern is repeated in each of 16 major squares.
The four entries in each square represent the power level of
each channel at the satellite relative to the no fading case of the
upper-leftmost square. rhase entries are expressed in terms of
downlink fade compensation for R3 and R4 and uplink fade
compensation error from T1 and T2. For example, if there is rain on
the uplink from T2 and on the downlink to R4 but no rain on the T1
uplink or R3 downlink, then th-e four signals have the relative power
levels, 0, b, d, and b + d (dB) at the satellite. Note that C2 of
T1 and C3 of T2 were boosted in power by d to compensate for the
downlink rain and both T2 channels were boosted by some amount at T2
to compensate for the uplink rain; b represents th. difference
between this amount and the actual uplink fade. Although c and d
are positive, a and b could be negative as well.
As can be seen by taking differences between entries in
figure 5-4, in every case, the relative signal strengths of the two
channels received by R3 or R4 will be independent of any downlink
fade compensation. In the preceding example, for C5 and C6 and for
C7 and C8, this difference is b, the value of Ut he uplink fade
compensation error for T2. If the uplink fades are measured
accurately, and if full uplink power diversity control can be
employed, then the power differences among channels destined for the
same earth station will be small. Otherwise, in order to minimise
crosstalk, the center frequencies of such signals with disparate
powers should not be in the same segment of the receiver frequency
band. In other words, there is a possible trade-off between power
and frequency control to compensate for rain fades.
From the viewpoint of satellite intermodulation (IM)
interference signals being boosted in power to compensate for
downlink fades should use a different porti.n of satellite bandwidth
than other uplink signals use. In the preceding example, this
suggests that the C2 and C3 signals from T1 and T2, which are d (dB)
higher in power than the Cl and C4 signals, should be assigned
center frequencies sufficiently separate from those of the Cl and C4
signals.
Co-channel interference will be affected mainly by differences
in uplink fade compensation errors among different beam locations.
It remains to estimate rain fade compensation errors based on rain
statistics fox the various beam areas and representative power
control strategies. Before doing this, a few practical issues are
considered.
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Downlink fading can be compensated for by using power diversity
in several ways. The most specific method is to further amplify
only the affected signals either at the satellite or at the
transmitting earth stations. The former might be accomplished by
assigning frequencies so that the uplink signals pass through a
satellite amplifier with a higher gain characteristic. In this
instance, the signals have the same relative power at the satellite
input as the signals passing through an amplifier with lower gain.
This should be favorable for minimizing IM interference problems in
the satellite. If power boosting occurs at the terminals, the
satellite input will have different power levels but the center
frequencies of the amplified signals should still be assigned to the
same segment of the receiving band of the destination terminal. In
this case, satellite IM interference will increase to the extent
that downlink power amplifiers pass earth station receiver sub-bands
containing signals of disparate powers.
Practical difficulties of hardware proliferation and protocol
complexity can arise if there is an attempt to compensate downlink
rain fades exactly. For example, the number of downlink power
(pre?) amplifiers in a beam must be finite, which implies an equal
number of possible instantaneous gains. It would be desirable to be
able to adjust the gain of each amplifier so that no amplifier is
idle for want of signals needing the proper gain factor. Of greater
concern, perhaps, is the possibility that a given earth station may
have difficulty in boosting different channels by different amounts
according to various downlink rain conditions. If the earth station
simply boosts a single power amplifier output power by an amount
governed by one downlink fade, say the maximum fade for any channel
of that terminal, then other channels would be boosted unnecessarily
high. This may cause massive reassignments of center frequencies of
the latter signals in order to maintain a relatively uniform power
level across each earth station receiver band. Therefore, if it is
infeasible to individually boost uplink channels over the downlink
fading range, it appears to be more attractive to effect downlink
power control by adjusting uplink frequencies at the terminals and
amplifier gains at the satellite. Frequency assignments should be
made with the center frequency roughly proportional to amplifier
gain.
Another issue concerns the fact that the crosstalk and co-
channel interference model presented earlier applies only for
signals of the same data rate. In practice, it may be convenient to
determine center frequency assignments in such a way that signals
adjacent in frequency are not necessarily at the same data rate. In
this case, it is not clear what the center frequency spacing should
be between a given signal already assigned and a newly assigned
signal at a different data rate. Since Lhe higher rate signal would
68
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tend to produce more crosstalk in the band of the lower rate signal
than the reverse, the center frequer -ipacing should probably be
governed by the higher rate using the crosstalk model. This will
not be as bandwidth efficient as the procedure of assigning signals
of approximately the same data rate, as well as power level, to the
same part of the frequency band. On the other hand, the
interstitial type spacing arising from groups of signals at mixed
rates might reduce IM interference. Both approaches should be tried
through simulation and experiment, not only to test the validity of
the crosstalk model but to also establish the more attractive
operational procedure.
Optimization of %elative Uplink Margins
Attention now returns to the task of minimizing and estimating
A ^. Rather than computing a true mean of the relative power level
of interfering signals nearby in center frequency, a more
pessimistic viewpoint is adopted. Let only the desired signal be
attenuated by uplink rain at the 0.995 level of link availability, a
value considered acceptable for CPS traffic. Nominal uplink
attenuations for the seven regions of CONUS according to a Crane
model (Crane, 1980) are shown in figure 5-5; 30 degree elevation
angles are assumed. The total CPS to CPS and CPS to trunking
traffic out of each region based on the traffic model of section 2
is also shown. A conservative estimate of A 2 for each region is
computed as follows.
Let P
o
 be the ratio of the traffic from region r to the total
traffic fr m all regions. These ratios will serve as probabilities
that determine the likelihood of an adjacent signal from each of the
seven regions. Let Fr denote the loss factor due to uplink rain
fading of a desired signal in region r, e.g., the rain attenuation
is expressed as 10 log10 Fr (dB) in figure 5-5. Let Mr be the
relative margin or factor by which power is boosted by each terminal
in region r relative to a nominal uplink reference power.
Therefore, if a desired signal from region s starts with margin Ms
but experiences an uplink fade Fs , and if an interfering signal from
region r has a margin Mr but is unfaded, then the relative power of
the interfering to desired signal at the satellite is
MrFs/Ms; the average relative power for that desired signal is
41
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Fa ^^
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r Mr Fa/Ma Ma ^ P
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The objective he;a is to select the unknown margins Mr to minimize
the average of A; over the seven regions, again weighted according
to the probabilities Ps. Thus, the margins Mr will be optimized to
minimize
F
	
AS	 Ps AS = L.i Ps W Pr Mr	 (5.14)F	 s	 s r
by using equation (5.13). Zeroing the derivatives of equation
(5.14) with respect to M k , one obtains
• dA2 • _ PkFk	 :	
Fs
	
0	 dMk	 2 r: Pr !r + s!k Ps Ms Pk
(5.15)
	
[EprFr 	 FkPk 	 Mr	 2 Mr 	, for all k.
Mk
One solution of equation (5.15) arises from setting each term to
zero, i.e.,
	
Mk
	8k/Fr Mr , for all k.	 (5.16)
By substituting equation (5.16) into equation (5.14), A 2 becomes
F
'` `	 `	 r
2	 = L^ L.	 r^	 L.aAmin
	
s r Ps 
Pr F s Mr	
s r Ps Pr 
Fs	 Fs
s	 (5.17)
_ 
s
	
 VFsE	 P
V
This corresponds to a minimum because the second derivatives of the
objective function are positive, i.e.,
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d2A2	 Fk r	 2Fk	 Fk
d 2	 Pk [-Pk 2 + rO Pr M3 Mr + Pk 2
Mk	 "lc	 k	 Mlc	 (S .18)
. 2PkFk
3k P
rMr > 0, for all k.
c
R
Equation (5.15) is used and Pr, Fr, and Mr are all positive
quantities.
The optimum (relative) margins are determined by selecting an
arbitrary reference value of unity for region B (r - 1), for
example, and using equation (5.16):
M1-1 and M2= F2/Fl- 3.16/1.26-1.58-2 dB.
The other margins determined by using equation (5.13) are shown in
table 5-5 along with Pr, Fr and Ar.
The main conclusion of this analysis is that A 2 - 10 dB is an
excellent value to employ in the modulation and coding model of
crosstalk and co-channel interference. (See equation (5.9b) and
figures 5-1 and 5-2.) This value is conservative since it was
computed by assuming that only the desired signal experiences uplink
stain fading and that center frequencies are not influenced by uplink
margins.
Given a beam plan, the Ai column of table 5-5 may be used to
determine the appropriate A 2 value to employ in any uplink beam
according t.) its region. Again, it is emphasized that the effective
A values will be smaller to the extent that center frequencies are
assigned according to expected signal strengths at the satellite.
The uplink margins Mr of table 5-5 and relative boosts in signal
power to compensate for downlink fades are good average indicators
of relative signal strengths expected.
SUITABLE CODING TECHNIQUES
At this point various options for error control coding are
discussed. The two usual types of linear codes -- block or
convolutional -- as well as the choice between a hard decision or
soft decision demodulator are available. Throughout the discussion
it is assumed that the channel is memoryless. If necessary, this
assumption can be made valid by employing an interleaving device
which has memory longer than that of the channel noise source.
Common interleaving techniques include the block or matrix type
interleavers, the convolutional interleavers (Ramsey, 1970) or
k- l
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random interleaving via a random access memory (RAM). An
interleaving memory of several constraint lengths for convolutional
codes or several block lengths for blocks codes is usually
sufficient. The first topic discussed is quantization of the
received signal.
In a binary system like MSK, the demodulator is said to have
made a hard decision if it decides that a 0 or 1 was sent by the
modulator. An unquantized decision is made when the demodulator
determines the probability of a 0 or 1 being sent, given the
received version of the elementary signal. Between these two
extremes lis the soft decisons wherein the demodulator estimate of
the signal must assume one of N discrete valuer. Typically, N is a
power of two. It can easily be shown that receiver quantization
destroys some of the information which was presented to the receiver
about the data. The coarser the quantization, the more information
is lost. As has been shown (Viterbi, Omura 1979), less that 0.25 dB
is lost with 3-bit (N - 8) quantization compared to unquantized
decisions, while hard decisions imply a loss of between 2 and 3 dA.
Note that finite quantization is required by any digital
implementation of a decoder. Quantization is usually done uniformly
although this is not necessary.
When the interference is AWGN, a quantized receiver constitutes
a discrete memoryless channel which can be characterized by its
transition probabilities; that is, the receiver must be able to
determine the probability of obtaining each quantization level for
either 0 or 1 being sent. These probabilities depend on noise
background and signal level. Thus, in order to make use of soft
decisions, the receiver must employ automatic gain control (AGC).
Not needing AGC for hard decisions is one positive aspect of a hard
decision receiver for antipodal signals like MSK.
Two advantages of block codes are that they can operate at very
high speeds and can be chosen so as to make error rates quite low.
A 100 Mb/s Read -Solomon decoder can be fairly inexpensive to build
(Berlekamp, 1980). However, the well known algebraic decoding
techniques for block codes force the demodulator to make hard
decisions, since the decoder requires Os and is in order to operate
in a finite field. Although there is still a coding gain, at least
for reasonable SNRs, there is a 2-dB loss when the Reed -Solomon
decoder is compared to an unquantized decoder.
Block codes or convolutional codes, either linear or nonlinear,
can be decoded with soft decisions via correlation decoding, which
compares the quantized version of the received signal with each
possible codeword and chooses the codeword which is closest in some
predetermined metric. This method is impractical for any but the
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rsmallest codes since the work factor is proportional to 2 K, where K
is the number of information bits per codeword. Many ideas have
appeared in the literature on methods of approximating correlation
decoding with soft decisions via algorithms which are claimed to be
faster and easier to implement. The greatest drawback of such
algorithms is that they are still fairly slow and expensive and
require significant processing. For this reason, it is assumed that
a block code would make hard decisions using an algebraic decoding
algorithm.
For comparison purposes, the 10 error correcting ECH (127,64)
code and the (24,12) Golay code have been selected. The latter is
capable of correcting all codeword error patterns of less than four
bits and 8855 of the 10,626 possible error patterns of weight four,
i.e., a complete decoder instead of the more usual bounded distance
decoder is used. As is shown in figure 7 5-6, thi BCH code is
superior for the range of BERs from 10- to 10- . The decoding of
the BCH code is easily accomplished via the Berlekamp-Massey
algorithm (Massey, 1969).
A convolutional code (CC) of constraint length K, memory
M - K-1, and rate r = 1/2 consists of a K-stage shift register which
has two sets of taps, each with n different output, which are
interleaved to produce a codeword. The results presented for a
curtain constraint length do not hold for all CCs of that length,
but only for the non-catr.6trophic codes with maximal free distance.
The maximal free distance can be shown to be a nondecreasing
function of the constraint length that determines performance. As a
result, an increase in constraint length can lead to a better code.
However, the traditional maximum likelihood decoder -- the Viterbi
algorithm -- has a work factor which is proportional to 2K . Thus,
increasing the constraint length, while increasing the maximal free
distance, makes the decoder more complex as well as slower. The
constraint length K = 7 is generally accepted as a good compromise
between free distance and decoder speed and complexity.
One of the great advantages of CCs is that the Viterbi
algorithm can be applied not only to the hard decision channel, but
also to the quantized output of a soft decision demodulator. As
shown in figure 5-6, BCH (127,64) code requires slightly less Eb/No
than the K - 7 CC on a channel with hard decisions. However, on the
8-level quantized channel, the CC achieves more than a 1.5-dB
advantage over the BCH code.
The error curves for the CCs are obtained via the union bound
on an unquantized channel and the Viterbi algorithm. However, the
original algorithm requires large memory since a uecision is made on
the entire message. Traditionally, the path memory (the length of
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the path through the code's trellis) is truncated at roughly fc
times the constraint length, or about 32 bits for K m 7. That
decision is made, at a certain tins, on the bit which was sent
bit-times earlier based on all bits received in between.
Heller and Jacobs did extensive simulations of CC perform
with $-level quantization and 32-bit path memory (Heller, Jacob
1971). The results show a loss of only 0.25 dB compared to the
theoretical performance without quantization and with no path s
truncation. This suggests that the X a
 7 convolutional code we
provide very good performance.
One objection might come from SR-FDHA users who require a
high data rate and a very low bit error rate. In this situatic
the above CC may not meet the requirements. If this were the c
then one might use a higher rate but long and powerful block cc
such as a Reed-Solomon code, with an erasure correct#ng algorithm.
It is felt though, that error rates from 10- 6
 to 10'` and reasonable
data rates can be handled quite well with the convolutional code.
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SECTION 6
INTERMODULATION
Intermodulation (IM) interference at the satellite and the
relation between satellite and earth terminal IM interference-to
carrier-power ratios are examined in this section.
SATELLITE INTERFERENCE MODELS
Let there be I (even) interfering equally-spaced carriers a
of amplitude A surrounding another carrier of amplitude B as
depicted in figure 6-1. These situations model signals at the i
to the satellite where one center carrier of index i = 1/2
corresponds to a user signal whose uplink power has been increas
to overcome a downlink fade to tine destination user (Case 1), or who
is experiencing an uplink fade (Case 2). IM products will be
generated when these signals pass through satellite nonlinearities.
Case 1 is more serious than Case 2 in that the larger carrier can
induce significant IM interference in other channels (Case 1B) as
well as the same channel (Case W: the weaker carrier alone (Case
2) may not survive satellite downlink power robbing and/or
suppression due to IM interference. On the other hand, Case 2 may
represent a serious limitation if the satellite power amplifier must
operate with a sufficiently high back-off to permit a weak: center
carrier signal to survive.
The purpose of this section is to consider degradations in SNR
caused by third-order IM products. It is assumed that higher-order
IM products can be neglected. Similarly, of the third-order
products, only those of the frequency form fi +f
j
 - fg (i,j,k
distinct) are considered; products of the form 2 fi - fi have 6-dB
smaller amplitude and are fewer in number for large I.
A single such IM product in P given channel is assumed to be
proportional to the produce of the amplitudes of the generating
carriers. The total IM power in that channel from all these IM
products is assumed to be the sum of the squares of the individual
IM product amplitudes. This results from assuming that the IM products
have statistically independent and zero mean phases so that
the ensemble average of the ¢rocs terms arising from squaring a sum
of IM products is zero. Hence, the average IM power includes only
the square of each IM product.
C L
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The number of IM products being considered that fall in channel
i is (Westcott, 1967)
ni(I)	 2 (I- ^ 1) + 4((I-3)2- 5).	 (6.1)
Note that nl+i+l(I) = n i (I), by symmetry. The number of IM products
falling in the central channels i = I/2 and i - I/2 + 1 is therefore
nI/2(I) = nI/24-1 (I) = 8(3I-4)(I-2).	 (6.2)
When all carriers have the same amplitude A, the net IM
amplitude in a central channel is
a 1/2(A,I) = a I/2+1 (A,I) - C nI/2 (I) A3	 (6.3)
where C is a proportionality constant that is hardware dependent.
The next step is the calculation of the net IM amplitudes in the
central channels when the carrier index i = I/2 has a larger
amplitude B > A.
Strong Central Carrier
It can be shown that the number m I/2 (I) of IM products in
channel I/2 generated by carrier I/2 is
m I/2(I) = 2 - 1	 (6.4a)
and the number mI/2+1(I) of IM products in channel I/2 + 1 generated
by carrier I/2 is
m I/2+1(I) = 3(2 - 1) = 3m I/2 (I`.	 (6.4b)
Thus, the net IM amplitude at i = I/2 is
a I/2(B,I) = C (m I/2(I) A B + (n I/2 (I) - mI/2(I))A6 )1/2
= CA  ((I - 1)B 2 + 4 (3I - 8)A2 )) 1/2	 (6.5)
with equations (6.3) and (6.4a). Similarly, at i = I/2 + 1
al/2+1(B,I) = C A2 
(mI/2+1 (I) B2 + (nI/2+1(I) - ml/2+1(M A2)1/2
= CA 2 ((I - 1)(3B 2 + 4(3I - 16)A2 ))1/2.	 (6.6)
The relative IM power ratio in channel I/2 is
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1/2 (B,x)	 41 tk 2 - I.
a2 1/2 (A' I )
	 1 +
	
31 - 
4 . '	
(6.7a)
from equations (6.2), (6.3), and (6.5). At I/2 + 1
2
'Aa - 1)1 +	 (6.7b)
a2 1/2 + 1 (A,I)	 31 - 4
The IM power increases in the central channels for a 10 dB increase
in the relative power of the carrier in channel I/2 are listed in
table 6-1. Note that this power increase is significantly greater
in the adjacent central channel 1/2 + 1.
Table 6-1
Relative IM.Power Increase for Carrier Power Increase
of (B/A) - 10 at Channel 1/2 (dB)
I
Channel	 10	 50	 100
I/2	 3.77	 0.96	 0.50
I/2+1	 7.12	 1.40	 1.35
The IM power in other channels will be less than channel I/2 +
1 by symmetrical and physical arguments. As a check, the adjacent
channel I/2 - 1 is examined. From equation (6.1)
n I / 2-1 (I) 4(,i-
	 5) : nI/2+1(1) - 1. (6.8)
It can be shown that the number of IM products at I/2-1 affect=ed by
the strong carrier is
3I
mI/2-1(1) - 2 - 4 - mI/2+1(1) - 1. 	 (6.9)
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Taken together, equations (6.6), (6.8), and (6.9) imply that the
power increase in channel I/2 - 1 relative to the quiescent IM power
in a central channel is strictly less than that in channel 1/2 + 1,
i.e.,
aI/2+1(B,I) - aI/2-1 (8,I) - C2 A4 B2 .
	 (6.10)
Therefore, the worst-case IM situation (Case 1B) is represented by
equation (6.7b), which is shown graphically in figure 6-2.
Weak Central Carrier
In Case 2, the central carrier in channel I/2 is assumed to be
weaker than the other carriers by Y = (A/B) 2 (0), where B < A.
Suppose the minimum acceptable carrier to IM interference ratio
(C/I) is Z (dB). Then if the weaker carrier is to satisfy this
requirement, each of the other carriers wiN have a C/1 of at least
Y + Z (dB). This ratio may be difficult to achieve in a nonlinear
power amplifier unless the output power backoff is so .great that the
device efficiency is unacceptable. On the other hand, if the
backoff is limited to provide some minimally acceptable efficiency,
the weak carrier will not be detectable with the desired reliability
because IM interference in that channel will be too large.
This is illustrated with the typical. C/I vs. backoff
characteristic of figure 6-3. Suppose there are I = 10 carriers and
that the saturated output power of the amplifier is 20 W, for
example. Then each of the stronger carriers would, be allocated
20/(9+10-Y/101 W and the weaker carrier would receive only
20/(1+9x10+Y/10) W. If all the carriers were of equal power, then
B = A and Y = 0 dB. This implies that each carrier would receive 2
W of saturated output power and that C/I = 14 dB, according to
figure 6-3. However, suppose that the minimum acceptable C/I is Z =
16 dB. This would imply a 3-dB backoff for equal carriers and 1 W
per carrier.
Alternatively, a 6-dB backoff implies that the weaker carrier
can be no more than Y - 19.5 - 16 = 3.5 dB down for an acceptable
C/I in that channel. This corresponds to 0.24 W in the weak channel
and 0.53 W in the strong channels. If Y = 10 dB, then a 10-dB
backoff is necessary to maintain the weak channel quality. This
would mean a C/I = Y + Z - 26 dB in the strong channels, cf. figure
6-3. This corresponds to 0.022 W in the weak channel and 0.22 W in
the strong channels. Unfortunately, a 10-dB backoff usually implies
an intolerably low power amplifier efficiency. Thus, the depth of
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the weak signal may be limited to gust a few dB by the particular
}sower amplifier characteristics.
EARTH STATION REQUIREMENT
Four factors contribute to communication interference:
Gaussian noise, co-channel noise ( interbeam interference due to a
finite beam isolation), cross -channel noise (crosstalk due to
modulation spreading), and intermodulation. Let an equal
contribution be assigned to each of these factors; in particular,
suppose the noise power of each factor is at least 20 dB below the
signal power. The total interference will therefore be at least 14
dB below the carrier power (C), which is sufficient for digital
transmission.
Intermodulation interference power originates in earth station
power amplifiers and in satellite TWTs. The overall C/IM power
ratio must be no less than 20 dB. There are two options: 1) to
place the burden on the earth station (i.e., to iinve a high C/IM at
the terminal) and 2) to require equal contributions from the
satellite ( S) and earth station (E).
Option 1:
(C/IM) = 27 dB	 (C/IM) = 21 dB	 C/IM _ 20 dB
(The relationship (IM/S ) _ (IM/C ^ + ( IMIC) S has been used. )
Experimentally, a multicarrier signal produces about C/IM = 19
dB for an output backoff of 5 dB, as suggested from figure 6-3.
Also, if it is assumed that C / IM increases 2 dB for each additional
dB of output backoff, (C/IM)E = 27 dB for an output backoff of 9 dB
and (C / IM)E = 21 dB for an output backoff of 6 dB. This is somewhat
more optimistic than suggested by figure 6-3. In this case, the
20 dB C/IM could be achieved if the satellite TWT operates with a 6 dB
backoff and the earth station TWT operates with a 9 dB backoff.
In this option, it is not worthwhile to reduce the satellite's
C/IM much below 21 dB because it would require a very high C/IM from
the earth station. For example,
(C/IM)S = 20 . 5 dB	 (C / IM)E = 30 dB	 (C/IM) = 20 dB
implies that a reduction of the satellite (C/IM) by only 0.5 dB
requires L 3 dB higher C/IM from the earth station, which is
probably uadesirable.
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Option 2:
(C/IM^ = 23 d8 (C/IM)
S
 = 23 dB
	 C/IM = 20 dB
The same experimental data as above yields
(C/IM) _ (C/IM) S = 23 dB for an output backoff of 7 dB. In this
case tKe desired C/IM = 20 dB is achieved if both the satellite and
the earth station operate at 1/5 the saturation level.
There are problems with options 1 and 2 in that link budget
calculations show that it is undesirable to operate satellite 7WTs
at a backoff higher than 5 dB, i.e., with a C/IM exceeding 19 dB.
Hance, It might be more acceptable to have C/IM = 18 dB,
with (C/IM) S = 19 dB and (C/IM) E = 25 dB.
Therefore, instead of having the four interference factors
equal to 20 dB with an overall C/I of 14 dB, a mix such as this may
be preferred:
Opt ion 3 :
(C/IM) = 18 dB	 (C/I )Gaussian = 21 dB
(C/I) co-channel = 20 dB	 (C/I)c,.osstalk = 22 dB
which still yields a net C / I of 14 dB.
The beam isolation of 20 dB must be maintained because of the
possibility of nearby beams using the same frequency band and the
same polarization. The spacing between carriers needs to be
increased slightly to obtain (C/1)
crosstalk 0 
22 dB instead of 20
dB.
The principal conclusion follows. Since the satellite cannot
operate at a backoff higher than 5 dB (due to power supply
limitations), (C/IM) S = 19 dB, and therefore, the required C/IM from
an earth station is at least 25 dB.
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SECTION 7
SATELLITZ ROUTING
This section shows that it is not feasible to provide full
interchannel switching capability in the satellite for the assumed
traffic model&. A limited switching capability for long-tern
changes in traffic distribution is recommended. The main subject of
this section is satellite routing, and, in particular, a method by
which frequencies and bandwidth can be efficiently allocated to
beams. Channel blocking is also discussed.
MATRIX SIZES FOR FULL SWITCHING
For the three CPS terminals types D, E, and F in the earlier
traffic model (old version A), there are six types of channel. The
number of terminals of each type and the number of channels of each
type in a given terminal are listed in table 7-1. In order to
greatly simplify the problem of full satellite switching, each
switch is restricted to handling traffic of one channel type only.
As will be seen, even this implies too much complexity for fully
switching lower data rate channels.
Let mi
 be the total number of terminals of type i and let nij
be the number of channels of type j in a terminal of type i. Then
the number of input or output ports on a switch handling just
channels of type j is given by
Lj = Fa mini]	 (7.1)
The number of crosspoints in the switch for channels of type j is
L i t
 These parameters are listed in table 7-1. Note that these
numbers of ports and crosspoints depend only on the number of
terminals and channel distribution within these terminals and are
independent of the number of beams.
From another point of view, suppose there are N channels of one
type per beam and M beams. In this case, complexity is proportional
to the square of the number of channels per beam times the square of
the number of beams. For example, if 100 56 kb/s data channels per
beam were to be fully switched among M - 40 uplink and 40 downlink
beams, a microwave switch with
(MN) 2 = (4000) 2
 = 16 x 106
crosspoints is implied.
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Clearly, full switching capabilities for all types of channel
in the traffic model postulated are formidable if not impossible.
FREQUENCY ALLOCATION PRINCIPLES
For Traffic Model A, the uplink and downlink beam sizes are
assumed to be identical with a 4-dB contour of 0.33 0 . Since the
available DC satellite power is limited, a small beam size is
desirable to achieve a high antenna gain. Two factors restrict the
beam size: 1) satellite antenna pointing accuracy, probably on the
order of 0.05°, and 2) several pairs of cities are about 0.3 0
 apart
(Buffalo-Pittsburgh, Indianapolis-Cincinnati, Louisville-Nashville,
Omaha -Kansas City, and Seattle-Portland); if the beam sits is
reduced below 0.3°, many more beams would be required.
The 45 major cities specified by NASA are grouped into 31 beams
as shim in figure 7-1. The map represents CONUS as it appears from
a geoctationary satellite located at 90 0 W longitude. In this map
the antenna beam contours appear as circles, which is very
convenient.
Table 7-2 lists the cities and the total channel data rate in
each beam based on Traffic model A. It is conservatively assumed
that 20% of the users in each beam experience rain attenuation.
When a user experiences rain attenuation, he switches to coding in
order to restore link margin. The assumed coding rate is r s 1/2,
so the transmission rate in each beam is 1.2R, where R is the total
uncoded data rate computed from the NASA Traffic Model A for CPS to
CPS and CPS to trunking traffic. Five cities lie in the heaviest
rain region of the country (Miami, Tampa, Jacksonville, Atlanta, and
New Orleans). An additional 50% bandwidth is given to these five
beams to allow increased carrier spacing and to reduce crosstalk.
Therefore, the transmission rate in each such beam is 1.5 x (1.2R).
The traffic matrix of table 7-3 shows the approximate
distribution of traffic among the 31 beams. The traffic T ij in Mb/s
from beam i to beam j is
R R	 RiR
Tij 3^_ 37 S
	 (7.2)
R
i=1 i
where R 1 and Rj is the total traffic in beam i and beam j,
respectively. For example, the traffic from beam 2 to beam 12 (from
New York/Philadelphia to Atlanta) is
254 x 70 .
T2,12	 3755	
4.7
	 5.
4r
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Table 7-2
Channel Data Rate Distribution for Beam Plan A
BEAM NUMBER
(4)	 LITIES IN BEAM
DATA RATE/BEAM (Rj) (Mb/s)
WITH CODING FACTOR OF 20%
1.2 R	 (1.2 R 1.5)*
0MUMNAL PAGE t9'
OF POOR QUALITY
1 Boston/Hartford 70
2 New York/Philadelphia 254
3 Washington/Har-isburg 181
4 Norfolk 40
5 Greensboro 151
6 Syracuse/Rochester 133
7 Buffalo/Pittsburgh 145
8 Cleveland/Columbus 99
9 Detroit/Lansing 181
10 Indianapolis/Cincinnati 203
11 Nashville/Louisville 70
12 Atlanta 47 (	 70)
13 Jacksonville 30 ( 45
14 Tampa 145 (218)
15 Miami 61 (	 92)
16 Chicago/Milwaukee 328
17 St. Louis 48
18 Memphis 30
19 New Orleans 82 (1221
20 Minneapolis/ St Paul + 61
21 Omaha/Kansas City 65
22 Oklahoma City 40
23 Dallas 80
24 Houston 102
25 Denver 47
26 Salt Lake City 139
27 Seattle/Portland 174
28 San Francisco/Fresno 100
29 Los Angeles/San Diego 292
30 Phoenix 145
31 San Antonio 30
Total: 3755 Ws
*Withexpansion factor of 50% for beams in rain region E.
#Counted as one city
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Table 7-3
Traffic Matrix for CPS to CPS and CPS to Trunking Traffic in Tra
Model A Assuming a Distribution in Proportion to Total Traffic iif all
Uplink Beam (Entry is j - R i R	^ R i
 to Nearest Mb/s Constrained to20 Mb/s)
	 i
Downlink Beam
Uplink	 1	 2	 3 4 5	 6 7	 8 9 10 11	 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
Beam
111
.	 ------
5	 3 1
...____
3	 2 3	 2 3	 4 1	 1 1	 4 2	 6 1	 1 2	 1 1	 1 1	 2 1 3	 3 2	 5	 3
2 1	 17	 12 3 10	 9 10	 7 12 14 5	 5 3 15 6 22 3	 2 8	 4 4	 3 5	 7 3 9 12 7 20 10 •:
31 9 2 7	 6 7	 5 910 3	 3 211 416 2	 1 6	 3 3	 2 4	 5 2 7	 8 514	 7 1
4' 1 2	 1 2	 1 2	 2 1	 1 1	 2 1	 3 1	 1 1	 1 1	 1 1	 1 1 1	 2 1	 3	 2 1
5^ 6	 5 6	 4 7	 8 3	 3 2	 9 413 2	 1 5	 2 3	 2 3	 4 2 6	 7 412	 6 1
6; 5 5	 4 6	 7 2	 2 2	 8 3 12 2	 1 4	 2 2	 1 3	 4 2 5	 6 4 10	 5 1
71 6	 4 7	 8 3	 3 2	 8 413 2	 1 5	 2 3	 2 3	 4 2 5	 7 411	 6 1
Bi 3 5	 5 2	 2 1	 6 2	 9 1	 1 3	 2 2	 1 2	 3 1 4	 5 3	 8	 4 1
9 I 910 3	 3 211 416 2	 1 6	 3 3	 2 4	 5 2 7	 8 514	 7 1
10 11 4	 4 212 518 3	 2 7	 3 4	 2 4	 6 3 8	 9 516	 8 2
III 1	 1 1	 4 2	 6 1	 1 2	 1 1	 1 1	 2 1 3	 3 2	 5	 3 1
12; 1 1	 4 2	 6 1	 1 2	 1 1	 1 1	 2 1 3	 3 2	 5	 3 1
13; 1	 3 1	 4 1	 1 1	 1 1	 1 1	 1 1 2	 2 1	 3	 2 1
14^ 13 5	 19 3	 2 7	 4 4	 2 5	 6 3 810 6 17	 8 2
1 `)	 I 2	 8 1	 1 3	 1 2	 1 22 1 3	 4 2	 7	 4 1
I(. 29 4	 3 11	 5 6	 3 7	 9 4 12 15 9 26 13 3
17; 1	 1 2	 1 1	 1 1	 1 1 2	 2 1	 4	 2 1
If: 1 1	 1 1	 1 I	 1 1 I	 1 1	 2	 1 1
l q ' 4	 2 2	 1 3	 3 2 5	 6 3	 9	 5 1
;01 1 1	 1 1	 2 1 2	 3 2	 5	 2 1
21i 1	 1 1	 2 1 2	 3 2	 5	 3 1
1 1	 1 1 1	 2 1	 3	 2 1
231 2	 2 1 3	 4 2	 6	 3 1
?41 3 1 4	 5 3	 8	 4 1
251 1 2	 2 1	 4	 2 1
26 5	 6 4	 11	 5 1
27 8 5 14	 7 1
28 3	 8	 4 1
29 23 11 2
30 i 6 1
31i 1
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Here it is assumed that T= Tii, which is an approximation because
the cross-traffic between i^PS grid trunking users is not symmetrical.
Traffic matrix entries have been rounded in the usual manner except
that numbers smaller than 0.5 are replaced by 1 and not rounded to 0
in order to provide at least some connectivity.
The following beam isolation rules are applied. Beams which
lie less than 20t, apart cannot operate on the same frequency band
under any circumstances. Beams which lie between 2% to 3% apart
can use the same frequency band orl y if cross-polarization is used.
The extra 20 dB cross-polarization isolation will help achieve a
total 40-dB isolation in this case. Beams which lie more than 390
apart can use the same frequency band even with the same
polarization. Unfortunately, the resulting beam isolation in this
case is not much more than 20 dB according to the CCIR curve shown
in figure 7-2 (CCIR, 1978).
In the beam plan of figure 7-1, many beams lie less than 290
apart. This can be indicated in graphical form with a solid line
(branch) connecting the two beams (nodes). When two beams lie from
20, to 30, apart their nodes are connected with a dashed line. The
resulting graph is shown in figure 7-3. This graph can be used for
establishing a possible set of polarizations for the beams.
	
a
t
Starting at an arbitrary node, say, node 5 (representing beam
5. Greensboro), arbitrarily assign a horizontal polarization to it
(H for horizontal, V for vertical): follow a dashed line to another
node, say node 2, which must be assigned a vertical polarization.
	
1
Continue this procedure along dashed lines until all nodes are
assigned a polarization.
Conflicts can arise. For example, in going from node 5 to node
6 to node 8 to node 5 (a closed loop formed from an odd number of
nodes), the same polarization must be assigned to two adjacent
	
J
nodes, e.g., H to both nodes 5 and 8. Therefore, the adjacent nodes
in question must be connected with a solid line, signifying that the
corresponding beams cannot use the same frequency band.
The next task is to partition the 31 beams into several groups
determined by constraints in sharing frequency bands. The three
major traffic centers are beam 16 (Chicago/Milwaukee) with 328 Mb/s,
beam 29 (Los Angeles /San Diego) with 292 Mb /s, and beam 2 (New
York/Philadelphia) with 254 Mb/s. Thest- three beams are a natural
choice for the nuclei of three groups.
Since beam 16 is the busiest, it and its immediate neighbors,
beam 10 (Cincinnati/ Indianapolis), beam 9 (Detroit/Lansing), and
beam 17 (St. Louis) are examined first. Since beams 10, 9 and 17
95
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are less than 280
 away from beam 16, all four beams must use i
different frequency band from beam 16. The total traffic of t
group is 760 Mb/s. With a nominal Hz/(b/s) factor of 1.25, tt
group will occupy nearly all the 1 GHz bandwidth planned to bi
allocated to CPS traffic. If more beams were included, the
available CPS bandwidth would be exceeded. Therefore, these four
beams will form the Chicago gror- named after its largest city.
Now, because the total CPS traffic is 3755 Mb/s, it is logical
to search for five disjoint non-interfering groups with about 760
Mb/s of traffic per group.
Another natural group is formed by beams 2, 3, 4, 1, and 6.
The total traffic for these five beams is 678 Mb/s, short of the 760
Mb/s goal. Beam 5 (Greensboro) with 151 Mb/s, etc., cannot be
included because it will increase the total traffic too much. After
aose cut and try attempts, it turns out that beam 20 can be added to
yield a total of 739 Mb/s. The Chicago group is isolated from the
New York group, and they can therefore use the same frequency band
without interference.
Beams 7, 8, and 5 are between these two groups. If the Florida
beams 13, 14, and 15 are included in a kind of a vertical slice
through the country, a 750 Mb/s Tampa group is obtained.
Similarly, the Los Angeles group includes beams 29, 30, and 28.
The question is which other beams should be part of this group?
Beams 23, 24, 31, and 22 have too much traffic. If beams 25 and 27
are included, there would be five beams in the Los Angeles group,
but this would leave ten beams for the last group. This is not
desirable because the insertion loss penalty in attempting to
combine ten beams would be too great. Therefore, beams 12, 11, 18,
and 21 are added to the Los Angeles group for a total traffic of 772
Mb/s.
The last group includes all remaining beams with a total of 734
Mb/s. This Seattle group is completely isolated from the other four
groups in the sense that it cannot cause interference to the other
groups, as shown in figure 7-3. The resulting graph of the five
groups, showing the solid line constraints, is given in figure 7-4.
The next step is to establish a frequency plan for each group
of beams. For example, the traffic matrix of figure 7-3 shows that
5 Mb/s are sent from beam 2 to beam 12. This implies that five 1
Mb/s bandwidth units or slots must be assigned for this traffic.
Since beams 1, 3, 4, and 6 are tcio close to beam 2, they cannot use
the same frequency allocations assigned to beam 2. However, beam 5
is 2@0
 away from beam 2 and (with cross-polarization) can use the
f	 98
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same band as beam 2. Therefore, beam 5 can use the frequency band
prescribed by the traffic matrix to send four traffic units to beam
6. Note from figure 7-4 that the uplink beams 2 and 5 are isolated
and the downlink beams 12 and 8 are isolated.
There are two general principles for establishing the frequency
plan.
1. All beams in a group use distinct frequency bands; there
is no frequency reuse among the beams of a group.
2. Bandwidths in a downlink beam should be contiguous.
One wny to accomplish this is shown in figure 7-5.
In more detail, the frequency plan proceeds as follows;
a) The traffic matrix entries for the traffic units from
the Chicago group to the Chicago beam, (column 16,
from rows 9, 10, 16, and 17) are examined. The
largest number of units, 29, determines the
assignment of the first 29 frequency units for the
transmission from beam 16 to itself.
b) Next, the connected graph is examined to see which
beams outside the Chicago group, if any, are
connected to beam 16. Since node 11 is connected to
node 16 in the 29-unit band for beam 16 to beam 16,
transmission from or to beam 11 is forbidden.
c) When cut and try methods have completed the frequency
assignments for the 29-unit band, a page of the
overall frequency plan has been formed. When the
entire section of bandwieth determined by traffic
destined for beam 16 has been assigned, a book in the
overall frequency plan has been completed.
The pages forming the first beam book are shown in figure 7-6. The
transponder block diagram associated with this crequency plan is
sketched in figure 7-7.
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(7.3)
CHANNELIZATION OF SATELLITE BANDWIP.THS
Some extra bandwidth should be included in each IF/RF path
routed by the satellite to permit an acceptable blocking probability
when users request channel connections on a first-come, first-served
basis. For simplicity of illustration, suppose that each channel
consumes the same bandwidth. Then, the greater the number of
channels available, s, in a given satellite bandwidth, the lower the
blocking probability B(s,$); for a fixed offered traffic load a, in
Erlangs, and a fixed bandwidth utilization effici esncy. P. or carried
traffic load per channel the following relationship holds:
The parameter a represents the number of channels required and
a(1-B(s,a)), the number of channels sorvftd. Any pair of the four
variables s, a, B, and P may be specfiinJ independently, but then
the other two variables are completely determined.
For example, suppose that a 20% bandwidth expansion is
acceptable. This implies that P = 0.8. A B(s,a) = 0.005 is
desirable for a 99.5% CPS availability. This results in s ss90 from
the standard blocked-calls-cleared Poisson queueing model (Katz, at
al., 1979), and a Ps 72 from equation (7.3). Thus, a 90-channel
bandwidth is required to service 72 channels with an availability of
99.5% and an 80% bandwidth utilization.
If there is a total of about 140 56 kb/s data channels to be
serviced, for instance, then two separate satellite bandwidths of
1.44 x 90 x 56 kb/s sm 7..3 MHz each are required. Here the
modulation and coding bandwidth expansion factor of 1.2 x 1.2 = 1.44
is employed. Other examples can be constructed using blocking
formulas and queueing theory curves available in the literature.
SWITCHING CONCEPT
One of the advantages of FDMA is that satellite switching is
not a fundamental requirement. However, some switching may be
necessary to accommodate periodic or long term changes in traffic
flows. For example, it may be necessary to increase the bandwidth
assigned to eextain beams at the expense of other beams. This might
be done on a daily basis to handle the redistribution of busy-hour
vs. non-busy-hour traffic. In addition, unforeseen changes in the
traffic matrix may develop in the course of several years of
satellite operation. It is desirable to be able to handle such
changes in bean; capacities without a large impact on spacecraft
design. A satellite switch may be required for the necessary
104
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bandwidth expansion flexibility in been which are bandwidth limit
in the basic hard-wired design.
NASA/LeRC has suggested the following criterion for
redistributing beam capacities. If a given beam has a traffic
demand that is less than 1.5 times the average beam capacity, that
the spacecraft must be able to adapt to a 50% change in traffic in
that beam; otherwise, a 30% change in traffic in that beam must be
accommodated.
For instance, with a total CPS traffic of 3.8 ab/s and 32
beams, 1.5 times the average beam capacity is approximately 178
Mb/s. The Boston/Hartford beam has a CPS to CPS traffic demand of
58 Mb/s according to the Traffic Model A. Since this is less than
180 Mb/s, a 50% or 29 Mb/s increase in CPS to CPS beam traffic must
be accosmodated. For a 1.44 bandwidth to d4ta rate expansion
factor, this implies that 1.44 x 29 Mb /s NO 42 MHz of additional
bandwidth must be made available to the Boston/Hartford beam.
Similarly, the Chicago/Milwaukee beam has 273 Mb/s of CPS to CPS
traffic, which means a potential beam bandwidth expansion capability
of 1.44 x 273 Mb/s x 0.3 mm 118 MHz. The smallest bandwidth
expansion of 18 MHz occurs in the Jacksonville beam. Even though
the Chicago/Milwaukee beam has the heaviest traffic, the
Indianapolis/Cincinnati beam requires the greatest bandwidth
expansion of 1.44 x 169 Mb/s x 0.5 rs122 MHz, since the latter beam
traffic falls gust below th4 180 Mb/s threshold.
Therefore, the bandwidth expansion range for the 32-beam plan
is roughly 18 to 122 MHz. One way to implement beam bandwidth
changes is to employ satellite switches which rearrange the
input/output connections of a collection of IF bandwidth filters.
For maximum flexibility, the bandwidths of these filters should
probably be distributed roughly according to powers of two with 'the
largest and smallest bandwidths corresponding to the upper and lower
end of the bandwidth expansion range, respectively. Specifically,
there might be one 128 MHz bandwidth filter, two 64 MHz filters,
four 32 MHz filters, and eight 16 MHz filters available for
switching. The optimum mix requires further analysis and would
depend on the actual beam plan and traffic model employed. Several
switches could be employed, one for each group of beams. The number
of inputs to each switch would equal the number of bandpass filters
in the collection mentioned above, in this case 15. The number of
switch outputs could equal the number of beams, e.g., 32. Although
the total number of crosspoints of each switch might be 15 x 32 s
480, considerably fewer crosspoints could be activated
simultaneously to realize significant beam bandwidth expansions.
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•	
'POWER DIVERSITY FOR ADAPTIVE RAIN COMPENSATION
Network control issues for earth station transmitter power
diversity are discussed. The feasibility of satellite downlink
power diversity is examined quantitatively. Possible means of
sensing propagation attenuation and controlling power diversity from
the satellite are explored.
NETWORK CONTROL ISSUES
Some rain attenuation compensation techniques require the use
of centralized network control mechanisms. Along with providing
power diversity control, these control systems can offer the users
automatic demand assignment multiple access (DAMA) operation,
autrmatic fault diagnostics, and status monitoring with record
keeping. In addition, billing, satellite control, operator-assisted
calls and switch reconfigurations can also be handled by the control
system.
Implementation of central control systems may involve the use
of one or more common signaling channels (CSCs) and a network
control center (NCC). CE suggested the use of one CSC per beam and
dedicated frequency bands for network control using a TDM signaling
format. Before investigating these systems, the concepts of ground-
controlled rain attenuation compensation techniques for SR-FDMA
systems are examined to provide a background to the design of the
network control.
Power Adaptation to Compensate for Link Fadin
One possible solution to the problem of uplink rain attenuation
Is to require all users affected by rain to boost their uplink power
to overcome the uplink fade. Users transmitting to a user in the
rain also boost their uplink power in order to overcome the downlink
fade suffered by the user in the rain. An alternative for downlink
fade compensation is to require the satellite to boost its downlink
power to !e user in the rain.
In order to understand the implications of power adaptation,
two examples are studied. The !..^twork :has 12 users (Ul through
U 12), a linear satellite, And fott3r uplink and four downlink beams.
Each uplink (downlink) beam supports three users. Beams 1, 2, 3,
107
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and 4 contain users U l - US , Uq - US, U7 - US, and U9 - U12,
respectively. Also, in both examples, user U2 is suffering from
rain attenuation. User U2 in currently communicating with user U11.
In the first example, both U 2 and Ull boost their uplink power to
overcome the fade on the uplink from or downlink to U2. As shown in
figure 8-1, as long as U2 does not overcompensate, there will be no
increases in satellite intermodulation interference on the U2-to-Ull
link. However, when U ll boosts his uplink power, the satellite
intermodulation interference increases in the satellite RF path
containing the Ull to U2 signal. In addition, if U l l is also
transmitting to users U7 and U9, user U8 will also suffer from
increased intermodulation interference due to power-robbing.
The second example, shown in figure 8-2, avoids the
intermodulation problems found in the first example because the
satellite boosts its downlink power. This is useful in overcoming
the downlink fade on the Ull-to-U2 link. However, satellite power
is wasted on the downlink beams to users Ul and U3. As in the first
example, user U2 boosts his uplink power to maintain the U2-to-U11
link.
Selecting one scheme rather than the other requires knowing
more about the available satellite power, the link budgets, the
network parameters (number of users, number of beams and the data
rates, etc.), rain margins, and the associated control problems.
The problem of network control is investigated next.
Central Control of Power Diversity Schemes
In order to implement a power diversity scheme, control
commands must be issued to the users and/or the satellite to
increase or decrease the power output on the link(s) being affected
by rain. If a form of centralized network control is implemented,
those commands are issued from an NCC and are transmitted over CSCs.
In addition, status reports from the users arrive at the NCC via the
CSCs. (DAMA, billing, and diagnostics operations are also carried
out between the NCC and the -~sers via the CSCs.)
A distributed closed loop control scheme could also be
considered. Here each earth station would monitor its own
uplink/downlink via the CSC beacon. Reductions in signal strengths
are interpreted as fades. The uplink power is boosted by increments
tinder microprocessor control until the signal level is deemed
adequate. Status reports are sent to the NCC so that a possible
override capability can be exercised.
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In a 1960 report to NASA (Kiesliag, 1960), General Electric
presented their approach for a network control system that handles
power diversity operations and other communications-related
functions. Their control scheme is reviewed here briefly.
GE Approach to Central Control
In the GE concept., each earth station measures the level of the
received power in the CSC. Reductions in this power level are
interpreted as fades and a quantized description of level changes
are transmitted to the NCC. The NCC processes such data from all
earth terminals and provides instructions to individual earth
stations which control their transmitter power adaptation. The
satellite transponders operate at constant gain throughout this
procedure.
For ease of analysis, they assumed that power would be boosted
at an earth terminal by a fixed amount, say 20 or 30 dB. Ideally,
stop-wise changes in transmitter power would be more effective.
Over compensation can cause intermodulation interference, as
mentioned previously. Since rain indiced attenuations last in the
order of minutes and because high speed computer processing can be
accomplished quite rapidly, the control system response time is
dominated by propagation and queueing delays which should not exceed
several seconds. Since Lite connectivity between any pair of users
typically lasts for at least tons of seconds, a response time of
several seconds is quite adequate for power adaptation control.
GE performed an extensive statistical analysis involving
desired availability, carrier-to-noise ratio, number of excited
carriers, and the total margin defined as the sum of an interference
margin and a fade margin. Their study showed that there exists a
broad minimum for the total fixed margin in a proper FDMA system
design. Results were presented for the overall signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) versus the number of excited carriers as a function of
the signal-to-thermal noise ratio, and for the required signal-to-
thermal noise ratio versus the fade margin as a function of
intermodulation interference, polarization isolation, and co-channel
interference. Analyses such as these should be quite useful in
future system designs of the FDMA alternative.
MITRE verified certain portions of the GE analysis with regard
to the preference for more rather than fewer carriers in a given
satellite bandwidth. To verify GE's results, MITRE assumed that the
terminals are uniformly distributed and the probability of a fade at
one terminal is independent of the probability of a fade at another
terminal. This suggests that terminals are spaced at least 15 km
Pr"
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apart. If the diameter of a coverage area is approximately 500
up to about 1,000 terminals can be accommodated under these
conditions. It is further assumed that the satellite downlink F
is fixed at a level which is sufficiently large to accommodate t
Mo excited uplink carriers while still maintaining adequate SNRI
all the channels in the downlink beam. The satellite is assumed
be linear to a first approximation, i.e., there is no suppressic
weak uplink signals, only power robbing. If the satellite power
the downlink beam is fixed at Po, and if there are a total of N
terminals in the beam, and M excited uplink terminals transmittl
to that beam, then N - M terminals have a downlink power X, and
terminals have a downlink power Y = Do X, where Do is the fixed l
for a dynamic margin of, say, 20 dB.
If the values assumed by GE for a 99.99. availability level
used (too stringent for CPS), with 1,000 carriers per beam there
be up to 12 excited carriers and a dynamic margin of 20 d$, whil_
still closing all the downlinks. If X = 1 W and Y = 100 W, with 12
excited carriers, P o = 2188 W. Therefore, with no excited carriers
X would be approximately 2.19 W for every downlink carrier in the
beam. On the other hand, with only 100 carriers in a beam, the
equivalent performance is achieved with no more than four excited
carriers. The total tower in a beam in this case is Po = 496 W, or
approximately 5 W per downlink carrier with no excited carriers.
Thus, the downlink power per carrier is only 40% in the 1,000
carrier per beam case compared to the 100 carrier per beam case.
This is consistent with the GE conclusion that wider bandwidth
transponders handling more carriers per Beam should be employed.
Single Modem Consider ations for Small Earth Terminals
GE dedicated a modem to the common signaling channel (CSC).
This has several advantages: the CSC is always available, there are
fewer synchronization problems, and the modem is less complex than
if the modem were shared with communications functions. However,
there is a possible disadvantage for a small single- channel earth
terminal which might be able to utilize a single modem for both
signaling and communications. This is feasible because the common
signaling functions tend to be low duty cycle compared to the
communications function.
MITRE examined several alternatives for incorporating signaling
functions into a single communication modem. In he first approach,
a dedicated frequency band was allocated to the signaling function
for a small fraction of the time. Since the terminal already has
ample frequency agility for assigning a comunications carrier
frequency according to the message destination, an additional
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frequency slot for signaling is a minimal extension of capability.
Periodically the terminal would dwell in the signaling frequency
band to accomplish network control functions. Since the satellite
signaling channels must be shared, the same signaling frequency band
could be assigned to each user in a beam but to be used at a
distinct time interval. This way there would be no interference
among users in a beam during their signaling functions. However,
this architecture has the disadvantage of lost traffic when one user
is trying to communicate with another that is performing its
signaling functions.
In a preferred architecture, each user in a beam can signal at
the same time, but at fixed, disjoint frequency bands. The
signaling times among beams can be staggered for rion-overlaps so
that the satellite signaling hardware is dedicated to one beam at a
time, using the same signaling bandwidth for every beam. In this
way, less communications time is lost due to signaling compared to
the first architecture.
FEASIBILITY OF DOWNLINK POWER DIVERSITY
General Electric has restated an attractive power diversity
concept for earth station transmitter power control which can reduce
primary power requirements on-board a satellite (Kiesling, 1980).
If the satellite must service a large number of coverage areas in
CONUS, a large fixed distribution of satellite power to downlink
beams might be avoided by adaptively sharing a smaller total power
among the downlink beams according to the varying attenuations
experienced within the beam areas. Extra power would be allocated
to the relatively few beams encountering rain, and the margins of
the remaining beams would be reduced accordingly. A few heavy or
many lighter rain occurrences, if fully compensated, may require
inordinate amounts of satellite power and lead to system
instabilities. The feasibility of providing limited power
compensation with stability is examined quantitatively in this
section.
A comprehensive rain model by R. K. Crane (Frediani, 1979) has
been modified to yield a lower attenuation with frequency dependence
at EHF. In addition, the rain loss statistics have been represented
as an exponential probability density in the higher attenuation
regions of interest (Kemal, Christopher, 1981). (See figure 8-3.)
This model permits extensive high link availability rain attenuation
calculations on a small computer while still agreeing reasonably
well with existing rain attenuation measurements, which generally
show an f` dependence of attenuation with frequency.
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By converting the probability density function of downlink
attenuation from decibels to the corresponding loss factor A by
A = 10 
d/10	 (8.
p (A) - p (a)/dd
	
(8.
it can be shown that the mean and variance of the attenuation on a
given downlink is
10 loge pA - A -
	 log a eXp	
+
110 lc^g s/ (1 - ^) 	
(8.3
u 2 - (A- ^2 - 10 to ear exp^ 	 (1 - ^) - AZ . (S. 3b)
A	 2	 10 to a 
Note that the mean or variance of the power required to compensate a
link modeled by the density of figure 8-3 can be infinite if the
parameter 0 equals one or one-half times 10 loglpe w 4.34,
respectively. In other words, rain losses on the downlink cannot be
compensated, with many downlinks even in the statistical sense, for
some combinations of rain, frequency, and elevation angle, at least
for this rain model.
For M statistically independent downlinks, the distribution of
downlink power required on the satellite will tend to a Gaussian
distribution with a mean and standard deviation of M p A and -!M OA
respectively, for large M. The ability of a satellite to satisfy
downlink power demands cats be found by subtracting the marginal
satellite power required when the downlinks are shared, from the
power necessary to !support M separate downlinks with no power
sharing. Suppose the desired single downlink availability is
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i.e., the link fade exceeds A(P) with probability 1-P. With M i
downlinks and no power sharing, the marginal satellite power
required is 10 log MA(P) (dB). With power sharing and large M,
marginal power required is approximately 10 log B(P) (d8) for ti
same overall availability
P = 1 - ,_.1.^.	 exp(( B-MNA ) 2/2MOA2) dL'.
27*1 OA $(P)	 (8.4b)
The satellite power margin advantage with power sharing is therefore
given by 10 log MA(P)/B(P) (0).
This advantage was computed as a function of frequency, with
and without site diversity, for rain regions D (East Coast) and E
(Florida), for M = 20, 50 and 100 downlink beams, for availabilities
of P = 0 . 99, 0.999, and 0 . 9999, and for elevation angles of 10',
20', 30', 40% and 50'. For M - 100, angles less than 30° and
frequencies above 17. 5 GHz, essentially no power sharing advantage
was observed. This is because complete power sharing implies
allocation of whatever power is required for an arbitrarily deep
rain fade. Therefore, the advantage of complete downlink power
diversity is very doubtful.
However, if the satellite limits the power allocation in each
downlink to ghat required for a link availability Po, then power
sharing can have a significant advantage. This requires a revised
computation of the mean standard deviation of the downlink power
distribution. The advantage of limited downlink power divarsity is
illustrated in figures 8-4 through 8-6 for Po - 0.999. For example,
limited power diversity has approximately a 5.5 dB advantage in
region D for P = 0.999 with M = 100 downlink beams, an elevation
angle of 30% and no site diversity at 20 GHz (see figure 8-5A).
The corresponding advantage for region E is about 10.5 dB.
Compensation for uplink rain has been discussed in section 5
and previously in this section. Since uplink fades will not be
compensated exactly, the weaker signals entering the satellite will
experience crosstalk interference. It is possible to calculate the
crosstalk by estimating errors in compensating for uplink rain.
Toward this end, the mean and variance of the conditional uplink
attenuation factor A (given that it is raining) would be of
interest. The conditional probability . density function of the
attenuation at 2 in dB is that of figure 8-1 with 0 set to unity. The
mean and variance of x are A + 0 and p2 , respectively. The
parameters were computed for 30 GHz, single site diversity, a 30
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degree elevation angle, and each of the rain regions of CONUS. The
results are compared in table 8-1.
Table 8-1
attenuation Statistics for Conditional Rain Fade Probability Density
Region Mean Tc Standard Deviation A 0 '\ ♦P(dB) (de) (dB) (M) (dB)
B 4.22 1.66 2.34 2.71 5.05
C 4.44 2.05 2.44 2.84 5.28
D 8.48 8.72 3.51 5.46 8.97
E 18.86 22.66 4.41 11.63 16.05
F 3.60 0.43 2.23 2.18 4.41
POSSIBILITY OF POWER SENSING AND CONTROL AT THE SATELLITE
Sensing rain attenuation in each of the beams at the satellite
itself may be useful. Satellite sensing and control may offer
system economic advantages by avoiding multiple sensing sites on the
ground, and by using only one atmospheric path for sensing or
control, as opposed to multiple paths for the GE power control
scheme.
During the past decade, Professor D. Staelin of M.I.T. has
shown extensively (Staelin, 1969) that many atmospheric conditions
can be sensed readily and accurately from satellites at
geosynchronous altitude. One condition which can be sensed
accurately is liquid water in the atmosphere (Staelin, et al.,
1977). Passive microwave sensing at satellite altitude offers many
possibilities; three are mentioned:
1.	 Each uplink 30 GHz beam can be radiometrically Ptnaed at
the satellite. The satellite could insist that each beam
contribute constant power. If the power detected in beam
(i) drops, the satellite commands all transmitters in beam
(i) to raise their power. The disadvantages of this
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r%*"King scheme are that all transmitters within more than
loll mile% are raised together. whether they need it or
not. Also, variationx in number of ground sites might be
interprotod a% weather chanilos,
'Cho advanta&o% are that no sensing equipment is required at the
&round station%, and it minimal number of intermodulation product
surprise% are introduced at tl ►e satellite because of constant power
inputs,
2,	 Staolin (Staalin, at al,. 1977) has shown that two
mopar dte radiomotora. operating at 22 and 31 GNa, can
yield vary accurate measurements of liquid water content
in the atmosphere. Tito 22 Gila radiometer reacts strongly
with the w4tor vapor content of the lower atmosphere and
the tl ( 4,114 radiolootor reacts mostly with liquid water. By
procaunina the two ro%ultig , the ambiguity between the two
aonsarx can ba romovod and liquid water content
caleulatod,
Tito di%4tiv4ut4ga% t)t tbix two trequancy passive microwave
sousing tucludo oxtra xatollito weight and difficult measurements
over land, 'I" ► ia 14ttor li%advailtaRo may be too serious for use over
MINUS, Ht)wov. : ,, thin n►athcxl is ►tot influask ead by variations tit the
(lumbar of grtau ►td t l 4nam it t ors .
`t,	 An iniral-od apoetromotar call give estimates of liquid
wato ►' colltont in the atmosphere, Over ocoan areas. it
would Siva lams accurate rainfall rate astimatos than
2'^/;tl (4,114 r4ttion►atars, but it may be xmallor and less
co ►titly,
An intrared *poetromotor may be the most attractive passive
xan% lug dov i ca ttl ►' t ha %4t o 1 1 i t o . Modo%t. oat imatex of liquid water
r.ontant of (Ito 4tm0apl ►ol°o, ccmibinod with low weight and high
raxolutloll. may 41low good Ny%tem control at low %yatem cost,
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SECTION 9
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEM ISSUES
This section discusses technology issues which are important
for a satellite in which message traffic is routed by frequency
assignment, i.e, an SR-FDMA satellite. The special needs of such a
satellite with regard to antenna beams are covered in the first
subsection. The following subsections provide a technology
assessment of satellite and terminal equipment operating in the
30/20 GHz, band.
The final subsection discusses the important topic of how an
experimental satellite design, whose purpose is to demonstrate the
TDMA system, can be modified to demonstrate both TDMA and SR-FDMA at
some additional cost in weight and power.
BEAM SYSTEMS
The FDMA system proposed requires 31 spot beams having 0.30
half-power beamwidths. The placement of the beam footprints on a
map of the United States is shown in figure 9-1. The 0.3° value was
chosen to provide the gain necessary to support the traffic volume
and to minimize interbeam interferences. Even at this beamwidth,
the beam edges cluster and touch in several areas such as the
eastern seaboard, the Midwest, etc. Signals originating in or
Intended for one area in a given frequency band must not be
intercepted at too high a level in another beam using the same band.
Unacceptable co-channel interference will result. Thus, the sum of
the in-band sidelobe powers from all other beams falling in any of
the footprints of figure+ 9-1 should not exceed -30 dH relative to
the peak gain of thee beam. (Soo section 5.)
This requirement will be a driving consideration in the antenna
design, Other considerations include beam distortion and minimizing
the number of antenna reflectors that the spacecraft must carry.
Figure 9-1 presents not only the beam locations but their angular
distribution. The United States is shown to subtend an azimuthal
angle of 6.81° and an elevation angle of 2.99° at a synchronous
equatorial satellite located at 90° W. Thus, if the axis of a
satellite-borne reflector wore aimed at the center of the country,
(slightly below beam 21 for Omaha/Kansas City) the extreme beams
would have to point 3.40 east and west of the axis if all beams were
to come from one reflector.
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When a beam is pointed (scanned) off axis in a reflector, coma
distortion results. The first and other sidelobes become wider and
higher. The first lobe joins the main beam on one side of the
antenna pattern, thus reducing gain and increasing the potential for
beam interferences. A well-known rule (Silver, 1948) states that
the limit for scanning a beam off the axis of a reflector is five
beamwidths before coma becomes too severe. This would be 1.5 • for
0.3 0 beams, casting doubt on the azimuthal coverage of the countxy
by one antenna. Using two reflectors, one for the eastern half and
the other for the western half of the United States, could help.
However, different size reflectors are needed for the uplink and
downlink satellite beams. Using two reflectors for the downlink
beams and two for the uplink beams will give the satellite a
complement of four reflectors.
Recent work employing geometrical optics has shown that
locating feed-horns radially out of the focal plane reduces coma.
Therefore, a design study for the beam system of figure 9-1 should
be carried out to determine whether only a single reflector could be
used for all downlink beams and another single reflector used for
all uplink beams. This is an effort of some magnitude and beyond
the scope of the current program.
Matters could be helped if the same feed-horn could be used for
both the uplink and downlink beams. There is no barrier to
diplexing the uplink and downlink frequency bands onto the same
horn. However, the fixed horn aperture will give a different
beamwidth from the horn for each band, and one of these will very
inefficiently illuminate a reflector of the size needed to give a
0.3° beam. In order to design an effective antenna, the designer
must be able to control both the reflector and the horn aperture.
This means that he must be free to design uplink and downlink
antennas independently. Thus, the hope of having only two
reflectors depends on the success of a program to reduce coma by
refocusing. Beam interferences Are not affected whether or not
refocusing is successful. The requirement of two reflectors each
for both uplink and downlink will not change the principles
discussed below.
The reduction of beam interferences requires low sidelobes in
the 0.3° beams. This is accomplished by illuminating the reflector
most intensely at the center and tapering off the intensity toward
the reflector edges. Illumination taper is controlled by the beam
from the illuminating horn (called the primary beam). If a narrow
beam is achieved by using a larger opening on the horn, then the
intensity, high at the center of the reflector, will drop off enough
at the edges to give low secondary sidelobes. Thus, large horn
r __
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apertures are required and it is necessary to determine what horn
aperture sizes the beam system of figure 9-1 permits.
Each beam of figure 9-1 requires a separate horn. The horns
are positioned relative to the axis of the reflector in the same way
as the beams, but in mirror image locations because of the laws of
reflection. Thus, we may speak of relative horn positions just as
if the beams were the horns. The figure shows that a large number
of the beams are touching. Horns located at those angular positions
can be enlarged until the two horns just touch. That is the largest
the horn can be. The size of the horn in this touching condition is
calculated at the lowest downlink frequency, 17.5 GHz. It is known
that a reflector diameter of 4 m is needed to produce a 0.3 0 beam at
this frequency.
A common value of focal length, f, to diameter ratio for
reflectors is O.S. Thus, the focus of the reflector is expected to
be 2 m from the vertex. Horns will be positioned on a surface at
approximately this distance and the angular separation of the horn
centers of two touching beams will be 0.3° subtended at the vertex
of the parabola, as shown in figure 9-2. The are length
corresponding to this angle will also be the aperture opening of the
horn. This is found from the relationship among radius, arc, and
angle to be 1.047 cm. The question next arises as to how much
amplitude taper a horn aperture of such a size produces. This
requires a formula for the pattern of a horn.
A simple closed form for the pattern of an electromagnetic horn
does not exist; the phase front curvature emanating from the horn
does not lead to mathematical functions integrable in closed form
and expressed as simple functions. However, if the horn sides are
not flared at too wide an angle, a condition easy to satisfy with
the small horns used in the 20-30 GHz band, it is possible to derive
an approximate formula.
The formula is accurate enough for finding amplitude taper on
reflectors when the curvature of the phase front in the horn
aperture is less than a quarter wavelength, A/'+. Then, the phase
front may be taken to be plane which leads to integrable functions.
The Schelkunoff equivalence theorem and the vector potential are
used to derive the approximate horn pattern, which is given in
spherical polar coordinates with the plane of polarization in the 0
direction as:
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where
(9.1)
Emax is the peak field intensity in the horn aperture
k= 2n /.k
a = H plane horn dimension
b = E plane horn dimension
r = radius in spherical polar coordinates
Equation (9.1) for E,p is next applied to the 4 m reflector
using the size derived for the horn dimensions, namely: a = b -
1.047 cm. The reflector illumination found is given in table 9-1 as
a function of Y, the radial distance from the axis X.
Table 9-1
Aperture Distribution for 4 m Reflector and 1.047 cm Horn
(f = 17.5 GHz)
Distance Relative dB Down
Y Horn-Reflector Intensity From Peak
(cm)
_	
(cm) (V/m)
0 200 0.012732 0
50 203.125 0.012095 -0.44
100 212.500 0.010466 -1.70
150 228.125 0.008445 -3.56
200 250.000 0.006536 -5.79
Table 9-1 shows that the illumination taper produces a level
only -5.79 dB down relative to the center (Y = 0). The secondary
pattern of a 4 m antenna illuminated by this distribution may be
126
:*P= PAaE 0
deduced using the well-known family of patterns for a round aperture
derived from an in-phase illumination with amplitude distributed
according to the parametric formula
A + B I_02 P
42	 (9.3)
where
A is the uniform component of aperture illumination,
which is also the relative intensity at the edge.
B is the difference between the peak value of unity and A.
B - 1 - A
P is the radial variable for the distance from the vertex
axis to a point on the aperture inside the outer circumference.
a is the radius to the aperture circumferoinee (or edge).
P is the algebraic power which determine% how fast the
intensity falls off from the peak value.
The pattern resulting from the aperture illumination of table
9-1 is given in figure 9-3. The resulting first sidelobes are only
:1.5 dB down, and subsequent sidelobes are at too high a level for
the addition of sidelobes of several antennas to produce an
acceptably low carrier-to-interference ratio. It will be necessary
to use a larger horn to reduce the first and all subsequent
sidelobes. However, the horns would clash if their apertures were
made larger; there is not enough area on the focal surface since the
beam edges touch in figure 9-1.
A second focal surface will be provided by using a polarization
sensitive reflecting screen. The screen reflects say, vertical
polarization, and transmits horizontal polarization. The screen,
reflector, and horns are shown in figure 9-4, An offset reflector
is used so that, although it has a 4 m aperture, the horns are below
the reflector and do not block the energy. Half the horns are
behind the screen but are horizontally polarized, and so their
radiation passes right through to the reflector. The other horns
are in front of the screen and their patterns reflect off the screen
to illuminate the reflector properly. These front horns are the
same optical distance from the reflector as the rear horns on the
original focal surface. In effect, the screen provides two focal
surfaces so that the horns can be larger. Since half the horns will
be located on the front and half on the back focal surfaces, the
horns can be twice as large or 2.094 cm in both a and b horn
r
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dimensions. The amplitude taper on the reflector for this case is
given in table 9-2.
Table 9-2
Aperture Distribution for a 4 m Reflector and 2.094 cm Horn.
(f = 17.5 GHz)
Distance Relative dB Down
Y Horn-Reflector	 Intensity From Peak
(cm) (cm) (V/m)
0 200 0.012732 0.0
50 203.125 0.011331 -	 1.0
100 212.500 0.008162 -	 3.9
ISO 228.125 0.005041 - 8.0
200 250.00 0.002878 -12 9
The 2.094 cm horn provides an edge illumination 7 dB lower than
the 1.047 cm horn. The secondary pattern shape can be estimated as
before from the class of canonical antenna patterns.
In this caso:
A = 0.05
B = 0.95
By curve fitting tc table 9-2. P is found to be:
P = 1.5
132
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The canonical form for this case was used in the anticipated
antenna pattern shown in figure 9-5. Its first sidelobes are -26 dD
down. the other sidelobes taper off in an acceptable manner, and the
half-power beamwidth is indeed 0.3'. This pattern is used in
conjunction with figure 9-1 and another graphical chart to estimate
beam interferences for a specific system in Appendix C.
CURRENT SR-FDMA TECHNOLOGY ASSECSMENP
This subsection summarizes technology advances, status, and
system impacts of satellite and terminal equipment operating in the
30/20 GHz band.
Space and Ground Subassemblies and Subsystems
Technology advancements, which will make significant impact on
system performance and/or cost effectiveness, are needed for the
following subassemblies and subsystems of both the space segment and
the ground segment:
A.
	
Solid state power amplifiers as transmitters
The following technologies are identified for further
development;
1. GASFET transistor amplifiers (1-2 W power level at 20
GHz);
2. Impatt and Gunn device amplifiers (1-5 W power level
at 30 GHz);
3. Techniques for power combinirR several medium power
amplifiers (1-2 W).
b.	 Low power TWT amplifier development for small terminals
The low power (5-10 W) 30/20 GHz helix TWT technology for both
the space and the ground segment in the United States is lagging far
behind other nations. In Japan and Germany, helix TWTs for space
applications at 20 GHz are already under development. Ground
terminal TWTs in production today deliver only 1 W of RF power at 30
GHz. Higher power tubes are only laboratory samples.
}
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C. Integrated front and receiver with dual frequency
conversion
Development of this technology would result in reduced labor
for the wiring of each assembly and the testing of each functional
subassembly, improved performance, and a more compact receiver.
d. Integrated transmitter (up-converter) including frequency
synthesized local oscillator
e. Low noise amplifier UNA) at 20 and 30 GHz
The most significant impact of a space qualified 30 GHz LNA
would be a greatly improved G/T at the satellite. Not only is this
important for the overall system capacity, but also for the
compensation of large RF losses within the multibeam antenna system.
f. Frequent synthesizer
Frequency synthesizer technology for effective high RF
frequency generation requires 1 or 2 GHz direct digital circuitry
for dividers and multipliers. This technology needs to be
developed.
Technology Advancement Potential
The following is an identification and status assessment of
specific technologies that when applied to system subassemblies may
have significant advancement potential:
a. Solid state power amplifier technology
Solid state power amplifiers are currently built with GASFET
device technology, Impatt devices (Si or GaAs material), or transfer
electron device (TED) technology (GaAs or indium phosphate
material).
The best projected performance of a single GASFET device
operating at 30 GHz is 0.25-0.3 W of RF power per module by 1983 to
1985 and approximately 2 W total if 8 or 10 single modules are power
combined. In our opinion, while GASFET amplifiers at 20 GHz (for
space applications) are feasible, their use in ground terminals
operating at 30 GHz may not be cost effective (due to the low gain
per stage).
Impatt diode high power amplifiers and related technologies
(both Si and GaAs) are well developed, and have made steady progress
both in frequency and power performance in the last five years.
During the 1970s, 1 or 2 W Impatt RF power amplifiers at X-band
were considered a great achievement. Today, 1 W and 2 W power
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modules at 44 GHx have been demonstrated. In addition, 5 to 10 W
band power amplifiers are being bread-boarded by several
manufacturers. TEDs (similar to Impatt devices) have potentially
wider bandwidths than Impatt devices, but have a lower output powc
(0.5-1 W).
b. 4edium_power terminal T T _develo _ it
The tube technology being pushed for medium power requirement
is the helix type 11JT which promises significantly lower costs wit
uncompromised performance. At this time, no U,S, manufacturer has
30 GHx TWT in production that provides more than 1 W of RF power.
However, several design offorts (Varian and Aughes) are aimed at l
or 15 W CW Rr power at 30 GHx with over 2 Glix of bandwidth. Spif.c
qualified helix `1VTs with 20 W of power at 20 GHx area no longer a
novelt.y. However, for tubes with higher power and linear wide
bandwidths to become+ a reality, a larger R&D effort is needed in
this area,
Designing and using those tubes at power levels below 10 W will
not have a major impact t't.i their design or cost. However, designs
requiring over 25 W of RF power are no longer achievable from this
relatively low cost helix technology due to limitations of thermal
dissipation,
C,	 Monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) technology
This technology, unl.'-o hybrid integration, does not use
discrete device, (e.g., diodes, transistors) but integrates the
complete circuit with a device substrate material such as GaAs or
Si. The advantage of this technique is the low-cost, mass-
production potential of complete subsystems. Several circuits and
their functions can be combined into a small area without Kaman
operator involvement,
Many successful subas:,emblies with various functions at C and X
band have been built in the United States and in Europe using this
technology, Hasa+d on the results achieved for the construction of
low cost receiver front end operating at 11/12 GHx, this technology
appears to be very promising; it needs to be pursued more vigorously
as one of the fabrication alternatives for a low cost K-band up-and-
down converter and perhaps a low cost 1 W solid sta g, HPA. As an
example, 'Texan Instruments Co. developed an MMIC GASFET amplifier
that operates from 7 to 10 Gliz and delivers 1 W of RF power. A low
noise receiver front and (including the LNA) with MMIC has been
developed by Hughes for tho 11/12 GHx band. This receiver is
expected to be to production by 1982. A complete low noise receiver
chip at 20 GHx for low cost terminals can be designed and built w:th
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a 3 to 5 year R&D effort. However, when the production quantity is
less than 10,000, the MMIC hybrid technology might not be the
preferred fabrication technique.
d. 1
	
noise GASFE*r_ampl i f iers
Devices with 0.511 gate width and amplifers at 18 GHx are
available today. So tar the best result measured on a low noise
GASFET amplifier is 2.5 dB NF for a single stage 8 dB jaiu at 18
GHx. Overall receiver noise figures are expected to be around 5-6
dB for the terminal. However, for space applications 0.25P gate
width devices at 30 GHx might be a real challenge. This technology
requires several years of extensive R&D efforts.
20/30 GHx Technology Status Prol.et.tions
'rho following are status projections of 20/30 GHz technologies
for Lite 1982-1 1)8'1 time periods with and without NASA funding:
6.	 Antenna systems
Antenna design efforts for small terminal applications are well
underway with Lite exception of dual 30/20 GHx feed systems.
According to Nome industry exports, a one-year effort could produce
a cost effective antenna system without tracking la two-year effort
is needed if a law cost tracking system is included).
b.	 Solid state and 'lV'r power amplifiers
Several R&D efforts are currently underway for Lite development
of 20 GHx solid state power amplifiers with 0.5-1.0 W of
power/module for space applications. However. no R&D design effort
is reported for the design of solid state power amplifiers operating
at 30 GHx. Tec,lnology advances seem to be fairly promising for 2-5
W amplifiers. Howovor. without NASA funding * industry will not
putsue any one of these areas duo to the high risk involved.
Similar comments can be made about TWT amplifiers. The required
effort for the solid stato amplitier. and Lite helix type TWT with 5-
10 W of power is about 2 to 3 years of extenstivo R&D work in both
areas.
c,	 Low noise amyliffier and receiver at 20 Gliz
This area is in far better shape than other subsystems.
Several companies are pursuing it with an in-house effort due to the
commonality of the military SATCOM band. A 20 GHz low noise
amplifier can be built with a one-year effort. The complete
integrated receiver front end will require about three years of R&D
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effort. Again, this type of effort will not be supported by the
manufacturing companies due to the high risk involved and the
uncertain market potential.
d.	 Frequenc^synthesizers
This technology is the most developed up to at least 18
GHz.Work needs to be done in the area of application of LSI
technology to the existing designs for cost reductions. Substantial
work and R&D funding is needed to extend the present operating
frequency to 30 GHz in a cost effective way. Since there is a
potentially large market and ow risk involved, industry will most
likely share the cost of development with NASA.
System _Performance Impact
The following is an assessment of the impact of these
technologies on system performance:
a. Antenna systems
The use of low cost wire-mesh fiberglass antenna systems (ur to
3 ml at 20 or 30 GHz does not require any sacrifice in performance.
Their surface tolerances (0.010 - 0.015 rms) are acceptable and do
not represent any significant RF losses.
b. Transmitters
Solid state transmitters, in comparison to TWT high power
amplifers, require a simple; power supply and have a longer lifetime
with a graceful degradation in performance. However, solid state
amplifiers are power limited to sr 10 W at 30 GHz (1-2 W per module).
Also, if the module is not a GASFET transistor but an Impatt device,
the noise-power characteristics (AM and FM) of the device will be
increased relative to that of the TWTs. This may affect the system
performance depending on the mode of operation (FDMA or TDMA and
peak or CW power). Solid state amplifiers are not always inherently
stable and spurious oscillations can occur at undesired frequencies.
The likelihood of this is very small, however, due the 40 dB of
isolation between stages found in well designed systems.
C.	 Integrated front-end receiver and transmitter
This type of technology is fairly new and has a high degree of
risk. Even when individual circuit functions are tested and found
to be within specifications, a fully integrated multifunction chip
can be lossy, and may have poor performance due to unexpected
events. Trouble-shooting individual circuits and malfunctions after
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integration is impossible and the chip must be replaced. However,
the promise of low cost chips ( $40-$100) could dramatically change
terminal economics.
d. LNA
The I.NA development at 20 GHz has very little risk involved,
and the impact of this would be a 1.5-2.0 times increase in system
capacity or the equivalent in savings of satellite DC and RF power.
A 30 GHz satellite LNA development would greatly enhance
satellite G/T and consequently reduce terminal RF power requirements
accordingly. The expected 2 to 3 dB improvement in the satellite
receiver NF will provide either increased system capacity or lower
cost terminals. The development of a 30 GHz LNA is a high risk
effort because it requires 0.251 1 wide gate GASFET device development
prior to any circuit design. Even after the device is made
available, if it requires a fairly complex matching structure and is
lossy with a low gain, it will not improve the overall NF beyond
what is achievable with low noise image
-terminated mixers.
e. ^ hesizers
A new synthesizer technique with digitally controlled logic is
being developed. Digital rather than analog circuit design has
little risk if any. A high resolution and fast switching frequency
source can improve the performance of an FDMA system. However, for
TDMA applications, the high resolution is far less important.
SWITCHING AND SAW FILTERING
The FDMA satellite system can route signals among the 31 beams
set up to satisfy Traffic Model A with very little switching. The
switching required is used to readjust the network for growth in
traffic to some centers accompanied by a compensatory decline in
traffic to others. For this, switching of blocks of bandwidth at an
intermediate frequency of 3 GHz among beams will do. Thus, a small,
low-power microwave matrix switch with a slow switching speed (i.e.,
a scaled-down version of the switch advocated in a previous MITRE
report (Katz, et al., 1979)) can serve this purpose.
There had been discussion of slicing the traffic in a beam down
to narrower bands for much more detailed routing (GE, 1980). A
second intermediate frequency in the 10 to 30 MHz range would have
been used and the number of bandwidth paths through the satellite
would have increased enormously. This step, as noted above, is not
necessary. However, prior to proving this fact by actually devising
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FDMA systems, investigations were made by MITRE of the switching and
filtering capability currently existing for supporting such an
approach. That material is summarized in two appendixes at the and
of this report, Appendix D on SAW filtering, and Appendix E on
LSI switching.
SATELLITE AND TERMINAL FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
Several satellite frequency synthesizers supply the local 	 t
oscillator (LO) frequencies to the regional RF downconverters and
over 100 LO frequencies to the IF converters, and frequency shift
mixers. In addition, they also provide RF signals to the 32
upconverters for the downlink beams. The direct synthesizer output
fre-quency could be in the 1-2 GHz range and multiplied to the
appropriate discrete frequency according to the regional frequency
plan. The 100 MHz reference source is assumed to be phase locked to
a high quality 5 MHz atomic standard. The 100 or 110 MHz reference
source can be applied to generate the large number of IF frequencies
either by a multiplier technique or an upconversion technique
through they synthesizer I	 Gliz output frequency. An alternate
approach would be to divide and mix the 2 GHz synthesized signal by
a large number of individual smaller synthesizers. However, this
approach would increase the close-carrier phase noise product. The
narrowband filters within the IF multiplexers (tuned at 2-4 GHz)
could have as small as a 7-10 MHz 3 dB bandwidth (derived from the
traffic matrix). Therefore, a 0.1% resolution has been selected for
the satellite IF frequency synthesizer (10 kHz).
The reference frequency standard stability was chosen to be
better than 5 x 10 -9 per day. The synthesizer settling time should
be less than 10 ms. Future LSI and high speed digital technology
might make it possible to use higher output frequency direct
synthesizers in the 2 or 4 Gliz range without multipliers. Space
qualified synthesizers require an R&D effort.
Digitally controlled direct synthesizers for ground terminal
applications are currently available with 2 GHz outputs. They
operate without multipliers, have very low phase noise and can have
a frequency resolution of 50 kHz.
A dedicated coarse synthesizer is needed in the terminal for
each up and downconverter (one per carrier frequency). Each coarse
synthesizer is driven by a processor-controlled digitally-
programmable common synthesized fine source at some VHF or UHF
frequency. The synthesizer for both the uplink and downlink needs a
< 100 kHz resolution, a minimum phase noise, and a better than 5 x 10-9
per day frequency stability.
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Single sideband phase noise characteristics that ire better
than -90 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz from the carrier are common for low cost
satellite terminal synthesizers available today. This type of
synthesizer cost less than $5000.
EXPERIMENT FOR DEMONSTRATING FDMA SYSTEM
The MITRE Corporation has proposed that a method of combining
an FDMA experiment with NASA's planned TDMA satellite demonstration
be implemented. The following illustration of the plan is based on
a description of the TDMA Flight B demonstration furnished to NASA
by TRW (TRW, 1980). The MITRE plan uses the TRW description only to
show the method of adding the FDMA experiment. The method will work
as :cell with other proposed versions of the TDMA demonstration and
the use of a particular illustration is not to be construed as an
endorsement.
Figure 9 -6 is a representation of the TRW frequency plan for
Flight B. This plan shows six 500 Miiz bands in beams to six
population centers; these beams are assigned partly to support FDM
experiments. The communications payload proposed in support of this
plan is given in figure 9-7. As illustrated in figure 9-7, the
communications payload shown consists of three main parts:
1. Antennas for uplink beams, some antenna switching and low
noise amplifiers.
2. Down converters to intermediate frequency bands plus
equipment for switching or processing TDMA traffic.
3. Upconverters from intermediate frequency bands to the
downlink frequencies, TWT amplifiers, redundancy switches,
and downlink antennas.
The MITRE plan for demonstrating the operation of FDMA will
make use of parts 1 and 3 of the communications payload but will
switch in an FDM processing section to replace part 2 which, as
shown in figure 9-7, processes TDM. Thus, on the operation of
switches, the Fatellite is reconfigured from TDM to FDM operation
and, when desired, back again to TDM. An illustration of this plan
is given in figure 9-8. At the left of figure 9-8 is a box
representing part 1 containing the antennas and amplifiers. These
will be used as before. There follows next a box containing
transfer switches which are to be added so that signals from the
antennas may be presented to either the TDMA or the FDMA processing
packages. These packages are followed by a second box representing
more transfer switches that connect the upconverters and TWTs to
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whichever system is operating.
upconverters, TWTs, and antennas
as before.
The switches are followed by the
of part 3. These too will be used
The plan has the following advantages:
1. Maximum use is made of equipment already in the satellite
for TDMA.
2. Minimal changes are required of the TDMA experiment.
3. Minimum equipment necessary for demonstrating FDMA is
added.
4. Operating switches can conveniently convert the system from
TDMA to FDMA and back again.
The satellite control system must respond to a command to throw
the switches. It will also be necessary to apply electric power to
the FDMA system when it is selected for use. Shutting off power to
some parts of the TDMA system may be desirable or advisable at this
time.
A more detailed picture of the FDMA portion and its
relationship to parts 1 and 3 of the satellite is given in figure
9-9. The FDMA equipment shown is arranged to demonstrate the
of
	
FDMA design. This design aims at using fewer analog RF
components in the FDMA processing equipment. The regional approach
is described in detail in section 11 of this report. The regional
concept FDM processor to be substituted for the TDMA is shown in
figure 9-9.
Starting from the left, figure 9-9 shows the antenna and low
noise amplifiers that service beams from New York, Boston, Los
Angeles, Washington DC, Seattle, and Cleveland. The monopulse
functions served by beams from Los Angeles and Cleveland are not
disturbed. The output lines from the low noise amplifiers are
brought to waveguide transfer switches as shown in figure 9-9.
These switches have a stationary housing and a rotating cylindrical
armature. The armature contains two waveguides, each bent in an are
making a 90° change in direction. Motion of the armature is
bidirectional over a 90 0 arc. Viewed from the top of the armature,
the paths of the waveguides, if they were visible, would resemble
the stitching on a baseball and so these switches are referred to as
"baseball switches."
The armatures are shown in figure 9-9 in the position where one
of the waveguide arcs connects the amplifier outputs to the FDM
145
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regional system. Lines are shown going up from the switches to the
TDM system which is not shown. If the armatures were to rotate 90
E	 counter-clockwise, then the amplifier outputs would be connected to
the TDM system. When the signals enter the FDM system, they first
encounter a second set of broadband 30 GHs amplifiers. These
amplifiers provide additional gain to make up the loss encountered
in hybrid, adding the beam channels in groups of three to form two
regions. Region 1, the "Eastern" region, consists of the beams from
New York, Boston, and Washington. Region 2, the "Western" region,
will consist of Seattle, Los Angeles, and Cleveland.
The regions are employed so that a group of three cities may
share filters and frequency converters in common. Regions are
limited in number of members to prevent beam interferences. Within
a region, no channel bandwidth may be used more than once; thus,
there is no frequency reuse within a regional grouping. The second
region operates in a different band from the first. If there are
more than two regions, then regions with sufficient geographical
separation may reuse the same bandwidth.
After being combined in a three-beam region, the combined
signal in each region is diplexed according to regional
destinations. The regional destination signals are then sent to a
bank of filters which sort the regional signals by bears within the
region. Circulators are employed with the beam filth bank. It is
assumed that traffic capacity for the three beams in each region
will be different and that three different filter bandwidths will be
used. A 3 x 3 switch will be used so that bandwidths can be
exchanged between cities and the capability to accommodate decline
in traffic to some cities and growth in traffic to others can be
demonstrated. Two banks of beam filters are used in each region,
one for traffic originating in the region, the other for traffic
destined for it from the other region. Hence, each beam is preceded
by a hybrid combiner to add the traffic from these two sources.
Bandwidth is minimized in the combined signal by using translating
mixers before the combiners to render contributions to a downlink
beam from the two uplink regions contiguous in frequency. The
combiners are followed by baseball switches which accept either the
FDMA signals or the signals from the TDM processor before passing
them to the upconverters, ?WTs, and antennas of the original part 3
of the satellite.
As can be seen, the arrangement described will permit the
demonstration of FDMA and TDMA operation from the same satellite.
Table 9-3 lists the components which are needed to add the FDMA
system and the switching capability. It is estimated that the
additional signal components will weiqh 121.5 lb and consume 213.9 W
of power. From this total weight, 12 :b are assigned to RF electro-
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mechanical switches and 65 lb for the frequency syntheriser. The
arrangement proposal will have an impact on the satellite but will
allow the evaluation of both TDMA and FDMA systems.
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SECTION 10
SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Detailed !ink budget and beam plans are discussed under
constraints of available spacecraft power. The terminal and
spacecraft cost models used are described.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN EFFORTS
The number of shaped beams N B
 and the number of cells N C should
be minimized under the constraints of the NASA traffic models to
simplify the design of the satellite multibeam antenna (MBA).
Beginning with the 40 metropolitan areas of the initial model, each
area is encircled with a single beam cell until the entire CONUS is
covered with uniformly-sized contiguous cells. These cells are
approximately 500 km in diameter, corresponding to a 0.7 1 half-power
beamwidth (HPBW) on an earth projection from geostationary orbit.
The result is an NC
 = 49 cell coverage of CONUS (field of view
(FOV) X 3* x 6°). A geostationary satellite at 100° W longitude
guarantees terminal elevation angles of at least 30 0 . The
approximate length of the footprint is 4900 km east-west and 2500 km
north-south. A simple antenna system over the same FOV would
provide approximately 29 dBi gain of nearly uniform illumination.
The multibeam plan mentioned above would achieve a minimum gain of
39 to 44 dBi. The resulting complexity of a 49 -seam antenna and
feed system or variable beam forming network (VBFN) implies an
ambitious design approach. However, since large areas of CONUS have
no traffic requirements, many cells may be eliminated from the beam
plan to reduce the spacecraft antenna complexity.
Since the link budgets of table 10-1 suggest that 0.7° beam
cells may not fully support the small (2 m) terminal traffic,
smaller beam cells are highly desirable. A 0.5' beam cell would
increase the received signal by approximately 2.5 dB. However, the
MBA would require almost 100 single 0.5 0 cells over CONUS for
complete coverage (Foldes, 1980). Support of 100 such beam cells
would require at least 100 feed horns and transponders and a few
hundred variable power dividers (VPDs) and phase shifters. The
reduced coverage design described below is better matched to Traffic
Model A and provides an alternative solution.
This design handles the non-uniform traffic with three MBAs.
Each antenna covers a different portion of CONUS. The MBA used for
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Table 10-1
Sample Power Budgets for 0.80 Beam Cells	 {
b. Downlink (w20 GHz)
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the eastern U.S. provides fixed, reshapable, reconfigurable beams
formed by clustering varying numbers of component beam cells. A
second MBA requiring fewer beams covers the western U.S. and a third
MBA using other fixed or movable beams handles the Mid-West's
moderate-to-light traffic. The movable beam concept can be extended
to the western or eastern MBAs if desired. It may allow the use of
TDMA scanning beam operations within a TDMA-FDMA hybrid mode as
suggested by Bell Laboratories (Acampora, et al., 1979) and others.
Beam plan 1 utilizes 0.7° cells exclusively for the eastern and
western MBAs. As shown in the beam plan 1 option of figure 10-1,
two or more cities may be serviced by a single cell. After the
traffic volume and number of terminals have been determined for each
cell, various beam topologies can be examined for reducing the
number of VBFNs. Improvements are sought by considering several
combinations (clustering) of cells: triplets (a shaped beam of 3
cells using 3 feed horns), quadruplets (rhombic) (4 cells requiring
4 feeds), shown in figure 10-1, and sextuplets (6 cells with 6
feeds) (Folder, 1980).
Each shaped beam employs a single polarization and a single
frequency band. Polarization and frequency bands can vary among the
shaped beam clusters (Fuonzalida, 1971). Each frequency band within
a cluster can be further subdivided according to beam frequency
allocations. Each shaped beam is served by one VBFN network.
Therefore, the required number of VBFNs is defined by the optimum
combination of single cells and the desired shaped beam contour gain
level. Initially a 6-dB down gain contour was selected for
computing link budgets.
Next, the number of required transponders, using traveling wave
tube (TWT) high power amplifiers (HPAs), and transponder capacities
needs to be defined. A standard FDMA transponder with a capacity of
32 Mb/s in a 40 MHz bandwidth has been selected. The question is
how many of these transponders per beam cell are required? If
possible, only one transponder per beam cell is desired so that the
number of transponders equals the number of cells. However, neither
the traffic nor the power limitations of present or projected TWT
amplifiers offer much hope for the use of only one TWT per beam
cell. The number of standard 40 MHz bandwidth transponders
required, based on a 32 Mb/s capacity transponder, is indicated in
each shaped beam of figures 10-1 to 10-3.
Roman numerals index the different shaped beams. The total
traffic in each shaped beam is approximately 32 Mb/s times the
number of transponders indicated. By using different topologies the
number of shaped beams can be Ng = 8, 6, or 4 for the eastern U.S.
Unfortunately, the traffic within the 0.7 0
 cells is so heavy that
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smaller cells with less traffic and more antenna gain are necessary.
Western coverage with a triplet option is shown in figure 10-2.
In beam plan 2, the cell size is changed from 0.7 • to 0.5' only
for the eastern U.S. The same process is reapplied using triplet
and rhombic quadruplet combinations of the 0.5° cells. Due to the
smaller cell sizes, N B now ranges from 8 to 11; the total number of
single cells with required traffic in the eastern U.S. has increased
to 33 from 23. In beam plans 1 and 2 some shaped beam clusters
contain cells that support no traffic. They are viewed as spare
beam cells that could be used for rain margins, traffic
fluctuations, and redundancy.
Beam plan 3 of figure 10-3 is very similar to beam plan 2.
This time traffic from Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas is included as
part of the eastern U.S. coverage plan. The total number of shaped
beams ranges from 7 to 12 and the number of cells increases from 33
to 38. Observe that beam plan 3 has increased traffic efficiency
(less traffic per beam cell).
For 0.7° cells, downlink power budgets computed with 5-dB rain
margins, for 100 W TWTs (without the necessary -3 dB, or even -6 dB
backoff for reducing IM interference) are required. However, for
the 0.5° beam size, 50 W TWT HPA transponders can be applied. In
addition, for the same traffic density, the number of transponders
can be halved, thereby reducing the size and weight of the satellite
HPAs by a factor of four. For the smaller 0.88 Mb/s terminals, the
required satellite EIRP is 41 dBW per terminal and the TWT power to
data rate efficiency is 1 W per Mb/s. The 32 Mb/;. TWT HPA then
requires about 62 W of power (with 3-dB backoff). An additional 3-
dB TWT backoff (6-dB backoff from saturation level) within the HPA
still might be desirable. Future intermodulation calculations are
needed to determine if this is necessary.
As indicated above, 0.7° cells imply four times the downlink
power. Even with beam plan 4 which employs only 0.5° cells, the
number of transponders and TWTs approaches approximately 100
(including a 30. redundancy). Limited solar cell power and weight
considerations strongly suggest a reduction in this number, if
possible.
Based on these beam plans, the ratio of transponders to beam
cei s for a 0.5° cell size is approximately 1.5 for traffic model A.
Th, ratio for 0.7 0 cells is approximately 4.5 within the heavier
traffic areas of the eastern U.S. and approximately 2.0 for regions
of lighter traffic in the western U.S. The 0.5° cells are more
desirable in that they permit a smaller number of transponders and a
reasonable number of cells. Nevertheless, it appears that the
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traffic model is at least four times larger than can be supported by
a 0.5' cell FDMA satellite system using current technology.
Beam plan 4 uses 0.5' fixed beams in the western U.S., scanning
0.5' beam cells in the Mid-West, and fixed 0.5' beam cells in the
eastern U.S. Within this beam plan, 26 calls support the traffic in
the East while only eight cells support traffic in the West. A
total of 34 cells are required to serve the 40 city plan covering
CONUS. The total number of transponders required in the satellite
is 71 to 76. With the above 62 W 40 MHz bandwidth RF TWT
specification and a 25: conversion efficiency, the required DC power
is approximately 75 x 62 W x 4 s
 18,600 W. This agrees with the DC
power requirements of the 64-68 beam GE system (Kiesling, 1980).
MITRE Beam Plan 5, an early attempt to avoid cell sizes that
were too small in terms of satellite antenna implementation,
resulted in 0.8 degree cell sizes and a close-packed arrangement of
17 cells covering the eastern United States. A more scattered
collection of six cells would cover the western United States.
Although complete coverage of CONUS is not required, an additional
option could include a much larger single beam cell to cover
midwestern regions for lower data rate users. Thus, a possible
implementation of CPS to CPS Traffic Model A would be 23 spot beams
and one area coverage beam.
The most difficult design problem arises in the northeastern
portion of the United States encompassing megalopolis areas. The
17-beam pattern for the eastern United States is shown in figure
10-4. Beam designations and cities within each beam are listed in
the legend. Based on the traffic model, it is observed that five of
the beams carry much more traffic. For this reason, two sub-bands
are allocated to theL- five beams. The extra sub-bands were derived
in an optimum fashion to provide maximum interbeam isolation and
minimum crosstalk between adjacent sub-bands. Since the sub-bands
are shown to be equal in bandwidth, the possibility of wasted
bandwidth exists within the lower density traffic cells. As shown
in section 5, if such cells are in rainy regions this extra
bandwidth may allow higher availability.
For completeness, link budgets for the 0.8° cell sizes are
included in tables 10-1a and 10-lb.
SATELLITE RF POWER GENERATION
The 18.6 kW DC power requirement mentioned above is probably
too large for a 1990 satellite even with the optimistic expectations
of GaAs solar cell efficiencies. The current silicon solar cell
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efficiency is approximately 100 W/m2 and the efficiency projected
for 1985 is about 130 to 150 W/m2 (Staelin, Harvey, 1979). In the
subsequent discussion, a 5 kW DC power satellite at beginning of
life (BOL) is assumed. This implies the need for about 34 to 39 a2
of solar cells. For comparison, the INTELSAT-V satellite has a
solar cell area of about 13 m2 and a primary power of 1475 W BOL
(Martin, 1979; FACC, 1979).
The overall total DC to RF output power conversion efficiency
has risen from about 10% five years ago to 14. to 151* for the more
recent satellites. Five years from now this overall efficiency may
reach 19'4 or 20. More detailed estimates of the individual factors
included in this conversion are listed in table 10-2.
If a 75 W output power for a saturated TWT and a 5-dB BO is
assumed, approximately 23.7 W of useful RF output power is available
from each satellite TWT. From the total available RF output power
listed in table 10-2, this implies that the number of 250 MHz
bandwidth TWTs which can be suppu&ted is 32 to 34. In other words,
at least 32 downlink beams, with about 25 W of power per beam and
30% efficiency, are feasible with a 5000 W DC power satellite in
1985.
TRUNKING TRAFFIC POWER LOAD
The goal is to attempt to serve both trunking and CPS users on
the same satellite. Although it may be desirable or even necessary
to use a separate satellite for trunking traffic, it is assumed here
that all traffic is handled by a single satellite. This raises the
issue of the amount of DC power required to support the trunking
traffic. In order to provide this estimate, a cursory design of the
pure trunking portion of the system was necessary.
According to the NASA supplied traffic model, there are 39
trunking terminals distributed among 18 beam areas. The terminal
types and numbers are listed in table 10-3 along with estimated
downlink RF output powers to these terminals based on reasonable
downlink power budgets for each trunking terminal type.
In contrast to CPS traffic, busy hour trunking traffic must be
supported with a 100% duty factor. Assuming an overall DC to RF
output power conversion efficiency of 16., approximately 616 W of
the satellite DC power are required for trunking (see table 10-3).
If this amount is _ubtracted from the 5000 W total available
satellite DC power, 4384 W of DC power can be devoted to CPS
traffic. With the same 16°, conversion efficiency, this leaves 701 W
of total downlink CPS power or about 22.6 W per beam for a 31-beam
160
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Table 10-2
Estimated Power Conversion Efficiencies for a
5000 W DC Power Satellite
Total DC Power Available
Fraction of DC Power Allocated for
Communications
DC Power Available for Communications
Power Supply Efficiency
DC Power Input to TWTs
MPA (2-collector) TWT Efficiency at
Saturation
Efficiency at 5-dB Backoff (BO)
Available RF Output Power
where n - nx iPS vi - 15.3 to 16.6%
5000 W
nDC - 60 to 65%
3000 to 3250 W
PS - 85%
2550 to 2763 W
'1 SA - 40%
14 BO - 30%
5000 W x	 765 to
829 W
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CPS system. If 25 W per beam are required for CPS traffic in a 31-
beam CPS system, then 5513 W of DC power are required rather than
5000 W. The additional 513 W could be obtained with 3.4 to 3.9 z2
of additional solar cell area. The actual detailed computation for
the total required power in the final system design recommended in
section 11 is consistent with this model which uses a fixed average
power per beam.
The next step is to estimate what total downlink power is
required to service the CPS terminals of the traffic model. If this
power exceeds the useful output power available for CPS traffic,
then either more DC power is required on the satellite, or only a
fraction of the postulated CPS traffic can be handled by a 5000 W
satellite.
The estimated downlink power budgets for the three CPS terminal
types of Traffic Model A are given in table 10-4. The same format
as table 10-1 is employed. Many of the parameter values are the
same, particularly the losses, including an assumed 5-dB loss for
rain, etc., (Crane, 1979; Berk, 1979; Lin, at al., 1980). The main
difference is that 0.33 0 beams are used in table 10-4 An 8-m dish
is also recommended for the 33 Hb/s CPS terminal. The downlink
powers devoted to each terminal are sufficient to provide at least a
1-dE margin in addition to the 5-dB rain loss so that the overall
downlink margin in the absence of rain is at least 6 dB.
if half the CPS terminals are active, the total downlink power
required is approximately
(1.6 x 80 + 1.8 x 300 + 0.3 x 1824) 0.5 W = 608 W
with the powers and numbers of terminals data in table 10-4. This
is 93 W less than the 701 W that are available for CPS downlink
power with a 5 kW satellite, as computed previously. Thus, if the
traffic were distributed uniformly in the 31 beams, the traffic
model would be satisfiable with an extra 0.6 dB of margin.
Alternatively, less intermodulation interference could be suffered
by backing of: the satellite TWTs another 0.6 dB.
Since the traffic model is highly non-uniform, the beams
containing the heavier traffic loads would require more than one of
the nominally 22.6 W TWTs. If all the TWTs are identical, there are
four extra TWTs to cover diophantine problems of matching the
required power within every beam. It appears that the traffic will
not be handled to the extent that too much excess power is
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Table 10-4
Downlink Power Budgets for System A CPS lerminals (cf., Table 10-1)
SATELLITE
TRANSMITTER POWER (W;dBW)
	 1.6;(2.0)	 1.8;(2.6)	 0.3;(-5.2)
AFTER BACKOFF (dB)	 (5.0)
ANTENNA
Diameter (m); Gain (dB)	 3.5;(53.7)
Half-Power Beamwidth (') 	 0.33
EIRP (dBW)	 55.7
	 56.3	 48.5
LOSSES L S
	7.3
DOWNLINK LOSSES L D 222.0
TERMINAL
NUMBER I^ 80 300 1824
ANTENNA
Diameter W; Gain (dB) 8.0;(62.0) 4.5;(57.0) 4.5;(57.0)
Half-Power Deamwidth (') 0.13 0.23 0.23
LOSSES LT 1.5
SYSTEM TEMPERATURE 400;(26.0) 850;(29.3) 850;(29.3)
( O K; dB - 'K)
G/T (dB/'K. ) 36.0 27.7 27.7
RECEIVER LOSS L I (dB) 2.5
CAT (dB-Hz) 87.0 79.3 71.5
RATE R (Mb/s; dB-Hz) 33.8;75.3 5.56;67.5 0.88;(59.4)
C/N (dB) 11.7 11.8 12.1
Eb/No - C/N - MD (dB) 10.4
DOWNLINK MARGIN MD (dB) 1.3 1.4 1.7
*The number of CPS terminals of each type is based on the revised
traffic model supplied by NASA/LeRC in the Dec. 1980 RFP for an
SS-FDMA System Study.
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squandered cn lighter traffic beams demanding less output power than
one TWT provides.
TERMINAL COST MODEL
The methodology for estimating terminal costs is explained in
this subsection. The principal components of a generic terminal are
identified as physical operational modules. Whenever possible,
hardware cost estimating relationships based on technical operating
characteristics are pro ,yosed for each module. Otherwise, cost data
supplied by manufacturers is used directly. All costs in this
report are given in terms of 1980 dollars.
A terminal is functionally described in terms of its overall
parameters of operating frequency, transm.tter power rating, and
antenna aperture size. Values are assigned to these parameters to
meet the required uplink power budget. Basic cost model formulas
are then applied to these technical parameters to yield a Hardware
cost for the antenna and transmitter modules. Then total terminal
development and production costs are derived.
The methodology yields cost information for three separate
phases of a new-product cycle. The first research and development
(R&D) phase costs include the non-recurring costs of designing and
developing a new terminal and the production cost of a small
quantity (e.g., five) of advanced engineering development models.
The latter entails both hardware costs and recurring engineering,
program management, data, testing, general and administrative (G&A)
costs, and profit. In the second low rate production (LRP) phase, a
moderate quantity (e.g., twenty-five) of terminals is produced using
prototypes, final drawings, and special tooling if required. The
third phase is for the full scale production (FSP) of a large number
of terminals. The LRP phase is appropriate for large terminals
since only relatively small quantities may be deployed. The FSP
phase is appropriate for smaller terminals.
In each of the three phases, the cost of the first terminal is
calculated from the basic hardware module cost and k-factors
(described below) which are useful in estimating other costs. Than
a well-known and accepted learning curve method is applied to obtain
the total average production cost for an arbitrary number of
terminals.
The terms and equations used are defined below for first
terminal cost for each of the three production phases. The cost
estimates are based on key RF hardware costs associated with the
following modules of a generic terminal:
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TRX - transmitter
ANT - antenna (dish, pedestal, mount, step-tracking system)
MOD - modem
SYN - frequency synthesizer
UPD - up/down converters
STD - frequency standard
LNA - low noise amplifier.
The cost (in $K) of each item is represented by a name formed by
placing a C before the above variable name abbreviations. All
modules but the antenna, frequency standard, transmitter, and modem
are dual redundant to provide a 99.9: terminal reliability. CTRX
can be computed as a function of frequency f(GHz) and transmit power
P(W), and CANT as a function of frequency and dish size D(m), as
outlined below.
Let RDF and PRF be R&D and production scaling factors that are
defined as follows:
11.15 t R&D phase
RDF	 1.00, production phases 	 (10.1)
PRF = 3.0,	 FSP phase
Then the transmitter and step-tracking antenna hardware costs are
given by
13 P0.25 f0.33 RDF, P > 50 W
CTRX =	 0.15   0.33	
f > 20 GHz
	
(10.2 )
7 Pf	 RDF, PS 50 W
and
CANT = 9.2 D0.75PRF, f >15 GHz.	 (10.3)
The total hardware (HDW) cost, CHDW, is the weighted sum of the
module costs
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CHDW =	 1.15 (CANT + CSTr	 (CTRX + CMOD + CSYN
+ CUPD + CLNA)). (10.4)
The 1.15 factor is a fixed value, frequency independent, that is
supported by the historical cost experience of manufacturers. The
factor of 2 accounts for the dual-redundancy modules.
The hardware cost is then used in a series of equations to
calculate the first unit tarminal cost
t
C 1 = CHDW + CBTE + CASS + CINT + CTST + MAT
CPEC + CENG + CPMG + CGAA + CFEE (10.5)
The variables in equation (10.5) are defined as follows:
CBTE -- built-in test equipment cost
CBTE.	 =	 0.1 CHDW (10.6)
CASS -- assembly cost
CASS = kl (CHDW + CBTE) (10.7)
CINT -- integration of subsystems cost
CINT = k2 (CHDW + CBTE) (10.8)
CTST -- system testing
CTST - k3 (CHDW + CBTE + CASS + CINT) (10.9)
CPAT -- documentation of test data
CDAT = k4 (CHDW + CBTE + CASS + CINT) (10.10)
CPEC -- peculiar equipment costs
CPEC = k5 (CHDW + CBTE 4• CASS + CINT) (10.11)
CENG -- engineering and tooling and quality control costs
CENT = ks(CHDW + CPTE + CASS + CINT) (10.12)
CPMG -- program management cost
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CPMG = k7 (CHDW + CBTE + CASS + CINT)
CGAA -- general and administrative costs of
CGAA = ks(CHDW + CBTE + CASS + CINT + CTST +
CDAT + CPEC + CENG + CPMG)
	 (10.14)
CFEE -- profit
CFEE = k9(CGAA + CHDW + CBTE +CASS + CINT + CTST
+ CDAT + CPEC + CENT + CPMG).
	 (10.15)
The values of the k factors appearing in the above equations
depend on the operating frequency of the terminal and the production
phase considered. The various k-factors used in the cost estimates
are given in table 10-5.
Tabldx 10-5
k-Factors Used in the rn..c Ee;timatoss of Each Phase
Factor
ki k2 k3 k4	k5 k6 k7 k8 k9
R&D	 0.28 0.11 0.27 0.05 0.12 0.31 0.22 0.16 0.10
LRP 0.19 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.16 0.40 0.12 0.16 0.10
FSP 0.10 0.11 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.12 0.06 0.16 0.10
Now that the first unit terminal cost (C l ) is available from
equation (10.5), the average cost of a terminal for each of the
three phases can be computed as follows. Let L = 0.95 be the
learning curve factor for Ka
-band. Then the nth-unit terminal cost
in any phase is given by
C  = C I L 1092 (10.16)
The total and average terminal cost for N terminals can be expressed
as
N	 N 
Llog2nC(N)
n-1 C 
	
C1 n= 1	 (10.17)
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Ef	 C(N)/N.	 (10.18)
Unfortunately, C(N) cannot be expressed in closed fora. A good
approximation to the total terminal cost derived by Cho and Schmidt
of MITRE (Cho, Schmidt, 1980) is
log L
	 log L
C(N) sr C 1
 NlOg2L 1+log L + .5 + 129
	 l+log L + ' S
	122	 2
(10.19)
1% 1.08 C1N0.926 , for L - 0.95 and large N
Using this approximation, the average terminal cost becomes
C(N)/N x 1.118 C 1N 1092L er 1.08 C1N-0.074	 (10.20)
Let NRF be a non-recurring engineering cost factor That is
supported by a cost history data base of manufacturers for various
frequency bands:
4.0, 7/8 GHz
NRF -	 5.0, 30/20 GHz	 (10.21)
5.6, 44/20 GHz
Then the total cost of the R&D phase is
C R&D - C(N) + NRF.C1
no C 1 (1.08 N0.926 + 5), for N Z 5	 (10.22)
using equations (10.19) and (10.21). Equations (10.19) and (10.20)
are used to calculate the total and average costs of the LRP and FSP
phase
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rSATELLITE COST MODEL
The SAMSO spacecraft cost model (DCA/MSO, 1976; Katz, at al.,
1979) which requires only communications payload weight W c (in lb) as
an input is used in this report. The non-recurring engineering and
first unit spacecraft costs (in $M), CLARE and CFUS, respectively,
are given by
CNRE = 0.016 W c' 16	(10.23)
CFUS - 0.031 W^' 93, first spacecraft.
	 (10.24)
Add.Ltior.al satellites are assumed to cost approximately 0.9 CFUS
each. Launch costs and the cost of an apogee-perigee engine area
estimated separately.
i
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SECTION 11
EXEMPLAR SYSTEM DESIGNS
Three exemplar system designs are presented And evaluated in
terms of system performance and cost. Two designs (a six-region and
a four-region network) are based on Traffic Model A, and the third
(a five-region network) is based on Model B. A unique feature of
these designs is the organization of traffic on a regional basis.
The regional concept greatly simplifies the satellite design as will
be shown later.
VERSION A
The satellite systems designed to handle Traffic Model A serve
45 major CONUS cities. In an effort to conserve downlink satellite
RF power, only these cities and their immediate surrounding areas
are illuminated; continuous coverage of CONUS is not provided in
Version A. Thirty-two bee,ns of 0.33 0 cover the specified 45 cities.
The half-power bendwidth of 0.33 0
 is chosen because it is
approximately the smallest beam size feasible with the state-of-the-
art satellite pointing accuracy of 0.05 0 . This degree of pointing
accuracy requires monopulse tracking. Small beam cells allow
frequency reuse and help achieve the necessary link margins.
Several technology constraints and NASA specified parameters
led to the regional routing concept:
1. Direct access to the satellite is permitted for up to
several thousand multichannel terminals.
2. Individual routing of a user's call is required.
3. Channel assignments are made dynamically under the
direction of a central control center.
4. The specified traffic is distributed among the traffic
centers in a non-uniform manner.
5. The system is bandwidth and power limited. The bandwidth
is limited to the 2.5 GHz available in the 20/30 GHz
frequency bands. The available DC power is limited by the
solar array technology constraints.
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6.	 The satellite needs to be simple if it is not to exceed
the 5000 lb weight limitation. (This weight constraint is
due to launch vehicle limitations.)
The regional routing satellite system concept is described in more
detail in the remaining sections.
Regional Concept
A region is a geographical area containing a collection of
beams. The total CPS and cross-traffic supported should be
approximately the same in all regions. Ar. even distribution of
traffic among the regions is important for two reasons: (1) to ease
the satellite multiplexer specifications, and (2) to ensure
efficient use of the allocated bandwidth. Since the beams carry
non-uniform amounts of traffic, regions may contain unequal numbers
of beams. The number of regions implemented depends on the total
specified traffic, the available bandwidth, beam locations, and so
on. Designing for the minimum number of regions is desirable.
Using coo many regions provides no additional improvements and only
serves to complicate the satellite and the frequency plan.
The satellite must provide full connectivity between all uplink
anki downlink beams. In a 32-beam system (N 13 - 32) every receive
horn must have connectivity to all 32 transmit horns. In an FDMA
system this connectivity is provided by bandpass filters.
Therefore, every receive horn must be connected to a multiplexer
consisting of 32 filters. The number of such multiplexers equals
the number of receive horns, Ng - 32, and the total number of
filters equals NB 2  - 32 2 = 1024.
In a satellite which uses the regional concept, the receive
horns of a region are connected to a common output; therefore, the
number of multiplexers equals the number of regions, N R . In a six-
region system the number of multiplexers is N - 6 and the total
number of bandpass filters is N R x N B = 6 x 32 = 192. Thus, the
regional concept greatly reduces the number of filters in the
satellite. Each filter is connected to IF amplifiers and frequency
converters, and as the number of filters is reduced, so is the
number of these components. In addition, the regional routing
scheme reduces the number of down-converters from N B
 to N R (32 to
6). This reduction in satellite complexity signfi.cantly reduces the
satellite weight and power consumption.
Figure 11-1 shows a view of CONUS as seen from a satellite in a
geostationary orbit over 90° west longitude. The 32 beams and the
cities they serve are identified. In addition, the regional
boundaries for a four-region system are shorn.
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Frequency Organization
The total available uplink (downlink) bandwidth of 2.5 GHz is
divided into four bands. Bands U I (D I ) and U2 ( I)? ) are each 850 MHz
wide, and ba.ids %D j ) and L'(D4 )are each 400 [,Hz wide, as shown in
:!gores 11-2 end- for a four-region network.
A bandwidth of 850 MHz is assigned to each region for CPS
traffic. Using 850 MHz, for each CPS band provides a reasonable
balance between the needs of the ZPS users and trunking users.
(Under different system specifications, other bandwidth allocations
for the CPS bands may be more desirable.) The selection of
CPS/trunking bands must be made carefully to ensure sufficient
resources for all users.
Band U I is used for CPS traffic in regions 1 and 3. Similarly,
band U2 is used for CPS traffic in regions 2 and 4. This ensures
interference-free operation for the CPS traffic, becAuse beams that
use the same frequency band are sufficiently separated (see section
4). In region 1, band U 2 may be used for trunking traffic in those
beams that are sufficiently separated from beams in region 2 (for
example, beans 1 and 2 in figure 11-1). In region 2, band U I may be
used for trunking traffic in those beams that are sufficiently
separated from beams in regions 1 and 3. Beams that carry trunking
traffic and lie close to beams of adjacent regions employ band U3
and/or band U4 (for example beams 3 and 33 in figure 11-1). Bands U3
and U Z, are used exclusively for trunking traffic.
Allowing the trunking terminals to use frequency bands
allocated for CPS terminals in other regions provides b single
satellite system with additional bandwidth. In some regions, the
entire 2.5 GHz bandwidth can be used to support both trunking and
CPS traffic. If frequency bends were preassigned to each traffic
type, the full 2.5 GHz would not be available to any region, thereby
reducing the total system capacity. However, allowing the trunking
stations and the CPS stations to use common frequency bands requires
careful frequency planning. Also, the use of these common frequency
bands for trunking traffic is not permitted in every beam due to
interference problems (see section 4).
In summary, every region has 850 MHz of bandwidth available for
CPS traffic and may have as much as 1650 MHz of bandwidth available
for trunking traffic. Figure 11-4 shows the frequency band
assignments for each beam in a four-region network using the
frequency organization described above. In addition, the
polarization (either vertical or horizontal) assigned to each band
within a beam is identified. Polarization is assigned to increase
each beam's isolation from interference (see section.4).
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ii, every region, the uplink CPS band is organized according to
destination. The band is first divided into sub- bands, one for each
regional destination, Next, each sub-band is divided into beam sub -
bands, one for every beam within the addressed region. These sub-
bands are non-uniform in width because they vary according to the
amount of traffic destined for they individual beams.
The beam sub-bands contain channels for individual users.
These channols are transparent to the satellite. (The smallest
frequency bands routed on-board the satellite are the beam sub-
bands.) Unlike the regional sub-bands and the beam sub-bands that
have fixed widths and frequency allocations, the channel assignments
change dynamically. As users start and finish their transmissions,
individual channel assignments vary with time. Users within the
same region are never assigned the same instantaneous channel
bandwidths. Frequency reuso occurs only among the regions and not
within a region.
A six-region network is designed in parallel with the four-
region network previously presented. Figure 11-5 shows the six
regional boundaries, the frequency hand assignments, and the
assigned polarizations, The two parallel designs allow a comparison
of costs, performance, and trado-offs for various configurations.
Transpgn4! r _Architecture
A simplified block diagram of the transponder for a six-region
system is shown in figure 11-6.. Tito operation of the transponder is
explained with reference to figure 11-7.
Since frequency reuse is not permitted within a region, the
receive horns of a region can he Combined in groups. In region 1,
four horns (H1 through H4) are combined; in region
	
eight horns
are combined, and so on, The instantaneous channel frequencies
received by 11 1 . 11 ,) , N3, and H 4, are shown in figure 11-7A.
Tito signals received by the horns are amplified by low-noise
preamplifiers, (A 1 through A 4 1 and then fed into antenna combiners
(C l through C ) that connect the receive horns of a region. The
frequency bangs at the outputs of those combiners are shown in
figure 11-78.
Tito combiners feed RF multiplexers (.MUX 1 through MUX 6) which
split tho uplink bands into six destination suo-bands; the sub-bands
destined for region 1 arc indicated in figures 11-7C.
Tito union of sub-bands from regions 1, 3, and 5 that are
destined for downlink region 1 is formed by a hybrid combiner, C7;
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the union of sub-bands from + regions 2; 4, and b that are also
destined fc.- region 1 is formed by another combiner, C S.
 
(Similar
combiner pairs are needed for the remain±r.g downlink regions.)
The combined bandwidths are then downconvirted, by means of
downconverters DC1 and DC2, to a convenient intermediate frequency,
a.g., 4 GHz. A lower frequency permits the realization of the IF
multiplexor pairs '(MUX 7, MUX 8, through MUX 17, MUX 18) which are
composed of narrowband falters. The passhands of these filters are
tailored to the traffic and are therefore unequal. MUX 7 and MUX 8
channeliue region 1 traffic into downlink beam traffic. The sub-
bands of downlink b 1 are shown shaded in figure 11-7F.
lntermediat,^ frequency mixers, M l through M 9 align the
disjoint sub-bands into a contiguous beam bandwidth as shown in
figure 11-7G.
Combiner Ci9 collects these sub-bands. Downlink beam b now
occupies a contiguous frequency band. (Continuous downlink bands
are desirable because they ease the specifications on the satellite
power amplifiers and the ground terminals.)
An upconversion to microwave frequenlains is provided by the
upconverter UC 1 . The signal is Zhen amplified by a TWT and sent to
transmit horn hl.
switching;
Although virtually all the traffic is routed through the
satellite and not switched, two types of on-board switching may be
needed. The first type involves switching spare satellite
components to replace degraded on-lines units. This switching allows
hardware redundancy for active elements that miCht fail. T1 ►e
switches are electromechanical, and are activated only if needed so
as not to drain the DC power required to run the communications
package.
The second type involves switching bandwidth among beams. This
allows the hardwired satellite systems previously described to
become more flexible. As traffic patterns change with tiwe, the
system can ad j ust dynamically on a daily, monthly, or yearly basis.
The switching network allows a beam with reduced traffic demands to
exchange its bandwidth with a beam that has an increased traffic
demand. Thus, the total system bandwidth is more efficiently
utilized.
Bandwidth swapping requires the network control center to carry
out three operations. First, all the users communicating with the
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beams swapping bandwidths must be given new transmit frequencies.
Second, the control center must issue update commands to the
satellite for the reconfiguration of the on-board switch. Third,
all the users in the beams being altered must be given n-w eceive
frequencies.
Figure !1-8 shows a simplified block diagram of a conceptual
four-region satellite with a bandwidth switching system included.
The addition of the switching equipment does not change the basic
architecture of the regional-routing satellite. Using figure 11-6
and figure 11-9 the bandwidth swapping operation can be explained.
In figure 11-9(A) the initial downlink frequency organization is
shown for Region 1. Under the initial conditions, the satellite is
configured according to a predefined traffic matrix. With time,
this traffic matrix (based on a traffic model) may change due to
traffic growth or reduction in individual beams. Beams with small
traffic capacity may vary in bandwidth by as much as +50, of their
original capacity. Large beams. on the other hand, may vary up to
_+30. in their bandwidth requirements. Ise this example, the traffic
in Beam 1 has been reduced by w501, while the traffic in Beam 7 has
increased by — 50%. Since they are bo t h in the same region, their
current bandwidths can be snapped to accommodate these changes in
traffic distributions. As shown in figure 11-8, the total downlink
of Beam 1 is the sum of the bandwidths rf bandpass filters BPF1,
BPF9, BPF17, arid BP125. A bandpass fi', ter carries all the traffic
from all the beams in one region destined to ar, individual downlink
beam. The users' transmit frequencies route the signals to the
proper bandpass filters. Therefore, in order to swap bandwidth
capacity, the users must first exchange their transmit frequencies.
In this example, °lsers wishing to communicate with users in Beam 1
must now use transmit frequencies that will route their signals to
bandpass filters. BPF7, BPF15. BPF23, and BPF31. The output of these
filters must now be sent to Beam 1. This i^,- the function of the
switch. In the initial phase of operation, the outputs from BPF1,
BPF9, BPF17. and BPF25 are routed to the switch outputs (1, 9, 17,
and 25) that service Beam 1, After the switch is reconfigured, the
outputs of BPF7. BPF9, BPF17. and BPF# 1 5 are routed to these switch
outputs. Figure 11-90) shows the downlink frequency organization
of Region 1 after the swap has taken place. As indicated in the
diagram, the locations of the beam bands within the frequency
spectrum have shifted, thereby requir+ng all users in Beams I and 7
to change their rec,ive frequencies.
In figure 11-8, only one switching matrix is shown for
simplicity. However, the number of swi chin6 matrices (NS ) is equal
to the number of regions (N R ). The number of input/output ports
(Npi ) for each switch is N R . N Btti where NBR is the number o' beams
in region i. Due to the required exchange of frequency bands during
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a bandwidth swapping procedure, bandwidth swapping is permitted only
within each region to avoid interference between the regions. Thus,
the maximum number of crosspoints (Ne i) needed to allow any bias to
swap its. bandwidth wi.4 another beam in region i is N R'(NBR ) The
DC power (PS ) consumed by N the N switching matrices is abou.
(5 mA x 6 V)/crosspoint•
	 Nei crosspoints. The weight of the
switching system (Ws ) is estimated to be [(2 lb/switch) - 1 switch/
region) + (2 lb/driver)-(1 driver/region)]-NRregions. In summary:
4-Region 6-Region
General System System
No. Switching Matrices (N S) =	 NR 4 6
No. I/O Ports (Np i) _ NR.NBR 32/switch 24, 48,
1 24, 30,
48.	 18
No. Crosspoints (Nc i )
max N R'(NBRi)2 256 96,	 150,
384, 54
DC Power (PS ) 30	
NciRl
mW 31 W 35 W
Weight (WS ) 4N R lb 16 lb 24 lb
The system as described above swaps only entire bandwidths
tetween beams. This system is based on the assumption that a
reduction or increase in a beam's capacity is proportional to its
total traffic distribution. This system cannot handle situations
where the traffic volume between two regions changes while the other
distributions remain constant. Figure 11-9(C) shows the downlink
frequency organization of Region 1 after Beams 1 and 7 swap only
part of their bandwidth by exchanging only one or two (but not all
four) bandpass filters. Thus, if the traffic capacity of these'
beams changes due to varying traffic demans in some regions, the
appropriate filter(s) can be swapped. In this system, users are not
required to swap their receive frequencies. The transmit
frequencies and the switch configurations must be changed as
described earlier. In addition, to align the downlink bands as
shown in figure 11-9(C), the local oscillator (LO) frequencies of
many IF frequency converters and the up-converters mu3t be changed.
In this system, users not involved in the bandwidth swapping may be
affected by the swap (in this example, Beams 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are
forced to change their receive frequency bands). Figure 11-9(D)
shows another downlink frequency organization of Region 1 after a
188
partial bandwidth swap has taken place between Beaus 1 and 7. This
third option provides partial bandwidth swapping without the need
for LO frequency changes. However, this system is not free f*.ou
drawbacks. Both the satellite TWTAs and the earth terminal
receivers are forced to operate over a wider band because these beau
bands are no longer continuous.
Bandwidth swapping in a regional-routing satellite system
offers a small to moderate amount of flexibility. The limitations
arise from several cot:.ttraints, placed on this FDMA system.
bandwidth swapping is useful oil a beam basis, but there cannot be a
growth in total system capacity since the system is initially
designed for maximum capacity. Also, due to the regional frequency
organization needed to avoid interference, bandwidth swapping is
limited to only beam& in the same region. Therefore, there cain be
no swapping of bandwidths to accommodate any growth (reduction) in
the size of the largest (smallest) capacity beam of a region. Thus,
a region with a small number of beams is limited in its flexibility
(e.g., Region 6 has only three beams in the six-region system).
The traffic density is assumed to be proportional to the
population density. Therefore, any shifts in the population density
will be reflected in changes in the traffic density. Since
bandwidth swapping is conducted on a regional-beam basis, shifts in
the population density that cross regional boundaries can not be
handled by this system. The regions in the four-region and six-
region systems described earlier divide CONUS vertically. Thus, if
the population density shifts towards the south (as some people
project it will) the northern beams of a region can exchange their
larger bandwidths for those of the smaller southern beams in their
regions. However, should the populaton density move in a easterly
or westerly direction across regional boundaries, the regional
bandwidths could not be reapportioned to help the expanding
region(s).
The level of flexibility required for any bandwidth switching
technique impacts the design, cost, and performance of the
satellite, network control, and earth terminals. Option 1 as shown
in figure 11-9(B) is fairly straight-forward but lacks some
flexibility since it does not support partial swapping. Option 2,
on the other hand, supports partial swapping, but is quite complex
to implement. Option 3 provides partial swapping and is not as
complex as Option 2 but may be difficult and/or expensive to
implement. All these trade-offs must be considered before a
bandwidth swapping system is selected for a regional FDMA satellite
system.
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Traffic Capacity
The total specified CPS and cross-traffic is approximately 3.6
Gb/s, The total trunking traffic is specified as 6.1 Gb/s. In the
CPS frequency bands, the bandk-dth occupied treaty equal 1.728 times
the traffic rate (R). This bandwidth expansion factor is the
product of three factors: a factor of 1.2 for coding that allows up
to 20% of the users to adaptively usa a rate 1/2 code to combat
fading, a factor of 1.2 for modulation (see section 5), and a factor
of 1.2 for guard bands and/or blocking (see section 7).
Table 11-1 contains the regional CPS traffic, bandwidth
requirements, and actual supportable bandwidth for both the four-
region and the six-region systems. As shown in table 11-1, the
total traffic in each region is roughly the same. The four-region
system is capable of handling 52.1% of the total CPS traffic when a
bandwidth expansion factor of 1.728 is assumed. However, the six-
region system is capable of supporting 73.5% of the CPS traffic for
the same bandwidth expansion factor. The six-region system carries
an additional 21.4 0/0,  of the total CPS traffic. Therefore, the six-
region system is preferred over the four-region system for CPS
traffic.
As mentioned earlier, the spacecraft is downlink power limited.
This proble:u nas reduced the capacity of the system by 25%, overall.
This prevents the network from carrying more than 75% of the total
specified CPS traffic. The remaining reduction in capacity is due
to bandwidth limitations. Compounding the bandwidth problem is the
expansion factor of 1.728. This factor may be seen as too large and
on the pessimistic side. A factor of 1.44 or 1.50 is also under
consideration if blocking and filter design problems can be solved.
If the power problem is eliminated and a bandwidth expansion factor
of 1.44 is used, both the four-region and the six-region system can
ari,juy improved capacity. In this case, the four-region system can
handle 62.5: of the CPS traffic while the six-region system can
support 92.7% of the total CPS traffic.
On a regional level, most regions fare quite well and suffer no
large reductions in traffic. However, one region, the region
serving the northeast corridor, suffers a large reduction in
traffic. This area is densely populated and needs special attention
during planning phases. More work is required to ensure that this
region has adequate power and bandwidth resources.
Table 11-2 contains a summary of the trunking traffic
re uiretnents for the four-region and the six-region systems. The
bandwidth expansion factor of 1.2 used for trunking is required for
guard bands and/or blocking. Trunking terminals use site diversity
i
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to combat rain fading; they do not use adaptive coding. Therefore,
no bandwidth expansion factor is needed for coding. It is assumed
that the modulation used for trunking traffic ensures at least
1(b/s) Hz which results in no bandwidth expansion.
As shown in table 11-2, the four-region system is capable of
handling 68.5; of the total trunking traffic; the six -region system
can support 70.4%. This is not a significant increase in trunking
capacity for the six-region system compared to the four-region
system. However, since the six-region system is selected to support
the CPS traffic, it must be used for the trunking as well. Since
both traffic types share portions of the same bandwidth, they are
forced to use the same regional divisions to ensure interference-
free operation as provided by the regional frequency plan. However,
If the trunking traffic uses only dedicated frequency bands, it can
use a regional plan that differs from that of the CPS system.
In order to achieve the large traffic capacities described
above, the system employs frequency reuse. lit the four-region
system (including trunking), Bands U l and tit are reused — 3 times,
and Bands U 3 and U4 M 4 times each. This level of frequency reuse
generates almost 8500 MHz of total system bandwidth. In the six-
region network (including trunking), Band Ul is reused — 5 times,
Band U 2 — 4 times, and Bands U3 and U4 — 5 times each. This yields
a total system bandwidth of about 10,000 MHz.
Satellite Weight and Power
A block diagram of the six-region satellite is shown in figure
11-10.The weight and size of this satellite are limited by the
launch vehicles. The Space Shuttle places the satellite into a
temporary orbit from which an interim upper stage (IUS) rocket
carries it to a geostationary orbit. Therefore, the satellite must
weigh no more than 5000 lb because of IUS rocket capacity and must
fit inside the Shuttle's cargo bay.
'The predominant element that determines the weight of the
spacecraft is the transponder. The transponder components include
the TWT amplifier and its driver stage, switches for spare units,
upconverters, the receiver front end, and downconverters. The IF
multiplexers and IF amplifiers are not included in the transponder
weight because their numbers vary with each regional design. (The
number of transponders remains constant for a fixed number of beams
regardless of the regional beam distribution.)
Table 11-3 contains the estimated CPS (no trunking) satellite
weight and power budget for the four-region and six-region systems.
The total weight of a single transponder is calculated to be
193
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Table 11-3
The Estimated CPS* Satellite Weight and Power Budget for the
Four-Region and Six -Region Systems (Traffic Model A)
Components or
4 Region Satellite System 6 Region Satellite System
orTOTALWeight UNIT Weight/TOTAL. Powel,OTAI. Weigh	 TT WeightTO,l
Subsystem !h lb W lb lb W
-Ant.	 System 55 220 - 55 220
KF Mux 2.5 10 36 2.5 15 36
IF Mux 10 or 92 144 10 on 138 173
rrttnsponder 41.5 1660 3000 41.5 1660 3000
Other El.	 b 240 300 300 375
Nattery - 250 - 250
P.T.	 t Contr, 40 300 40 300
Structure 200 - 200 -
Mech. Therm.
I
Solar Array 312 196 312 196
Allowance E01, 800 800
Comm Pay load 2774 5026 2885 5130
l.iryuld Fuel
I I	 100 300
ap. -	 Per Eng.	 ) 2000 2000
TOTALS , 5074	 Ili 5026 W 5185 lb 5130 W
* No trunking service.
a
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41.5 lb. This weight includes the components required for 25%
redundancy of each active element. The weight of the transponders
can be used to estimate the total spacecraft weight. If the number
of transponders (TRSPDRS) is N, the approximate weight of the
spacecraft (S/C) obeys the rule-of-thumb:
(S/C)w = TRSPDRw x N x F
where F is a multiplication factor in the range of 2 to 3. The
total weight of both spacecraft is independently estimated to be
just over 5000 lb. Since the spacecraft total weight was calculated
to be about 5000 lb and the 40 (32 active and 8 spare) transponders
were calculated to weigh about 41.5 lb each, F is found to be
roughly equal to 3. As shown in table 11-3, the number of regions
plays only a minor role in the in the overall weight of the
spacecraft.
Both spacecraft consume about 5000 W of DC power. This meets
the constraints placed on the size and capacity of the projected
solar array. Table 11-4 compares the capacities of a 2500 W, a 5000
W, and a 10,000 W solar array in order to provide additional
information about the impact of solar array technology on the system
design.
A final comment on the weight and power of the satellite should
be made concerning the trunking traffic. As mentioned earlier, the
estimates include only the CPS system and do not include the
trunking system. Since the spacecraft has reached its limits, one
must conclude that a separate trunking satellite is needed to
support the specified traffic model. A single CPS/trunking
satellite may be possible if the traffic requirements are reduced or
if more power is available.
Terminal Desi n
Figure 11-11 contains a block diagram of an F type CPS terminal.
The F terminal is the average size CPS terminal. This earth station
requires a 4.5 m dual feed antenna system with step-tracking. The
station contains redundant units for the LNA, TWTA, frequency
synthesizer and modems. The LNA , operates with a 400°K noisy
temperature. The TWT amplifier with an output range of 10 W to 50 W
saturated power operates in a 5-dB backed-off mode. The terminals
are microprocessor controlled and are connected to the network
control center via an orderwire.
Table 11-5 contains the link margins for the CPS terminals. A
more detailed list of losses is presented in table 11 -6.
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Table 11-5
Link Budgets for the Model A CPS Terminals
Parameter
Terminal Type and Data Rata
E	 P	 G
33.lf6 /s 	 5.51b/s	 ( 0.8816 /9
Uplink N_ 30 c,Uz
Ant. Size (m)
Cain (de)
Terminal EIRP off(dBW)
Path Loss (d8)
Rain Loss 08)
Misc. RF Losses 08)
S/C Ant. (Ain off(dB)
S/C Noise TS/C !OK)
S/C ((;/T) off (dB/6K)
(CAT) U.L. (dB-Hz)
Margin (dB)
Downlink 0 20 GHz
S/C Ant. Gaineff011)
S/C EIRPetfWRW)
Rain Loss (dB)
Misc. RF Losses (d8)
Path Loss (dB)
Term. Noise TET(°K)
((;/TFr)eff (dB/°K)
(C/kr) D.L (dB-Hz)
Margin (dB)
Overall C/kr (0-11z)
(Eb/No)eff NO
Net Link Margin (d8)
8.0 I4.5 4.5
65.5 60.5 6015
76.2 68.5 60.5
--213.0 -213.0 -213.0
- 10.0 - 10.0 - 10.0
-	 5.0 -	 5.0 -	 5.0
48.o 46.0 48.0
1150.0 1150.0 1150.0
17.4 17.4 17.4
94.2 86.5 78.5
16.0 1.6.0 16.0
48.0 48.0 48.0
49.0 49.6 41.6
-	 4.0 -	 4.0 -	 4.0
-	 5.5 -	 5.5 -	 5.5
-210.0 -210.0 -210.0
404.0 850.0 850.0
36.0 1	 27.7
27.7
94.1 86.4 7B.4
10.0 10.0 10.0
I	 91.1 83.1 75.1
16.0 (	 16.0 16.0
3.0 3.0 3.0
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Table 11-6
Summary of the RF Path Losses for the Model A
Earth Stations and Spacecraft
TERNMI. E F G
TRANSMIT POWER (d8W-W) 14.3(30) 11.002w) 3.0(2W)
FEED LOSS (dB) -0.5 -0.5 -O.S
ANT GAIN (ds) 6S.S 60.S 60.S
FF RAD POWER (EIRP) (d8W) 76.2 68.5 60.5
ANT POINTING ERR (0) -1.0 SAME SAME
PROPAGATION LOSS (dB) -213.0 SAME SANE
ATMOSPHERIC LOSS (dB) -1.0 SAME SANE
POLARIZATION LOSS (0) -2.5 SANE SAME.
TOTAL LOSS (dB) -5.0 SAME SAME
WIRGIN (4) +3.0 +3.0 +3.0
SPACECRAFT
FEED LOSS (d9) +W. G. LOSS -2.0 SANE SAME
ANT GAIN (de) min at edge (4 d8) SO.5 SAME SAME
ANT POINTING ERR (0) + 0.1- -1.S SAME SAME
REC CARRIER POWER (dBW) -103.8 -112.0 -119.5
200
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System Costs
The total costs of the terminals and the satellites are
presented in table 11-7. The satellite cost is based on the SAMSO
model. The terminal costs are calculated by a MITRE computer model
(see section 10). The space segment cost is based on the assumption
of four satellites: two operational units (one CPS and one
trunking) and two spare units. The spacecraft are based on a four-
eegion system. Since the six-region satellite weighs about the same
as the four-region satellite, its cost is expected to be only
slightly higher (- 41 0') (see section 10). The total cost of the
satellites is $360M (1980 dollars). The CPS terminal ground segment
is $1,176M (1980 dollars,
	 A more detailed cost estimate for the
individual terminals is given in table 11-8. The total system cost
is $1,536M. The ground segment is the dominant factor in the system
costs. This has been traditionally the i.&%e whenever the number of
ground terminals exceeds several hundred. Here there are several
thousand. A major effort to reduce terminal cost is indicated.
VERSION B
The satellite system designed to handle Traffic Model B serves
about 280 standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSAs). Over
10,000 CPS terminals are distributed among the SMSAs according to
CONUS population. Table 11-9 shows the distribution of these CPS
terminals among the population centers identified in Traffic Model
B. Figure 11-12 shows the beam plan for this satellite system.
Version B provides more CONUS coverage than Version A. Heavy
traffic areas are supported by twenty-four 0.33' HPBW beams. Light
traffic areas are covered by twenty-one 0.7' HPBW beams. The 0.7'
beams provide less gain, but cover more area than the 0.33' beams.
Due to the loss in gain, most of the 0.7' beams carry less than 30
Mb/s of traffic.
An alternative beam plan is given in figure 11-13. This plan
provides additional CONUS coverage and beams for expansion. The
system requires twenty-four 0.33° beams for large traffic centers
and twenty-six 0.7' beams for the less populated areas. Table 11-10
shows the traffic distribution among the twenty-four 0.33' beams.
Table 11-11 lists the traffic found in each 0.7' beam.
Version B also uses the regional routing concept. In this
system, CONUS is divided into five-regions. Again, each region
contains almost equal amounts of traffic.
As with the previous systems, the satellite for this system is
also downlink power limited. Consequently, the satellite carries
t..
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Table 11-7
Estimated Syst em Costs for the CPS Terminals and
Four-Region Satellites (Model A)
CPS TERMINAL COST SUMW-JtY
Terminal Type E T G
Cost/Unit (Q-100) $1.535K $	 $735K $	 $576.$K
(Q-1000) -- $	 $622K $	 $475.011
Numbet of Sat. Term	 . 80 300 1824
Total Terminal Cost	 . $122.80 M $166.61M $966.40M
Total Ground Segment : $	 1.176M
CPS SATELLITE COST ESTIMATE (4 Regions)
Total Sat. Weight 5074 lb 2283.3 kg
Transponder Weight 44.5 lb 20.0 kg
Power DC Total 5026 W
Comm. Payload Weight 2800 lb 1260.0 kg
Sat. Cost
NRE: $146M
RE: $ 49M
'total Sat.
	 System Cost: Sat. cost + Launching (two only)
No. of Satellites (4)
	 : 0 x $45) + $49M + $30M	 - $214M
NRE: $146M
Terminal Gr. Segment $1176M
TOTAL SYSTEM COST $1536M
202
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TERMINAL TYPE G F E
.JEM	 COST (x 1000)
ANTENNA SYSTEM $85.2 $85.2 $131.3
(dish size) (4.5m) (4.5m) (8.0m)
TRANSMITTER $38.2 $38.2 $106.2
(RF power output) (low) (low) (50W)
LNA $15.0 $15.0 $15.0
(noise temperature) (8500K) (850 0 K) (8500K)
UP/DOWN CONVERTERS $52.0 $52.0 .$52.0
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER $20.0 $20.0 $20.0
FREQUENCY STANDARD (5 MHz) $10.0 $1C.0 $10.0
MODEM $40.0 $120.0 $160.0
NOILTIPLEXER $15.0 $15.0 $60.0
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT $26.0 $28.0 $85.0
GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATION $90.5 $97.5 $294.0
PROFIT $66.7 $72.0 $217.3
TOTAL COST (1st ITEM) $733.6 $958.0 $2,005.0
AVERAGE COST (100 TERMINALI) $576.8 $735.0 $1,535.0
AVERAGE COST (1000 TERMINALS) $475.0 $622.0 N/A
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Table 11-8
CPS Terminal Hardware and Production Cost Estimations Based
Traffic Model A
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Table 11-10
Distribution of Model 8 CPS-to-CPS Traffic Among the 0.33' Beams
Bean	 Ma or Cities	 Traffic I?WsI 'SO% CPS
1 Boston. Hartford 193.76
2 New York. Philadelphia 441.23
3 Harrisburg. Washington D.C. 11837 i
4 Norfolk 34.47
5 Greensboro 25.27
6 Syracuse, Rochester 34.47
7 Buffalo. Pittsburgh 81.12
8 Cleveland, Columbus 113.64
9 Lansing. Detroit 118.11
10 Indianapolis. Cincinnati 78.14
11 Louisville, Nashville 34.47
12 Atlanta 57.42
13 - - (used in Model "A" only)
14 Tampa 41.51
15 Miami 54.65
16 Milwaukee, Chicago 186.03
17 St. Louis 53.90
18 - -	 (used in Model "A" only)
19 New Orleans 30.95
20 Minneapolis. St.	 Paul 53.90
21 - -	 (used in Model "A" only)
22 - -	 (used in Model "A" only)
23 Dallas 53.90
24 Houston 57.42
25 - -	 (used in Model "A" only)
26 - -	 (used in Model "A" only)
27 Seattle. Portland 58.17
28 San Francisco. Fresno 126.15
29 Los Angeles. San Diego 279.75
30 - -	 (used in Model "A" only)
31 San Antonio 34.47
2361.47 Mb/s (Total "city "Traffic)
Beams 1-31 ; 0.330 HPDW Cells
r
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Table 11-11
I 
Distributinn of Model B CPS-to-CPS Traffic Among the 0.1' Beams
Beam Major Cities Traffic tLs	 50% CPS
Q Albany. Springfield 10.77
® Greensville. Columbia 25.06
30 Jacksonville. Savanna 17.81
® Pensacola. Mobile 14.29
Birmingham, Chattanooga 48.76
© Johnstown 3.52
01 Appleton 3.520 Memphis 27.22
90 Little Rock. Shreveport 7.04
® McAllen, Corpus Christi 7.04
0 Ok	 City, Tulsa 14.500 Omaha, Kansas City 37.990 Duluth 3.52
0 _ -	 (available for expansion)
0 _ -	 (available for expansion)
0 Lubbock 3.520 E1 Paso 7.25 10 Albuquerque 7.250 Denver 27.220 - -	 (available for expansion)0 - -	 (available for expansion)0 Salt Lake City 30.950 Phoenix 34.47
Bakersfield 7.04
® - -	 (available for expansion)
® Spokane. Eugene 7.25
345.99
Small Regional Traffic Areas 112.70
458.69 Mb/s [Total"Regional"
TraffiC3
Beams 1 - 26 : 0.7° HPBN Cells
O cities and counties too small and too numerous to identify or locate within the
beam cells for this conceptual design.
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only 32 active transponders. (Eight spare units are also on-board
to provide redundancy.) Since there are more than 32 beams. some
transponders must serve more than one beam. This is Accomplished by
combining the 0.7° beam cells in clusters of three. Each triplet
beam cluster is supported by one transponder. A variable beam
forming network (VBFN) is shown in figure 11-14. In addition to the
transponder problem, the power shortage also affects the traffic
capacity of the system. This system is limited to carrying about
754 of the specified total traffic (which is the same for both
traffic models). However, if a 3-dB BO rather than a 5-0 BO in the
satellite TWTs is tolerable for downlink performance in the 0.7•
beams, then 100% of the specified total traffic can be supported.
This reduced BO should be acceptable since these beams service
mostly voice traffic where BERs of 10 -3 are adequate.
Satellite Weight and Power
Table 11-12 contains the weight and power budget for a five-
region CPS satellite. The spacecraft weighs 5273 lb and must
generate 5112 W of DC power. As shown in table 11-12, a 0.3° beam
transponder weighs less than a 0.7 0 transponder (41.5 lb vs. 42.0
lb). This difference in weight is due to the VBFN hardware used in
the 0.7 0 transponders to form the triplet beam clusters.
The weight of the five-region satellite is about the same as
the four-region and six-region satellites. The number of
transponders appears to determine the weight of a given satellite,
not the number of beams or the number of regions.
The weight and power budget for the five-region satellite does
not include trunking to trunking service. Since this CPS-only
satellite is also at its limits (5000 lb and 5000 W), the trunking
traffic again requires a second, separate satellite.
Terminal Design
The CPS terminals defined by Traffic Model B are, on the
average, much smaller in capacity then those CPS terminals defined
by Traffic Model A. Since thn terminal capacities are lower, the
terminal designs are simpler and require less built-in redundancy.
However, the antenna sizes are still quite large for CPS stations
(2.0 - 4.5 m in range). The block diagram of an average size CPS
terminal (type H) is presented in figure 11-15.
A link budget for each CPS terminal is giver in table 11-13.
The rain margins are the same as those specified in Traffic Model A.
209
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Table 11-12
The Estimated CPS Satellite Weight and Power Budget for the
Five-Region System (Traffic Model B)
COMPONENTS OR WEIGHT TOTAL TOTAL
SUBSYSTEM PER UNIT WEIGHT POWER
(Ib) ( lb) (W)
ANTENNA SYSTEM:
UP/DOWN	 0.3° 55.0* 174.0
UP	 0.1° 15.7* 36.45
DOWN	 0.7° 22.0* 49.0
TOTAL (INCLUDES HORNS) 259.4 --
RF MUX 2.5 12.5 55.5
IF MUX 10.0 oz 145.0 181.0
TRANSPONDER (0.3°) 41.5 1172.5
TRANSPONDER (OX) 42.0 531.5
17- 04.0 3188.5
OTHER ELECTRONICS 300.0
b BATTERY
T.T. 6 CONTROL 40.0 300.0
STRUCTURE 200.0 --
MECH. THERM.
SOLAR ARRAY 312.0 -212.0
ALLOWANCE EOL 1300.0
COMM. PAYLOAD (DR-0 2973.0 5112.0
LIQUID FUEL 300.0 --
AP-PER ENGINE 2000.0 --
TOTAL 5273.0 5112.0
*unit weight does not include horn weight.
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Table 11-13
Link Budgots for the Model B CPS T*minals
PARAMETER
1N-LINK -30 6Mz
ANT. SIZE (`•)GAIN (S)
GR. TERMINAL EIRPtff(dw)
PATH LOSS (0)
RAIN LOSS at
MISC. OF LOSS (dB)
S/C ANT. Gs (af)
ttf
S/C Tsrs. NOISE •K
S/C (G/T)tff •/K
(C/kr)UP-L 47-HzMARGIN
Q_O1N LINK -20 GHz
S/C ANT. GAINtff(d)
S/C EIRPtff (d1M)
RAIN LOSS (dl)
MISC. OF LOSS (4)
PATH LOSS (4)
TERN. NOISE TET K
(G/Tsys)eff(S'K )
(C/kT)D.L. A -Hz
MAKIN (dl)
OV
EN ; CAT (dB-Hz)
EO o eft dB
LINK MARGIN (0)
060
0..696 NO
MN.
0.432 NO
•I•
0.52 $Ws
big
0.064 Mb/s
51.560.S 60.5 60.5
66.0 M.0 42.5 55.5
-213.0 -213.0 -213.0 -213.0
-10.0 -10.0 -10.0 -10.0
- 5.0 -	 5.0 -	 5.0 -	 S.0
48.0 48.0 48.0 48.0
1150.0 1150.0 1150.0 1150.0
16.5 16.S 16.5 16.5
77.6 7S.6 74.0 67.0
+16.1 16.3 16.0 16.0
48.0 48.0 48.0 48.0
40.6 38.6 34.7 36.5
-4.0 -4.0 -4.0 -4.0
-S.S -S.S -6.6 -6.S210.0 -210.0 -210.0 V,850.0 860.0 500.0
27.7 27.7 30.2 21.5
77.4 75.4 74.0 61.1
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
74.S 72.5 71.0 64.0
15.0 16.0 16.0 16.0
3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0	 f
213
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System Costs
The total costs of the terminals and the fi re-region satellite
are shown in table 11-14. The space segment cost is bated on the
assumption of four satellites: t wo operational units (one for CPS
and one for trunking) and two spare spacecraft. The launching cost
(S30M) includes launching the two operational spacecraft but not the
spare units. The total satellite cost is $345M (1980 dollars). The
total ground segment cost is $3,933M (1980 dollars). The total
system cost is $4,278M. Thi% .:ost is prohibitively high and must be
reduced if an operational system is ever to be realized. The bulk
of the cost is due to the 10,000 CPS earth stations. Vast
improvement in terminal technology is needed if a large network is
to become economically feasible.
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SECTION 12
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The mayor conclusions and recommendations of this study are
presented here in summarized form. Quantitative data supporting
most of these remarks can be found elsewhere in this report. Other
statements may not be substantiated in sufficient detail in this
document. However. they do represent important observations
generated during the study which appear to be worthy of more in-
depth analysis.
1.	 Satellite routed (SR) -FDHA is technically feasible and can
be competitive with satellite switched (SS) -TDHA for
customer premises service (CPS) in the 30/20 GHz frequency
bands, even for very ambitious traffic models involving
thousands of multichannel, high capacity earth terminals
distributed non-uniformly.
This has been demonstrated theoretically by developing
practical multiple beam frequency plans for FDMA with a
methodology that can be applied to any traffic model.
Performance flexibility is achieved by adaptable
transmitter power diversity and frequency assignments
implemented at the earth terminals on a demand basis under
centralized network control facilities. FDMA and TDMAS are
contrasted and compared by interchanging frequency and
time. The technology at 30/20 GHz is much the same, but
there are some differences in corresponding subsystems or
components.
FDMA	 TDMA
wideband filters	 fast switches
agile frequency synthesizers high burst rate modems
stable frequency standards 	 accurate time synthesizers
backed-off high power	 higher paak power transmitters
amplifiers
a
Preceding page blank
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2. The regional concept of organising the non-uniformly
distributed traffic into several groups of beams of
approximately equal total traffic is recommended for
simplifying, the satellite design.
Traffic from beams in the same region can be combined
directly in the satellite with a tolerable level of
interchannel interference (crosstalk) if no two users of a
region are assigned the same frequency channel. Frequency
reuse is attained by allocating the same frequency band to
more than one region.
Only filtering and frequency translation of large segments
of bandwidth containing many channels is required in the
satellite. Fundamentally, there is no need for short-term
switching on an SR-FDMA satellite. However, subswitches
with several input ports from filters of different
bandwidths, and a number of output ports proportional to
the number of downlink antuana beams may be useful for
redistributing traffic on a daily or longer-term basis.
3. Approximately 75% of the 3.8 Gb/s of CPS traffic and 70%
of the 6.1 Gb/s trunking traffic can be satisfied with a
single satellite generating slightly more than 5 kW of DC
power and weighing about 6000 lb. This is about 1000 lb
too heavy for the interim upper stage (IUS) capability of
the Space Shuttle.
This results from realistic link budget and power
conversion efficiency calculations involving thirty-two
0.33 beams on both the uplinks and downlinks for one
traff.c model and twenty-four such beams plus twenty-one
0.7 beams for another traffic model. Margins of at least
15 dB on the uplink and at least 6 dB on the downlink in
the absence of rain are included in the rtesigns. Minimum
shift keying (MSK) modulation or a more bandwidth and
power efficient scheme is assumed to achieve average
(b/s)/Hz ratios of about 1/1.2 for CPS terminals and 1 for
trunking terminals. All CPS terminals utilize a rate 1/2
code when experiencing rain fades.
4. A separate satellite should be used for trunking to
trunking traffic.
This would reduce the weight of the CPS satellite to
5000 lb or less which is within the capability of the IUS.
An orbital separation of the trunking and CPS satellites
that exceeds the bendwidths of the earth terminal antennas
218
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would permit more non-interfering bandwidth for both types
of serviciu. This especially eases the downlink power
limitation on the CPS satellite. CPS-trunking cross-
traffic can be handled by colocated CPS terminalb at each
trunking station or ground network interconnects.
Employing two separate satellites to handle the specified
traffic does contradict the objective of orbital arc
conservation. However, technology limitations force the
use of two spacecraft to most with the traffic models.
The primary technology constraint is the amount of
satellite DC power available for the communications
payload. This problem will limit system capacity
regardless of the access mode used. Therefore, there will
always be a trade-off between system capacity and orbital
arc conservation. As technology improves, the capacity of
single satellite systems will increase, thereby reducing
the impact of this trade-off.
5. if trunking and CPS traffic are carried by the same
satellite, tits cross-traffic should be accomplished on the
ground by providing each trunking terminal with an
1F/basmband interface for the various CPS channel types
rathe. than colocating a full CPS terminal or cross-
strapping in the satellite.
6. SR-FDMA concepts should be demonstrated on an experimental
satellite.
A feasibility demonstration of the SR-FDMA regional
approach could be accomplished with the addition of 210 W
and 1:20 lb to a SS-TDMA experimental satellite. This
would provide the opportunity for a fair comparison of the
two satellite architectures, The FDMA portion would also
permit direct access by smaller users.
7. CPS terminal costs estimated for the 30/20 GNz bands must
be reduced drastically regardless of the access scheme.
Tito constraint of a single satellite for trunking and CPS
users in conjunction with the large (-10 Gb/s) traffic
model results in system designs where the y ground segment
cost is much too large compared to the cost of the
spacecraft. For FDMA, it is estimated that even the
smallest CPS terminal with a 2 m dish without step-
tracking, a 10 W transmitter, and a single 64 kb/s
channel, has an average cost of about $250K in quantities
of 1000. TDMA terminals will tend to cost more than FDMA
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terminals because of higher burst rate, higher power, and
more stringent synchronization requirements. Solid state
amplifiers in the 1 W category and GaAs FET low noise
amplifiers would help lower terminal costs. Concentrated
low cost technology developments of inexpensive up/down
converters, modems, frequency synthesizers, etc., are
warranted.
Space segment innovations that ease the burden on earth
terminals should be investigated. This includes larger
satellite antennas and/or multiple satellites that handle
different segments of the traffic divided by service type
and/or geographical region. Crosslinks, movable beams, or
interconnection via terrestrial networks should be
considered.
Traffic model expectations for CPS could be modified
downward, e.g., lower data rates, fewer channels, and more
exchange of data and voice for video traffic. FDMA with
or without on-board baseband processing should receive
greater emphasis toward achieving lower cost terminals.
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APPENDIX A
COMPARISON OF FDMA AND TDMA
The fundamental concepts used for comparing SR-FDMA and SS-TDMA
are presented in figures A-1 and A-2, respectively. In both
concepts there are two coverage areas, covered by beams A and S on
the uplinks and beams a and b on the downlinks.
In FDNIA, individual user channels are routed without switchint
in the satellite by selecting a carrier frequency that falls within
the appropriate RF path bandwidth. For example, in figure A-1,
channels destined for the same coverage area use bands 1 or 3, while
channels between areas use bands 2 or 4. Given the channel
bandwidths, the carrier frequencies of signals intended for the same
downlink beam are chosen for non-interference. Generally, for
maximum flexibility in frequency assignment, this implies that the
bands routed to the same downlink beam are disjoint. Similarly,
bands routed from the same uplink beam are disjoint to avoid
ambiguity in the destination of signals with certain carrier
frequencies. In other words, all four bands are disjoint in figure
A-1.
The absence of switching in the satellite is achieved by
frequency agility on the ground. Network control stations must
assign carrier frequencies for individual channels of each terminal
which, therefore, must employ a frequency synthesizer for
independently generating the carrier frequency of each channel. In
effect, switching is accomplished on the ground by channel frequency
selection.
In TDMA, individual user channels can only be routed with
switchint in the satellite by selecting a transmission time that
falls within the appropriate time interval. For example, in figure
A-2, channels destined for the same coverage areas use intervals 1
or 3, while channels between areas use intervals 2 or 4. Given the
signal durations, the transmission times of signals intended for the
same downlink beam are chosen for non-interference. Generally, for
maximum flexibility in time assignment, this implies that the
intervals associated with the same downlink beam are disjoint.
Similarly, intervals associated with the same uplink beam are
disjoint to avoid ambiguity in the+ destination of signals with
certain transmission times. In other words, all four intervals are
disjoint in figure A-2.
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The presence of switching in the satellite must be accompanied
by switching on the ground. Network control stations must assign
transmission times for individual channels of each terminal. Note
that whereas in FDMA all carrier frequencies could coexist at the
same time, in TDMA all transmission times could involve the same
carrier frequency.
It should be apparent that FDMA and TDMA can be compared by
interchanging frequency and time. FDMA requires filters and
frequency synthesizers; TDMA requires switches and synchronizers.
Both schemes demand roughly the same total bandwidth for equivalent
traffic. In FDMA, there are frequency parallel channels at lower
channel burst rates and varying carrier frequency spacings. In
TDMA, there are time serial channels at higher channel burst rates
but with varying instantaneous bandwidths. The attractiveness of
one scheme over the other depends on the relative cost of filters,
frequency synthesizers, and crosstalk or IM interference with FDMA,
compared to switches, synchronizers, and guard times or intersymbol
interference with TDMA. In FDMA, a reduction in IM interference
requires more power amplifier backoff, while in TDMA more power per
channel is required to maintain the same signal energy to noise
contrast ratio. Thus, qualitatively, at least, both schemes result
in roughly the same satellite power requirements.
If individual channels of any terminal are to be routed
independently, then they must be assigned separate carrier
frequencies in FDMA and separate transmission times in TDMA. It is
not apropos to consider bundles of channels from one terminal all
going to the same destination. That is a special case that begs the
question of pure FDM versus pure TDM. This follows because in that
case, channels from a giver. terminal could be arranged in a TDM
format on one carrier frequency in the FDMA approach (TDM/FDMA),
while the same channels could be arranged in an FDM format for one
transmission time in the TDMA approach (FDM/TDMA). Hence, the
purity o' independent channel destinations must be maintained for a
fair comparison of SS -TDMA with SR -FDMA, i.e., FDM/FDMA.
If all the channels of a given terminal were destined for the
same location, then that terminal would be a trunking terminal.
Here the focus is on CPS terminals where each channel can be routed
independently. The usual view of TDMA with multichannel terminals
is FDM/TDMA, where the channels of one terminal are frequency
division multiplexed and time division applies only to the terminal
access to the satellite. As such, the burst rate and power
increases required at a terminal equal the number of terminals in
the same beam. In this TDMA architecture, the trunking terminal
designation is unavoidable without satellite baseband processing or
processing which uses frequency division techniques to separate
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channels from the same terminal. Hance, this would really be a
hybrid FDM/TDM satellite architecture.
BURST RATES
The most dramatic feature of the TDMA approach is the increased
burst rate required for a typical terminal channel compared to the
FDMA approach. The power increase factor for a given terminal is
reduced by the number of channels in the terminal if a single high
power amplifier is employed, as is usually the case.
In the most direct comparison between FDM/FDMA and TDM/TDMA
with independent channel destinations, all channels occupy the same
duration T in FDM/FDMA, and the same bandwidth W in TDM/TDMA.
Therefore, from conservation of the number of bits transmitted in
FDM/FDMA, the bandwidth of channel i of terminal j, Wij, times T,
must equal the product of W and the burst duration of channel i of
terminal j, T i , in TDM/TDMA. Here it is assumed that the bandwidth
per data rate atio is the same in both cases. This product also
indicates the buffer memory requirements for TDM/TDMA. In addition,
each link of the TDM/TDMA system must be synchronized to a fraction
of the interval 1/W. The burst rate increase factor is W/Wij.
Typical burst rate and power increases are shown in table A-1
for a W = 250 MHz beam bandwidth, when the data rate Rij = Wij . The
realization of burst rate increases of more than 20 dB and power
increases of more than 10 dB could be formidable tasks, especially
if lower cost terminals are necessary. This suggests that TDM/TDMA
is not practical for CPS.
The situation is even worse if the cases of equal burst
durations and equal burst rate increases are examined. Let n i be
the number of channels in a terminal of the ith type, and let 
mij be
the number of active terminals of the ith type in the jth beam.
Then the burst rate increase factor for TDM/TDMA relative to
FDM/FDMA in that beam is
1 j =Em ijn i .	 (A.1)
In other words, the burst rate of each channel must be increased by
a factor equal to the total number of channels in the beam because
only one channel can be active at a time in TDM/TDMA. Here active
means that there is a signal presently being transmitted over a
particular terminal channel. In FDM/FDMA, all channels are active
simultaneously.
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Typical burst rate increase factors for equal burst durations
are given in table A-2 for several examples selected from traffic
models A and B involving only CPS terminals. The striking fact is
that TDM/TDMA usually requires more than a thousand-fold increase in
burst rate compared to FDM/FDMA. Therefore, more than a 30 dB
increase in channel power is necessary to maintain the same
individual channel carrier to noise ratio. Thus, whereas multiwatts
to watts may be adequate for FDM/FD.MA channels, watts to kilowatts
are required for TDM/TDMA. Furthermore, channel data rates of
kilobits to megabits per second at FDM/FDMA become burst rates of
megabits to gigabits per second with TDM/TDMA. It is apparent that
these TDM/TDMA powers and burst rates may be difficult to achieve
for some of the higher data rate channels, especially at reasonable
terminal costs. The use of bandwidth expansive coding to enhance
performance would accentuate she burst rate problem.
If it is assumed that a single power amplifier is used in a
terminal, and that the backoff factor is the ,tame, the total
terminal power increase of TDM/TDMA over FDM/FDMA for a terminal of
type i in beam j is
kij = lj/ni •
	
(A.2)
If FDMA requires more terminal backoff, then the factor of equation
(A.2) would be reduced by the ratio of the two backoff factors.
Various kij's can be computed by using table A-2.
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Beam j mij I dB
i=E F G
New York/Philadelphia 2 4 18 215 5346 37.3
Cleveland/Columbus 8 2 9 52 1896 32.8
Bostor;hartford 1 1 11 65 1936 32.9
San Diego/Los Angeles 29 9 14 120 5134 37.1
Phoenix 30 5 7 40 2426 33.8
Portland/Seattle 27 5 12 64 3102 34.9
Norfolk 4 0 9 20 892 29.5
Memphis 18 0 4 32 120 28.6
Washington, D.C./Harrisburg 3 4 12 115 3538 35.5
Chicago/Milwaukee 16 10 18 124 5740 37.6
b.	 Traffic Model	 B (nE = 36, n F = 9, nG =	 11, nH =	 7. n 1	= 5, nJ = I	 )
Beam j mij Ij dB
1 = E	 F G H	 I J
1
t
i
t
a
I
2 10 30 96 96 283 424 4197 36.?
8 5 15 48 48 68 103 1622 32.1
1 3 8 37 37 66	 99 1275 31.1
29 23 66 75 75 158 237 3799 35.8
30 13 38 37 37 53	 79 1820 32.6
27 13 38 64 64 84 126 2508 34.0
4 0 0 48 48 26	 39 1033 30.1
18 0 0 21 21 42	 63 610 28.1
3 10 30 64 64 151	 227 2764 34.4
16 25 75 96 96 163 245 4363 36.4
New York/Philadelphia
Cleveland/Columbus
Boston/Hartford
San Diego/Los Angeles
Phoer,i x
Portland/Seattle
Norfolk
Memphis
rashington D.C./Harrisburg
Chicago/Milwaukee
L. I
Table A-2
Increased Burst Rate Factors (1j) per Beam for Equal Burst Durations
and TOM/TDMA Relative to FDM/FDMA for CPS Terminals Only and Beam
Plan of Section 7.
a. Traffic Model A (nE - 278. nF = 68, nG = 14)
i
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APPENDIX S
INTERCONNECTION OF CPS AND TRUNKING USERS
The SR-FDMA system approach defines two transponders, one for
trunking (T) traffic and one for customer premises service (CPS)
traffic. This distinction permits independent optimization of the
trunking links and the CPS links for best performance and cost.
Combining the two capabilities (i.e., trunking and CPS) into one
transponder type would result in a less effective satellite system
design, since either the CPS terminals or the satellite transponder
would be required to be larger (EIRP and G/T) and therefore
significantly more expensive.
Figure B-1 illustrates the RF bandwidth available within a
typical region of the six-region design. The first 850 MHz of
bandwidth is dedicated to trunking, the second 850 MHz band is
shared between CPS and trunking traffic as system demand dictates,
and the two 400 MHz bands are dedicated to trunking users. In other
regions, the functions of the two 850 MHz bandwidths may be
interchanged.
It is desirable to interconnect CPS users with trunking users
in order to provide a connection to terrestrial communications
systems. This connection could be made in two generic ways: (1)
cross-strapping of "bands" in the satellite transponder, or (2) use
of interfaces at the ground terminal locations.
The first approach, cross-strapping, appears attractive at
first glance since there is an implication that terminals would not
be affected. In this case (option 1), the trunking to CPS (T-4 CPS)
uplink would usurp trunking bandwidth as shown in the trunking to
trunking (T- , T) portion of figure B-1. The corresponding downlink
would be in the shared CPS/T portion of the CPS transponder. The
interconnection or satellite routing between the trunking
transponder uplink and CPS transponder downlink would be
accomplished by additional frequency translation, perhaps using a
satellite switch. Similarly, the CPS to trunking uplink would
access the CPS/T 850 MHz portion of the CPS transponder and be
frequency translated into an appropriate portion of the trunking
transponder downlink.
Either the traffic being transmitted between CPS and trunking
users preempts trunking channel capacity, or additional capacity at
the trunking terminal will be required. Since it is desirable that
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the trunking bandwidth (i.e., capacity) not be changed or reduced,
one alternative is to provide additional channels at the trunking
terminal. These channels must come from the CPS/T allocation.
Consequently, the trunking terminal must add additional up/down
converters and baseband equipment to handle CPS to trunking and
trunking to CPS traffic. Thus, the objective of an unchanged
terminal segment is not achieved unless a reduction in T ♦T traffic
is acceptable. Since this is unlikely, the trunking terminal
segment must be modified. Moreover, there is the added cost and
complexity of the trunking to CPS cross-strap in the satellite.
Therefore, this option seems to be without merit.
Interconnection at the trunking terminal without cross-
strapping in the satellite (option 2) seems to be a reasonable
approach since the number of terminals affected is relatively small.
The terrestrial net interface exists at the trunking terminals. The
nature of the SR-FDMA RF system design permits the trunking terminal
to operate in either the trunking bands or "shared" CPS/T bands.
When the trunking terminal is operating in the shared bands, its
EIRP is adjusted downward to match that of the CPS terminals. This
is required for reasons of power balance (always a concern with non-
processing FDMA systems).
One approach to interconnection would be to colocate a CPS
terminal at each trunking terminal site. However, that seems an
unnecessary expense for a single CPS/T satellite. The RF bandwidth
of the trunking terminal easily permits the addition of the CPS
terminal up/down converters and baseband equipment to provide the
same capability as a separate CPS terminal. The only potential
concern for combining RF equipment would be the possibility of
intermodulation or cro ps interference between CPS and trunking
signals in the shared front end. This should be a minor problem
easily contained by filtering. Thus, the modified trunking terminal 	 i
acts like a trunking terminal and a pseudo- S terminal. The CPS to
trunking uplinks and the trunking to CPS uplinks are in the CPS/T
shared portion of the CPS transponder. The pseudo-CPS portion of
the trunking terminal is used for the cross-traffic. Full
interconnection between trunking and CPS users is provided.
Equipment changes, which are the key system cost consideration, are
not required at the CPS terminals. The additional up/down converter
and basaband equipment required at the limited number of trunking
terminals results in a modest increment to system cost. This is of
small consequence since the trunking to trunking traffic capacity is
not reduced. In addition, satellite design remains simplified.	 t
Therefore, the best approach for CPS/T user interconnect
appears to be at the trunking terminal through the use of additional
CPS IF or RF converter and baseband equipment.
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APPENDIX C
AN ALTERNATIVE FDMA SYSTEM
Color Assianment
The use of a polarized reflecting screen imposes the condition
that about half the beams be vertically and half horizontally
polarized. Polarization is also expected to help reduce beam
interferences. The question of whether both purposes can be served
at the same time is now addressed. Figure C-1 shows that the beast
plan has a group of beams very close together on the east coast.
This pattern is repeated near the Great Lakes, in Florida, and in
Texas. In this discussit.n, five 500 MHz bands will be used to
prevent interfere.^ces between these and other beams. Adjacent beams
will use different bands and different polarizations. The situation
is similar to using several colors on a map to distinguish different
countries. There are 10 "colors" available in this process
consisting of bands numbered from 1 to 5, each available with either
polarization. Beams can interfere via their sidelobes even if they
do not touch at their -3 dB contours, so "color" assignment is
necessary.
While the use of 500 MHz bands does not coincide with the
bandwidth and traffic plans of all FDM processors in the range of
FDM multibeam systems, the antenna principles described here apply
to all the processors. Since the band is 2.5 GHz wide and five
bands are planned, it is natural to make each band 500 MHz wide.
The next step is to determine the beam separations for every
pair of beams on the map. These are arranged in the matrix form of
figure C-2. Because the matrix is symmetrical, only 435 independent
values need be entered. The figure has rows and columns which stand
for the numbered cities on the map of figure C-1. The intersection
of any row and column gives the angular separation in degrees
between the peaks of the beams for those traffic areas. For
example, the intersection of row 7 and column 18 yields 1.5 0 . As
can be deduced from he names alongside the rows, this is the
separation of the bk:::,as for Buffalo/Pittsburgh and Memphis.
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Next, the frequencies and polarizations have to be assigned
with the aid of figure C-1. Since they are close together, the
cities numbered 1 to 5 are assigned band numbers 1 to 5 in order,
with altornating polarizations except for city 5 which is a member
of a triaanglo of circles 3, 4, and S. which touch. Two of these
must havee the same polarization and two will have to use smaller
horns (boo discussion on horn size, page 126). This effect will be
taken into account. All other cities are assigned bands and
polarizations after assignments to cities in their immediate
vicinity, i.e., within 2 0
 
have been considered. One reasonable
assignment of bands and polarizations is shown at the right of the
beam separation matrix. Another triangle of circles ^ccl.rred for
beams H, 9, and 10 where A nicd 1:1 were assigned they same
polarixat ion.
Isolation Results
Thee isolation performance of the assignment scheme must next be
analyzed. 1'robably no two beams are more closely surrounded by
other beams than numbers 3 and 8. 'rho calculation made uses figure
C-1, which shows the beams; figure C-2, which gives the separations
and bated a-cs ignments; and f iguros C-3 and C-4, which give the
patterns and sidelobe levels of the beams.
Consider beam 3; all the beams having band 3, are listed in
tabli, C-1. The first column shows the other beams in the band.
Beam :3 is protected from other braids by filtering.
Column two lists the angular separations from beam 3 of the
other beams which rouse Lund 3. The separations are employed to
find the highest sidolobe level from these beams within beam 3 by
using the patterns of figure C-3 or C-4 as appropriate. To be
conservative, the peak of the sidelobe level is taken, rather than
the exact value at thee angle of separation. For angular separations
greater than the range in figuros C-3 and C-4, the observed rate of
fall off with angle of the sidelobe peaks is used up to -70 dB. The
level assigned is entered in the third column. Tho fourth column
lists the polarization of the interfering beam. If it is cross-
polarized. a conservative -20 dB is added to the interference level.
The final intortorence levels are added in power to determine the
resultant level, which is expressed its decibels. As can be seen,
the interference level at beam 3 was found to be -45.6 dB.
Another beam surrounded by many beams is beam number 8. Table
C	 is constructed for beam 8 in the manner described.
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Table C-1
Interferences in Beam 3 by Other Band 3 Antenna Beams
Horizontal Polarization of Beam 3
Contri- Inter- Inter-
buting Angular ference ference
Beam + = Separation Level Polarization Level
(degrees) ( dB) idB)
9 1.0 -36 V -56
14 1.5 •w6 H -46
16 1.8 -52 %' -72
2; 5.2 70 -90
31 3.2 70 ^' -90
Sum of powers ( resultant level: -45.6 dB)
Table C-2
Interference in Beam 6 be other Band 2 Beams
Horizontal Polarization of Beam 6
Contri- Inter- inter-
buting Angular ference ference
Beam it Separation Level Polarization Level
(degrees) ( dB) ('dB)
2 0.9-^ -36 %' -56
13 1.30 -42 V -56
17 1.00 -36 H -36
23 2.20 -60 V -80
26 3.70 -70 H -70
Resultant Level at Beam 8: -35.94 dB
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Beam 8 is a member of one of the triangles of touching beams.
As such it has the same polarization as beam 10 and both beams use
the small horn. This results in the secondary pattern of figure C-3
for beam 8 which has sidelobes about 4.5 dB higher than those of
figure C-4. A centrally located beam such as 17, having the same
polarization as 8, might have a higher beam interference. Table C-3
confirms this; the calculation yields an interference level of 31.5
dB.
Table C-3
Interferences in Beam 17 by other Band 2 Beams
Horizontal Polarization of Beam 17
Contri- Inter-
buting Angular ference
Beam It Separation Level Polarization
(degrees) (0)
2 2.0 -56.0 V
8 1.0 -31.5 H
13 1.6 -48.0 V
23 1.3 -42.0 V
26 2.7 -70.0 H
Resultant Level at Beam 17:	 -31.5 dB
Inter-
ference
Level
(dB)
-76.0
-31.5
-68.0
-62.0
-70.0
The results displayed in tables C-1, C-2, and C-3 are for beams
in the most densely surrounded situations of figure C-1. These are
considered the worst cases in the entire beam set. The analysis
leads to the following conclusions:
1. An antenna beam design for first sidelube levels of -26 dB
appear,: feasible. All but a few beams can have horn
apertures which permit this if a polarization screen is
used to create two focal surfaces.
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2. The summed interference level at any beam can be kept at
-31 dB or lower due to polarization protection and beam
separations. A major contribution is made by utilizing
five separate 500 MHz bandwidths so that only five or six
beams contribute sidelobe interference to any one main
beam. The object is to provide the largest supportable
bandwidth in each beam. This includes the traffic handling
capability and earning power of the satellite.
3. This analysis demonstrates calculated cases. Careful
construction is necessary to achieve the performance
indicated.
4. This method avoids the complexity of using multiple horns
for each beam plus horn sharing between beams. The
isolation achievable in the worst case for the single horn
per beam technique is about -30 dB for the beam plan of
figure C-1.
Design Concept
The previous subsection described a "color" method of assigning
frequency bands and polarizations to the 31 uplink and downlink
beams which were deployed to satisfy Traffic Model A. shown in
figure C-1. The conclusions of the color study were that the method
of frequency band assignment could limit crosstalk in the worst case
to a minimum of -31 dB. The antenna design is suitable for
supporting an FDM processor which uses thi beam isolations made
available.
This subsection covers a system design in which the color
assignments described are fully utilized. There are 31 beams, each
supporting a bandwidth of 500 MHz, so that the total bandwidth
throughput for 31 beams is 15.5 GHz. The frequency band of each
beam is reused six times in this case. However, the frequency reuse
factor should be used very carefully in calculating throughput since
it can give misleading results. Counting the beam bands as above is
more reliable.
The objective of this subsection is to determine the benefits
and costs making maximum use of the potential 15.5 GHz throughput.
Link Calculation
A beam should be able to support a 500 MHz bandwidth.
Manufacturers of millimeter wave IVTs are offering to develop tubes
whose amplitude and phase response are equalized over this and even
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larger bandwidths.(Hughes, 1980) Communication to the satellite is
power limited on the downlink. However, for the parameters given in
table C-4, the link is shown to be supportable.
It is further assumed that the 10 W power emanates from the
satellite antenna, and that the preamplifier is located at the feed
in the earth terminal antenna. The downlink budget which results is
given in table C-5.
Table C-5 indicates that the factors increasing the link
sensitivity exceed those opposing it by 3 dB. The ground station
antenna does not have to be 4 m (13.12 ft) in diameter if the
station accepts a concomitant reduction in bandwidth. Since 500 MHz
is used for routing, that reduction is highly unlikely. A large
aperture is also necessary to prevent ground beams from different
satellite systems from interfering.
Traffic Capability of Maximum Throughput System
With an instantaneous bandwidth of 15.5 GHz. most of the
traffic in Model A could be serviced. This subsec l.ion examines the
subject to see how much can be accomplished within the 500 MHz per
beam limitation. The traffic specification is in terms of data
rate, R (in b/s). The required bandwidth for MSK modulation, for
example, is approximately 1.2R. To accomodate rain, rate 1/2 coding
is used by those users that experience rain attenuation in excess of
the rain margin. Assuming that 20% of the users in a beam need
coding results in an additional bandwidth expansion factor of 1.2.
It is further assumed that the ratio of guard bands to channel bands
obtained in current commercial satellites (which have 12 channels 38
MHz wide in a 500 MHz transponder bandwidth) applies. This factor
is 1.09. A factor of 1.57 represents the ratio of hertz to b/s, and
a 500 MHz channel can support about 319 Mb/s.
Next. the CPS traffic of Model A must be examined. The
definition of CPS traffic in this model includes all links in which
at least one CPS terminal is involved. The CPS traffic is listed in
table C-6, which also shows the trunking only (TR) traffic and the
grand total (GT) of the traffic as well. The traffic of Model A is
distributed among the 31 beams serving CONUS and this distribution
is given in table C-6.
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Table C-4
Downlink Parameters
Frequency	 17.5 GHz
Range	 22,400 miles
Satellite Downlink Power	 10 W
Satellite Antenna Diameter 4 m
Ground Antenna Diameter	 4 m
Ground System Noise Figure 7 dB
Bandwidth	 600 MHz
Antenna Efficiency	 7S%
Table C-5
Downlink Budget
Factors Increasing
Link Sensitivity
-10 dBW power
-112 dB gain 2 antennas
-197 dBW system sensitivity
-319 dBW/Hz
Factors Opposing
Link Closure
-208 dB space loss
-10 dB C/N required
-1 dB attit•l:de control
-3 dB edge of coverage
-1 dB atmospheric loss
-6 dB rain margin
-87 dB Hz 500 MHz bandwidth units
-316 dBW
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Table C-6
Distribution of Model A Traffic Among the 31 Beasts of Figure C-1
(Mb/s)
Beam CPS TR GT
1. Boston/Hartford 90 497 587
2. New York/Philadelphia 381 994 1375
3. Washington/Harrisburg 193 656 849
4. Norfolk 33 0 33
5. Greensboro 126 0 126
6. Rochester/Syracuse 111 0 111
7. Pittsburg/Buffalo 141 154 295
S. Cleveland/Colombus 123 248 371
9. Detroit/Lansing 182 248 430
10. Cincinnati/Indianapolis 201 164 365
11. Nashville/Louisville 58 0 58
12. Atlanta 59 158 217
13. Jacksonville 25 0 25
14. Tampa 121 0 121
15. Miami 65 163 228
16. Chicago/Milwaukee 347 575 922
17. St. Louis 60 158 218
t	 18. Memphis 25 0 25
19. New Orleans 68 0 68
20. Minneapolis/St Paul 70 158 228
21. Kansas City/Omaha 67 103 170
22. Oak City 33 0 33
23. Dallas 99 248 347
24. Houston 117 248 365
25. Denver 52 103 155
26. Salt Lake City 116 0 116
27. Seattle/Portland 158 103 261
28. San Francisco/Sacramento 199 497 696
29. Los Angeles/San Diego 317 575 892
30. Phoenix 121 0 121
31. San Antonio 25 0 25
TOTALS: 3783 6050 9833
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An examination of the traffic table shows that the 500 MHz
beams will support:
	
1.	 100% of the CPS traffic except for
a. Chicago/Milwaukee (92% only), and
b. New York/Philadelphia (84% only)
	
2.	 100% of the CPS and trunking traffic for eight beams which
have both services
The cities so covered and their beam numbers are:
Pittsburg/Buffalo (7)
Atlanta (12)
Miami (15)
St. Louis (17)
Minneapolis/St. Paul (20)
Kansas City/Omaha (21)
Denver (25)
Seattle/Portland (27)
The 12 cities which have CPS traffic only, along with the eight
in group 2, comprise a total of 20 whose requirements completely
satisfied under Model A. Of the 11 beams (cities) whose
requirements are not completely satisfied, five are served to a
level of 74% or more. These regions are:
Cleveland/Columbus (8)	 85.9%
Detroit/Lansing (9)	 74.1%
Cincinnati/Indianapolis (10)	 87.4%
Dallas (23)	 91.9%
Houston (24)	 87.4%
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The percentages for these cities are so high that no further
assignment of resources should be made to accommodate their traffic
needs.
The six regions whose total needs ere not substantially met by
the color scheme are:
Boston/Hartford (1)
	
54.3%
New York/Philadelphia (2)	 23.4%
Washington/Harrisburgh (3)	 37.5%
Chicago/Milwaukee (16)	 34.616
San Francisco/Sacramento (28)	 45.8%
Los Angeles/San Diego (29) 	 35.8%
These six mega-regions are not fully satisfied because of their
trunking requirements. Except for cities 1 and 2, their CPS traffic
is satisfied. The city 1 and city 2 CPS traffic (as noted above) is
satisfied 92 and 844 respectively.
The communcations shortfall requires that more resources be
applied. This cannot be done by furnishing another FDM transponder
on the satellite. The beam interferences for the six new additional
links in the band would drive the crosstalk above the -31 dB level.
Servicing the remaining traffic can only be accomplished by an
additional satellite transponder located at another orbital station.
In that case, the beam interferences can be held to -31 dB even
though system operation is in the same band. These remarks apply to
all FDM systems using the 31 beam grouping.
The second transponder must to be crosslinked via space to the
first to provide the necessary trunking connectivity. This link
must support 3407 Mb/s in a bandwidth of 4.46 GHz. The expansion
ratio for this link contains only factors for guardbands and
modulation as there is no :sin. The band can be divided
approximately into two 2.23 GHz bands, one transmitted with vertical
polarization and the other with horizontal. Earth/space beam
isolation would be well served if the second transponder were 5°from
the first. This would place them only 2000 miles apart in space, an
easy link to close. Lower transmitted power and smaller antennas
could be used because the crosslink path loss will decrease by 21 dB
and rain loss by 6 dB while the bandwidth increases only by 6.5 dB
r
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compared to that for the earth/space link of table C-6. The extra
21.0 dB can be apportioned as desired.
Since two satellites are used, it would be possible to
reapportion all the traffic between them so that the load is shared
more equally. This subject will not be developed here. Renting
space for the auxiliary transponder on another stationary satellite
orbited for a different purpose is also possible. There is no need
to increase the capacity of the other channels in the main satellite
to handle the special trunking links. This loading is already
included in the Model A traffic allocations. A crosslink
transponder with proper frequency multiplexing/demultiplexing is
required in the original satellite. The channels it contributes
to/or absorbs from the FAM processor would be treated like any other
channels. To the main satellite, the crosslink is like any link to
the ground. If multiple 7%"rs are needed for each 2.23 GHz channel,
the TWT outputs are multiplexed into the two polarizations in the
way usually employed for current commercial communications
satellites.
Beam Considerations for the Second Transponder
An additional satellite transponder at an orbital position S
removed from the main transponder offers the opportunity to service
the outsized trunking requirements of cities 1, 2, 3, 16, 28, and
29. The same principles used for the main transponder to minimize
beam interferences must again be used in the auxiliary transponder.
If this is done, a notable improvement in total traffic handling for
these six cities becomes possible. For convenience the total
traffic loads of these cities are extracted from table 9-8 and
repeated in table C-7 along with supporting data.
Table C-7 shows how it is possible to serve the traffic of
these six megacities almost completely. For example, the sum of the
CPS and TR traffic of Boston requires a bandwidth of 922 MHz. This
can be served via beam number l of the main satellite and via one
new beam from the auxiliary satellite package, provided that some of
the TR traffic is carried by the under-utilized CPS beam of Boston.
In other words flexibility of assignment between CPS and trunking
beams will go far to satisfy all the traffic. Chicago,
Washington/Harrisburg, and San Francisco/Sacramento can be helped in
this manner. The final score in servicing the megacities is given
in table C-8.
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Table C-8
Percentage of Megacity Traffic Served by Equalizing Loading
Density on CPS + TR Beams
City and 0
	
CPS	 TR
Boston/Dartford (1)	 100	 100
Now York/Philadelphia (2)	 87	 100
Washington/Harrisburg (3)	 100	 97
Chicago/Milwaukee (16) 	 100	 100
San Francisco/Sacramento (28)	 100	 88
Los Angeles/San Diego (29)	 100	 100
As can be seen from table C-7, 11 earth/space beams are to be
provided by the auxiliary transponder. Their assignments are based
on principles developed earlier. There are additional constraints
because these beams must be multiplexed onto the crosslink between
the auxiliary and the main satellite. Band interferences in the
crosslink must be considered as well as beam interferences in the
earth/space link. A possible solution is given in table C-9.
The two groups of frequencies add to approximately equal
bandwidths for transmission on the crosslinks. Earth/space beam
isolations are also maintained using different bands and
polarizations. The number 1 band for Boston/Hartford must be
translated to another band for transmission on the crosslink to
avoid interference with the second band from Washington/Harrisburg
(3).
With the auxiliary satellite transponder it is possible to
service the CPS and trunking traffic of all cities ir. Model A at
100% except for the following cities which are serviced at the
lesser percentages shown in table C-10.
I
i
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Table C-9
Earth/Space Band Assignments for Auxiliary Beams
(Principally Trunking)
Beam Beam	 Beam Cross
Cites end It Band Band	 Band TOT BW	 Beam
Boston/Hartford (1) 1H 461 1
Washington/Harrisburg (3) 5H 1V 888 1
San Francisco/Sacramento (28) 4V 500 1
Los Angeles/San Diego (29) 2V 3H 934 1
New York /Philadelphia (2) 2V 3H	 4V 1500 1
Chicago/Milwaukee (16) 1V 5V 966 2
BW.	 Sum 1,	 2.	 28, 29; 2783 MHz
BW.	 Sum 2,16;	 2466 MHz
Table C-10
Cities Not Serviced at 100% in Either CPS or TR Traffic
City and /E CPS TR
New York/Philadelphia (2) 87 100
Washington/Harrisburg (3) 100 97
San Francisco/Sacramento (28) 100 88
Cleveland/Columbus (8) 86 86
Detroit/Lansing (9) 74 74
Cincinnati/Indianapolis (10) 87 87
Dallas	 (23) 92 92
Houston (24) 87 87
y
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Of eight cities whose needs are not completely served, seven
are served at 86% or better, and only one is served at 74%. To sum
up, the potential of the color scheme system with auxiliary
transponder for total CPS and trunking service is:
23 cities served 100;
7 cities served 86% to 97%
1 city (Detroit) served 74:
Frequency Assignment Plans
To minimize the number of components in the satellite, a plan
for frequency assignment within the uplink beams is used. The
master control station will assign frequencies in each beam based on
destination in accordance with this plan. A number of message
channels will come up to the transponder in each beam on different
frequencies. The transponder will route each message to its
destination by filtering processes. First, it disassembles a beam
into sub-bands, then routes the sub-bands to the destination beam,
and finally adds the sub-bands iii the beam so they can be sent back
to earth. For bandwidth conservation, the sub-bands to be added
must be contiguous in frequency. This is the guiding principle for
the entire process.
Sub bands can always be made contiguous by a sufficient number
of translation processes. Translation consists of amplification,
mixing with an L0, and post mix filtering. One process uses four
components. A plan is needed to minimize the number of translations
necessary for the traffic within the transponder. However, this
plan must maintain the independence of the beams so that the
throughput described above can section 9.2.3 is achieved.
The number of different subbandwidths expected among the '42
beams must be determined first from the bandwidth distributions
derived by apportioning the traffic in Model A among the 42 beams
shown in tables C-6 and C-7. The sum of the grand total column in
these tables is 9,833 Mb/s which corresponds to a total system
throughput bandwidth of 15,438 MHz. If the total CPS and trunking
traffic for each city is divided by 9,833 for normalization, the
percentage of the average beam bandwidth destined for each city
could be found. When these percentages are multiplied by the
bandwidth of the average beam, the distribution ­f subband sizes is
found. The average beam bandwidth is determined to be 370 MHz on
dividing the system throughput among 42 beams. When the process was
carried out, a beam was found to be composed of 5, 10, and 15 MHz
sub-bands with populations as given in table C-11.
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Table C-11
Channel Size Distribution Based on Traffic Model A and
Tables C-6 and C-7 for the Average Beam
Sub Bandwidth	 Number	 of
(MHz)	 Sub Bands
5	 12
10	 9
15	 21
The beams will be distributed among five bands, each 500 MHz
wide. Three bands will have eight beams, and two bands will have
nine beams. In most cases, the number of sub-bands of a given size
does not equal the number of beams in a 500 MHz band. A scheme for
obtaining channel contiguity for this situation is illustrated in
figure C-5. Here one of the channel sub bandwidth groups has been
filtered from each of the beams in a certain band. For example, the
60 MHz bands containing the twelve 5 MHz sub-bands are filtered from
the nine beams in band 1. The 60 MHz bands are displaced in
frequency from each other in echelon by 5 MHz steps. Then the 5 MHz
sub-bands are assigned beam destinations in order as shown in the
figure. When the sub-bands are filtered out of the 60 MHz band,
they can be added directly and will form 12 contiguous 45 MHz bands
suitable for further adding and transmission to their destination
cities. The mixers performing the echelon process will also move
the 60 MHz bands to frequencies suitable for addition to the 5 MHz
frequencies of the other 500 MHz bands in the system.
The echelon process thus determines the frequency plan for the
entire FDM system. Each of 42 beams is first translated to IF, then
sliced into three bands: containing the a MHz, one the 10 MHz, and
one the 15 MHz channels. These bands are echeloned for filtering
and addition with similar sub-bands from th3 other beams in the 500
MHz band. The echelon mixers displace all the frequencies so that
the sub-bands will also add contiguously system wide. For example,
the 45 MHz bandwidths containing the 5 MHz sub-bands/derived from
band 1 and destined for city number 4 would be 500 MHz away from the
45 MHz band summed from the beams of band 2. Therefore, the band
two contribution must be displaced by 500 - 45 : 455 MHz, so that
the two 45 MHz bands will be contiguous. A similar process is
followed for the 90 MHz band sums containing the 10 MHz channels and
the 135 MHz band sums containing the 15 MHz channels.
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An illustration of the system in the main transponder is given
in figures C-6 and C-7. The 15 MHz sub-bands will be followed
through the system. The beam signal enters the transponder from the
antenna where it is preselection filtered and amplified. Next, it
is translated to IF where it is more easily filtered into the three
bands required by table C-11 i.e., the 60 MHz containing the 5 MHz
sub-bands, the 90 MHz containing the 10 MHz sub-bands, and the 315
MHz containing the 15 MHz sub-bands. Hereafter only the 15 MHz
bands are followed. The other bands are treated similarly.
The next step translates the 315 MHz band containing the 15 MHz
sub-bands to a band which is echeloned among eight beams and
translated among five, 500 MHz bands so that the sub-bands in any 15
MHz slot, when channel filtered and combined in two successive
combiners, will fit into a contiguous frequency band ready to be
radiated down to the ground or to the auxiliary satellite. The 315
MHz band is channel filtered into twenty-one 15 MHz sub-bands after
being echeloned and translated. Next, all the same numbered
channels in the eight beams in a 500 MHz band are combined in a sub-
band comoiner. There are twenty-one 15 MHz combiners, each with
eight or nine inputs for the eight beams of one band. The output of
any one sub-band combiner is added in a band combiner with the four
other sub-band combiner outputs from the remaining 500 MHz bands. A
band combiner output contains the traffic for one downlink beam.
The same process is performed with diferent channel counts for the
5 MHz and 10 MHz sub-bands.
Figure C-7 continues the FDM process through the satellite.
Blocks representing the 12, 9, and 21 band combiners for the 5, 10,
and 15 MHz channel downlink bee!ms are shown. Their individual
output lines, which now contain the traffic for one downlink beam,
are routed to a 42-input 42-output 126-cross point switch which is
usually quiescent. It is exercised only to exchange bandwidths
between links when the traffic statistics of the model changes so
that traffic to one city grows while that of another city
diminishes.
The signals are next upconverted from IF to the downlink
frequency bands. A total of 31 beams goes down to earth from the
main satellite, and eleven beams are multiplexed onto two orthogonal
polarizations for radiating on the crosslink to the auxiliary
satellite. This is done in the fashion usual for current
communications satellites.
An FDM system has been outlined which handles substantially all
the traffic in Model A. both CPS and trunking. Figures C-6 and C-7
suggest the numbers of components required. These numbers are given
explicitly in table C-12.
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Table C-12
Color Beam FDM Transponder Ca
Total CPS and Trunk
Main Satellite Plus Auxiliary Inc
Item
Antennas
Low Noise Amplifiers
Preselector Filters
IF Translators
IF Amplifiers
Band Separation Filters
Echelon Translators
Channel Separation Filters
Channel Summers
Beam Summers
Band Exchange Switch (BES)
Cross Points for BES
UP Converters
Bandpass Filters
Exciters
Power Amplifiers
Antenna Feeds
1
126
66
66
66
66
66
All the numbers except for channel filters are reasonable in
size. The channel filters operate at IF, perhaps 3 GHz, and can
take the extremely compact and lightweight form of the stripline
interdigital filter with built in circulator. The adoption of the
echelon process has thus reduced the parts count of the color FDM
system to an economical level.
The (color) scheme completely satisfies the CPS and trunking
requirements of 23 cities. Seven cities are satisfied to better
than 860. and one to better than 74%. Six regions need additional
resources for trunking. In addition, there is unused capacity for
expansion in 20 regions. CPS and trunking traffic are interlinked
in a single system. The color beam system is worthy of serious
consideration.
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APPENDIX D
SAW DEVICE FILTERS
Filtering of beam traffic down to the 10 to 30 Ma band has
been considered for SSFDNA satellites. This directs attention to
the characteristics of SAW filters which were studied. Some of the
state-of-the-art results may not be commercially available as most
of the research and development work has been sponsored by large
companies that have produced SAW devices for their own internal uses
and have been reluctant to give away secrets. This doesn't persist
indefinitely, however -- e.g., Sawtek, Inc. was recently founded by
a group of SAW-device design experts who left Texas Instruments.
Some of the generalities and specifics on SAW bandpass filters
garnered from the study are:
• Center frequencies from 20-500 Mz are routinely achievable
with 3-4 um design rules; and center frequencies from
0.6-1.0 GHz are realizable with 1 um design rules, but not
In volume production as yet.
• Fractional bandwidths range from less than 0.1% to around
50%.
• Ultimate stop-band rejections of 100 dB have been reported,
and with proper care, 60 dB is routine.
• Insertion loss, depending on the substrate material used,
the matching networks employed, the center frequency, and
the fractional bandwidth, is often on the order of 15-20 dB.
• Pass-band ripple of 0.1 dB is readily achievable.
• 3 dB - 40/50 dB transition or skirt region shape factors of
1.1 to 1.2 are quite common.
• Being non-minimum-phase devices, SAW-device bandpass filter
phase response can be specified independently of the magni-
tude; t3' phase linearity over the pass-band is not uncommon.
• The temperature coefficient of a SAW-device bandpass filter
depends upon the substrate used:
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o Lithium Niobate -- mostly used for filters with
3-502 fractional bandwidth and (due to its very
high coupling coefficient) low insertion loss; has
a temperature coefficient of 94 ppm/'C.
o ST-Quartz -- used for filters with less than 32
fractional bandwidth; has negligible temperature
coefficient.
o Lithium Tantalate -- the temperature coefficient of
69 ppm/'C is only slightly better than that of
lithium niobate, but its coupling coefficient is
much better than that of quartz.
• Prototyping SAW components -- as with any IC -- is fairly
expensive. The nonrecurrir- engineering charges required
to design a high-resolution photomash can easily run as
high as $20,000. Using CAD techniques, design turnaround
times range from a few weeks to a month or so. Actual pass-
band responses typically match theoretical designs to within
0.1 dB.
Some of the areas for further research include:
e Use of GaAs as a SAW-device filter substrate. Under Army
and Air Force contracts, United Technologies Research
Center is building SAW filters, delay lines and resonators
on GaAs substrates for operation in the 100-to-200 Miz
range, with hopes of eventually pushing the operational
frequency to 1 GHz. On the same GaAs substrate it may also
be possible to form MDSFET amplifiers which could offset
the SAW-device insertion losses.
e Reduction of insertion loss. The bidirectional nature of
the filter's interdigital transducer leads to a minimum
device loss of 6 dB (3 dB at generation, and 3 dB at
detection) and concomitant triple transit signals only 12 dB
below the principal output. For adequate suppression of
multi-transit signals, losses of 15-20 dB have had to be
accepted. Development of three- and four-phase unidirection-
al transducers has shown losses as low as 1.5 dB with
triple transit suppression of about 40 dB.
J
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7070
40
52
130
70
140
(3-40)
2.5 2.0
15 15
t0.5 t1.0
40 40
f0(Mlz)
1-dB Af (kHz)
3-dB Af (kHz)
40-dB Af (kHz)
Shape factor
IL (dB)
Ripple (dB)
Rejection (dB0
Phase Linearity
.0 70
- 7 Miz
350 9 Ma
1050 17.5 Miz
(3-50)
3.0 2.5
12 12
30.4 t0.4
50 40
t3' !3'
1. 1
Some of the key specifications of several SAW-davice bandpass
filters encountered in the literature are given below.
• Hughes program for Ft. Monmouth:
Quartz Bandpass Filter: f - 100 Miz;
3-dB AF • 2 Miz; IL - 20 dg ; sidelobe
suppression - 40 dD
o Lithium Niobate Bandpass Filter:
f - 150 Miz; 3-dB AF - 30 Mlz; IL • 20 dB;
sidelobe suppression - 20 dB
• Anderson Labs: f - 70 MHz; 3-dB AF - 280 kHz;
sidelobe suppression 30 dB; 3-30 dB shape factor 1.7;
phase linearity -
• IF filter used in ECH D/F telemetry and radar receivers:
f	 160 Miz; 3-dB Af - 650 kHz; sidelobe suppression
-°35 dB; IL - 20 dB; phase linearity - 33'
• JTID/TIES nodular SAW filters
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GE NASA Rsport: GE has developsd some SAW fiitera requiL__
for a sidelobe cancelet rec:Ver in a radar system with the
following parameters: f • 300 Mz; BW (3-dB Af) • 5 MX;
35-dB Af • 13.5 MHz; sidglobe attenuation > 37 dA;
PW
Insertion loss - 22 dB; pass-band ripple 30.25 dB; phase
linearity • t1.25 • ; and the 3-35 ltHz shape factor a 2.7.
A list of vendors from whom more current and detailed
Information on SAW-device bandpass fi %ers may be obtained follows:
SAW Device Vendors
•
Anderson Labs, Inc.
Advance Systems Div.
1280 Blue Hills Ave.
Bloomfield, Conn. 06002
(203) 242-0761
Damon Corporation
Electronics Div.
80 Wilson Way
Westwood, MA 02090
(617) 449-0800
Anders, Inc.	 Fujitsu America, Inc.
77 Wolcott Rd
	
910 Sherwood Dr-23
Simsbury, Conn. 06070
	 ►,ake Bluff, I11. 60044
(203) 658-7666
	
(312) 295-2610
Crystal Technology
1035 Meadow Circle
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 856-7911
Hughes Aircraft Co.
Box 3310
Fullerton, CA 92634
(714) 871-3232
Kyocera International, Inc.
8600 Balboa Ave.
San Diego, CA 92123
(714) 279-8310
Marconi Electronics, Inc.
Marconi Instrument Div.
100 Stonehurst Ct.
Northvale, N.J. 07647
(201) 767-7250
Hughes Aircraft L;o.
Aerospace Groups
Csntinela Ave. & Teals St.
Culver City, CA 90230
(213) 391-0711
Rockwell International
Collins Radio
Electronic Devices
(Filter Products)
4311 Jamboree Rd
Newport Beach, CA 92660
(714) 833-4632
Rockwell International
Microelectronic Devices
Box 3669
Anaheim, CA 9280:
(714) 632-3729
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Sangamo-Weston Inc.
60 Winter St.
Weymouth, MA 02188(617) 337-4200
Plainview Electronics Corp
28 Cain Drive
Plainview, N.Y. 11803(516) 822-5357
Plessey Semiconductors
1641 Kaiser Ave.
Irvine, CA 92714(714) 540-9979
Tauber-Dreyer Corp.
17074 Dearborn St.
Northridge, CA 91325
(213) 993-0048
Teledyne NEC
3165 Porter Drive
Palo Alto, CA 94304(415) 493-1770
Valpay-Fisher Corp.
75 South St.
Hopkinton, MA 01748(617) 435-6831
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APPENDIX E
LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION SWITCHING 10-30 MHz
Initial thinking for SSFDMA satellite system design considered
filtering channels down to the 10 to 30 MHz band. This led to
consideration of RF cross bar switches with as many as 1000 input
and 1000 output ports. The straightforward or standard approach
would then require one million switching elements. In last year's
Project 8680 Final Report (MTR-3787), ii: was pointed out that
substantial reduction in the number of the cross points of an
N x N cross-bar switch could be realized by the special partitioning
and interconnection techniques of C. Clos cf Bell Labs. For instance,
his partitioning of an entire switching array into certain three-
stage submatrices, while retaining the non-blocking character of the
standard approach, reduces the total number of cross points, Ncp , to
3/2
N = 6(N ) - 3 N
cp	 L	 L
where N is the number of lines (ports) in and out of the switch.
The fraitionsl reduction (relative to the standard approach) in the
total number of cross points due to this three-stage version of the
Clos approach is given by
NE	 6 - 3
N 2
	JNL	 ?1LL
Also, the (average?) number of input lines crossing over an output
line is N  for the standard approach and
N - 6 rL - 3
L
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for the Clos approach. The table below gives some idea of the
reductions possible:
Total No. Cross Points Cross Points/Line
NL Fract'l
(Lines) Std Meth Clos	 Meth Std Meth Clos	 Meth Red'n
30 9x102 8.96x102 30 30 0.995
100 104 5.70x103 100 57 0.57
300 9x104 3.03x104 300 101 0.34
1000 106 1.81x105 1000 187 0.19
CONSEQUENCES OF LARGE NUMBERS OF CROSS POINTS
The number of cross points per output line is particulacl.y
significant in that the open-switch capacitive feed-through of each
cross-point switching element contributes to the noise on a given
output line, in addition to the cross-talk induced by the (primarily)
immediately adjacent output lines. If a fraction, f , of the
standard signal carrier power, P , on an input line cross-coupled
onto an output line by one open switching element, then the carrier-
to-interference power ratio of an output line is given by:
Pc	 c	 1
PI s Ncp x (fxc x Pc )s Ncp fxc
so that
P
10 log fxc	 - 10 log 
Pc 
+ 10 log NCp1I
For a 1000 x 1000 cross-bar switch, the standard approach
requires
P
10 log fxc w -10 log Pc - 30 dB
I
ti,
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and for the Clos approach
P
10 log fxc - 
-10 log PC - 22.7 dB
I
If 10 log (Y /P ) is to be 30 dB, then 10 log f should be less than
-60 dB for tfie Itandard and -52.7 dB for the C151 approach.
Also, the number of closed switches (in series) between an input
and output port is important due to insertion losses at each switch.
(Treating the (most likely printed-circuit strip-line) cross-bar
over a ground plane as a transmission line of characteristic
impedance, Z , then joining it to another line with a series resis-
tance, R , ?ntroduces a two-fold insertion loss. One is due to
terminatM mismatch of the source line by the sum of the switch
resistance and the parallel (due to center-point contact) driven
bar impedance:
2 Z 
T1 a 70 + LL , where Z  . Z0 sw + 2 Zo)
(R +sw 2 Zo)
The other element of loss is due to the voltage division across the
series switch resistance:
1
T2 — 2 ^^ —
Raw i 2 Zo
The total insertion loss then becomes
1 2 0
T-T1T2 (ZO+Ksw)
1.
2
R -1+Zsw
0
So that the Z0 - 500 and Rsw o 5012
T = 0.25
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or
20 log T = -12 dB/series closed-switch.
Thus the presence of four or five switches in series between input
and output ports could result in substantial losses.
PROBLEMS WITH CROSS-BAR SWITCH AND ITS PET IMPLEMENTATION
Since the total number of cross-point switches is quite large,
the only apparently feasible approach would be to employ a sub-
stantial degr%e of medium- to large-scale integration in the
implementation of the design. Thus, the switching elements would
be semiconductor switches, and most likely fabricated with FETs.
Most analog PET switches consist of a switching transistor
connecting input and output terminals, and several switch-driven
transistors; e.g.:
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When the switching transistor, Q, is to be ON (i.e., witch closed).
the switch-drive signal turns drive transistors Q ON and Q OFF;
when Q is to be OFF (i.e., switch open), the drNs signal lurns
transistors Q2 0" and Q3 ON.
As a result, a rough model of the closed witch is given by
ron
In
L7^^^_..._..p OutCI
where C r C2 are on the order of 5-30 pf and r can be 20-2000,
dependIhX up9n the particular FET considered. thevise. a rough
model of the open switch is given by
CSW
In
	
Out
C2
where C3 a C4 'ti 2-4 pf; C - 7-15, ED ti 200 - 20000; and the switch
capacitance, Cow , is on toe order of 0.1 pf.
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Calculation with these and other more detailed models agree
well with measurements on several types of YET switches. A measure-
ment of the OFF isolation of a typical YET switch (Siliconix DG161)
vs. frequency is shown below for a 750 - load:
100
80
VF 60L
ti
[dB)	 40
20
0
0.1	 1.0	 10 100 ["Hz)
A table is given below summarizing the relative switch perfor-
mance of three types of YET switches (all Siliconix):
e DG172 -- PMOS
e DG181 -- JFET
e DG200 -- CMDS
ron con RL OFF Isol. ON/OFF Insert'n
Switch (Q) Of (Q,) @IOMHz (0) Lossd8 dB
100 51 43 8.0
DG172 100-150 25-35 75 54 44.5 9.5
50 57 45 12
DG181 15-25 10-14 75 58.4 55.9 2.5
50 61.9 58.3 3.6
[DG200 45-60 18-24 75 46.3 41.2 5.1
50 49.8 43.0 6.8
70
rAccordingly, some of the non-ideal aspects of the F6T switch,
arising from stray and residual parameters, are:
e Switch-feed through (noise) -- due to switch-shunting
capacitance
e decreased channel bandwidth -- due to line-shunting
capacitance
e insertion loss -- due to series witch ON-resistance
The output line noise pickup is further increased by capacl^lvely
coupled cross-talk from the switch matrix itself:
a from adjacent parallel lines
e from passing over crossing lines
SOME IMPLICATIONS OF A STRAIGHTFORWARD APPROACH
If the output line has some 187 open witches capacitively
coupled to it, then, according to the OFF isolation curve given
above, the isolation at 30 MHz is about -43 dB, so that the
carrier-to-interference introduced would be around:
Pc
-
pI
	
	
`-43 dB, - 22.7 dB
dB
a 20.3 dR
The total shunting capacitance of all the open switches would be
about 187 x 15 pf 2 2.8 nf, which presents a reactance of -1.9jn
In parallel with the assumed load impedance of 750. In passing
through 3-40) submatrices, some 40 dB of insertion losses could
arise.
Since each switch has two signal terminals and one witch-
control terminal, then (excluding power supply terminals) an IC
package with multiple FET switches must have three pins for each
switch. The 64-pin IC package is about the largest currently
available, which would put a pin-out restricted limit of about 20
switches per IC package. If such an IC package (currently about
1.7 in. x 0.9 in.) was allowed 1/4 in. spacing on a printed circuit
board, then the 187,000/20 - 9350 IC switch packages would occupy
a total area of about 146 square feet i.e., about a 12 ft x 12 ft
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square. This might be accommodated by stacking 16 3 ft x 3 ft
or 36 2 ft x 2 ft printed circuit boards.
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES
With only some 20 simple FET switches on an IC chip, the chip's
LSI potential has scarcely been tapped. With such a large number of
chips being required, custom design of an "improved" switch chip is
economically quite feasible. Accordingly, by on -chip buffering the
input and output of the FET switch (e.g., with source-followers --
or even op-amps) the insertion loss and line shunt -loading could be
greatly reduced.
Since switch setting (i.e., opening or closing) is done
relatively infrequently in this NASA system design, a high degree
of large scale integration might be achieved by incorporating an
entire M x N switching submatrix on one chip using TDM switch control.
For example, a 30 x 30 submatrix, with 30 input and 30 output lines,
and several power and TDM switch control lines, can be accomsodated
in one 64-pin IC package. The resulting 900 cross-point switches
would each have a control latch which is set (or reset) one at a
time. A 10-time -slot TDM digital pulse train ( furnishing 1024
possible binary state combinations) could be serial -to-parallel
converted (also on-chip) into a 10-bit address which could then
be decoded and routed to the control latch on any of the 900
switches (much as is done in a lk x 1 ROM).
If the OFF isolation of a single FET switch is not adequate,
a (triple-switch) T-configuration switch could be employed: two
FET switches in series with their junction point shunted to ground
by a third FET switch. When the T-switch is to be open, the two
series switches are also open with the third (shunting) switch
loading down the junction point, which leads to a very much smaller
feed through. When the T-switch is closed, the series ON-resistance
is, of course, doubled but if the T-switch is also input- and output-
buffered as suggested before, this should make little difference.
Even if each of the 900 cross -points had: (3 switches) x
(5 transistors /switch) + 5 transistors /buffer ( input + output)
+ 5 transistors /switch-control latch, the required 22,500 trans-
istors make a relatively modest demand on present LSI technology
(e.g., 649 RAMS have at least 64K transistors on a chip). A
little over 200 such chips would provide the 187K cross points
of the Clos method; 1100 such chips would provide the million
cross points of the standard approach -- and occupy only about five
2 ft x 2 ft printed circuit boards.
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For the very large number of chips required -- whether using
the standard or Clos approach •- CHOS is probably the best technology,
not only for the primary consideration of power consumption, but
for noise immunity and temperature stability as well.
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GLO63ARY
AGC automatic gain control
AWGN additive white Gaussian noise
BCH Dose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem
DER bit error rate
DO backoff
SOL beginning of life
DPF bandpass filter
BPSK binary phase shift kayi.ng
CC convolutional code
CCIR International Radio Consultative Committee
CjIN carrier-to-ir.tereodulation
CONUS continental United States
CNR carrier-tc-noise ratio
CPS Customer Premises Service
CSC common signaling channel
DAMA demand assignment multiple access
DC direct current
EIRP effective isotropic radiated power
FET field effect transistor
FDM frequency division multiplexed
FDMA frequency division multiple access
FOV field of view
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FSP
G&A
G/T
GT
HDW
HPA
HPBW
IF
IM
lUS
IeRC
LO
LRP
LSI
MBA
MSK
NASA
NCC
QPSK
RAM
RF
R&D
GLOSSARY (Continued)
full scale production
general and administration
gain-to-noise temperature ratio
grand total
hardware
high power amplifier
half power beamwidth
intermediate frequency
intermodulation
interim upper stage
Lewis Research Center
local oscillator
low rate production
large scale integration
multibeam antenna
minimum shift keying
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
network control center
quadriphase shift keying
random access memory
radio frequency
research and development
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YGLOSSARY (Concluded)
SAMSO
	
Space and Missile Systems Organisation (now SD)
SAW
SD
SFSK
SNSA
SNR
SQPSK
SR
SS
T
TDN
TDNA
TR
TWT
VBFN
VPD
x
surface acoustic wave
Space Division
sinusoidal frequency shift keying
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
signal-to-noise ratio
staggered quadriphase shift keying
satellite routed
satellite switched
trunkinS
time division multiplexed
time division multiple access
trunking only
traveling wave tube
variable beam fotming network
variable power divider
